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Atherosclerosis$ is$ a$ focal$ inflammatory$ disease,$ non;uniformly$ distributed$ in$
regions$of$disturbed$flow$within$the$arterial$system.$The$local$accumulation$of$
lipids$ and$ inflammatory$ cells$ in$ these$ regions$ drives$ lesion$ initiation$ and$
progression$ into$ advanced$ plaques.$ Along$ with$ systemic$ risk$ factors,$ local$
haemodynamic$metrics,$such$as$wall$shear$stress$(WSS),$have$been$shown$to$be$
good$ correlates$ to$ plaque$ development.$ Few$ studies$ have$ investigated$ the$
relationship$ between$ mechanics$ and$ biology$ longitudinally$ over$ plaque$
development.$However,$conflicting$views$on$the$role$of$low$and$high$wall$shear$
stress$in$the$development$of$the$disease$remain.$Using$high;resolution$imaging$





analyse$ co;localisations$ of$ selected$ disease$ markers$ with$ perturbed$ shear$
regions,$ induced$ in$ carotid$ arteries$ of$ ApoE;/;$ mice.$ Serial,$ in# vivo$ mouse;
specific$ haemodynamics$ were$ computed$ in$ micro;CT$ based$ geometries$ and$
coupled$with$plaque$distribution$spatially$mapped$on$the$in#vivo$lumen$at$each$
time$ point.$ Two$ novel$ haemodynamic$metrics$ and$ other$ established$metrics$
were$assessed$ to$ find$ the$best$predictor$of$ local$ areas$of$plaque$ formation.$A$
quantitative$analysis$revealed$plaque$lipids$and$macrophages$in$the$initial$stage$
of$ the$ disease$ best$ overlapped$ with$ our$ custom$metric,$ the$ low$ shear$ index$
(LSI),$ suggesting$ the$ importance$ of$ low$ shear$ in$ the$ initiation$ of$
atherosclerosis.$
$
In$ the$ second$ study,$ the$developed$workflow$was$ applied$ to$ correlate$plaque$
biology$ and$ mechanical$ metrics$ in$ transgenic$ hypercholesterolemic$ Yucatan$
minipigs.$ Lesions$ were$ induced$ by$ implanting$ a$ stenotic$ stent$ in$ one$ of$ the$$
coronaries,$and$in#vivo$haemodynamics$were$computed$in$OCT$based$coronary$
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reconstructions$ serially$ from$ healthy$ to$ advanced$ disease$ stages.$ Animals$
developed$advanced$human;like$atherosclerotic$lesions$in$regions$of$sustained$
low$ and$ oscillatory$ shear,$ induced$ by$ the$ stent.$Histology$ based$macrophage$
distribution$ showed$ good$ correlations$with$ the$ newly$ developed$metric,$ LSI,$
further$emphasising$the$importance$of$low$shear$in$atherogenesis.$
$
In$ conclusion,$ we$ have$ developed$ an$ integrated$ platform$ for$ high;resolution$
studies$of$plaque$mechanobiology.$Low$shear$was$the$best$correlate$to$markers$
of$atherosclerosis$in$two$animal$models,$quantified$by$our$novel$metric$–$LSI,$
which$ might$ be$ a$ good$ predictor$ of$ disease$ development.$ Additionally,$ this$
thesis$ shows$ the$ importance$ of$ longitudinal$ in# vivo$ studies$ of$ atherosclerosis$
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Cardiovascular! diseases! (CVDs)! are! the! leading! cause! of! mortality! globally,!
with! annual! death! rates! higher! than! any! other! cause! (Alwan! &! Alwan! 2011).!
CVDs! are! expected! to! remain! the! single! leading! cause!of!death!until! at! least!
2030!with! the!number!of! people!dying!mainly! from!heart!disease! and! stroke!
reaching! approximately! 23! million! (Mathers! &! Loncar! 2006).! In! the! United!
Kingdom,! CVDs! claim! the! lives! of! an! estimated! 124,000! people! annually!
costing!the!UK!health!care!system!approximately!£8.7!billion!(Plaitere!2013).!In!
2010,!almost!80,000!people!died!of!coronary!heart!disease!(CHD)!!and!around!
49,000! from! strokes! (Plaitere! 2013).! The! primary! underlying! cause! was!
atherosclerosis! (Pritchard,! 2014;! NHS! Choices,! 2014).! ! Thus,! the! need! for!
understanding! the! factors! involved! in! the! progression! of! atherosclerosis! is!
imperative!in!order!to!develop!early!preventive!and!diagnostic!approaches,!and!
new!treatment!methods,!aiming!to!significantly!reduce!the!number!of!deaths!
caused! by! CVDs,! subsequently! reducing! the! burden! of! this! disease! on! the!





up! of! plaque,! consisting! of! cholesterol,! lipoproteins,! cellular!waste! products,!
calcium! and! other! substances,! in! the! inner! wall! of! mediumYsized! and! large!
systemic!arteries,!eventually!protruding!into!the!lumen!of!the!arteries,!leading!
to!a!stenosis.!!This!is!the!most!common!morphological!feature!of!an!advanced!
atherosclerotic! plaque! (Figure! 1).! ! ! As! the! severity! of! the! disease! increases,!
various!tissues!and!organs!could!be!affected!by!the!reduction!in!blood!flow!and!
oxygen! supply! (ischemia)! and! plaques! could! become! unstable! and! rupture!
prone.! When! the! plaque! ruptures,! the! plaque! components! come! in! direct!
contact! with! the! blood,! and! an! inflammatory! response! leads! to! a! thrombus!
formation,! partially! or! completely! occluding! the! artery.! In! the! coronary!










Atherosclerosis!has!been!believed! to!originate! in! adolescence!as! fatty! streaks!
(McGill!et!al.!2000;!D.!Velican!&!C.!Velican!1980),!although!not!all!fatty!streaks!
necessarily! mature! into! fibrous! plaques! or! raised! lesions! that! constitute!
atherosclerosis!(Mitchell!and!Schartz!1965).!Atherosclerosis!is!associated!with!a!
number!of!risk!factors!including!genetic!predisposition,!hypertension,!obesity,!
high! levels! of! lowYdensity! lipoproteins! (LDL),! low! levels! of! highYdensity!
lipoproteins! (HDL),! smoking,!diabetes!mellitus,! lack!of! exercise,! and! lifestyle!
among! others.! ! It! is! a! slowly! progressing! disease! which! does! not! present!
symptoms! until! the! advanced! stages! when! complex! atherosclerotic! plaques!






The! initiation! phase! of! atherosclerosis! is! characterised! by! the! infiltration! and!
accumulation!of! lowYdensity! lipoproteins!(LDL)! into!the! first! layer!of! the!arterial!
wall,! known! as! the! intima,! promoting! an! inflammatory! response.!Under! normal!
circumstances,! LDL! molecules! are! circulated! by! blood! plasma! throughout! the!
vasculature!but! in!hypercholesterolemia,! they! travel! across! the! endothelium!and!
are!retained!in!the!intima!(C.!J.!Schwartz!et!al.!1993;!Tegos!et!al.!2001).!Within!the!
intima,! the! LDL! is! oxidised! (oxLDL),! resulting! in! endothelial! cell! activation!
thereby!increasing!the!expression!of!leukocyte!adhesion!molecules!(Hansson!et!al.!






In! the! later! stages,! these! foam! cells! undergo! apoptosis! leaving! behind!
extracellular! lipids! that! pool! into! a! larger! necrotic! lipid! core.! The! damaged!
endothelium! expresses! chemical! substances! like! cytokines,! which! promote!
smooth! muscle! cell! (SMC)! proliferation.! The! necrotic! core! is! gradually!
bounded! by! SMCs! and! collagen,! to! build! a! fibrous! cap! delineating! the! core!
from!the!endothelial!layer.!
The!encapsulated! lipid!pools,!or! complex!atherosclerotic!plaques,!now!called!
atheromas,! activate! an! enzymatic! mechanism! by! the! expression! of! proY
inflammatory!cytokines!and!matrix!metalloproteinases!(MMPs)!that!causes!the!
vessel! to!enlarge!over!time!(positive!remodeling)!(Glagov!et!al.! 1987)! .!MMPs!
are! known! to! specialise! in! degrading! components! of! the! subYendothelial!
basement!membrane!(Libby!2002).!Additionally,!they!regulate!the!remodeling!
of! the! extracellular! matrix! and! the! migration! of! macrophages! and! smooth!
muscle! cells,! which! are! involved! in! the! process! of! vascular! remodeling! and!
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stream! infiltrate! into! in! intima! where! they! are! oxidised! forming! modified! LDL,!
causing! endothelial! activation.! Dysfunctional! endothelium! expresses! cellular!
adhesion!molecules!like!VCAM!and!ICAM,!selectins!and!chemokines!which!attract!
circulating! monocytes.! Monocytes! are! recruited! to! the! inflammatory! site! and!
differentiate!into!macrophages!to!digest!the!modified!LDL,!further!expressing!proY
inflammatory! cytokines! leading! to! smooth! muscle! cell! (SMC)! proliferation! and!
further!monocyte!recruitment.!Macrophages!begin!to!uptake!oxLDL!molecules!and!
turn! into! cholesterol! laden! foam! cells.! The!macrophages! continue! to! proliferate!
within! the! intima,! sustaining! and! amplifying! the! inflammatory! process! by!
expressing! growth! factors! and! cytokines,! including! enzymes! such! as!MMPs! and!
procoagulant! tissue! factor! (TF)! that! degrade! the! extracellular! matrix! proteins,!
making! the! plaque’s! fibrous! cap! unstable.! The! macrophages! are! eventually! no!
longer! able! to! further! digest! cholesterol,! leading! to! apoptosis! with! further!
expression! of! pro! inflammatory!molecules! and! the! accumulation! of! lipids! inside!








Although!with!current!techniques! it! is!not!possible!to! identify!the!atheromas!
which! will! eventually! lead! to! the! clinical! symptoms,! there! have! been!
histological! characteristics! which! have! been! known! to! be! associated! with!
plaques! prone! to! rupture,! termed! vulnerable! plaques! or! thinYcap!




more! accurately! defined! by! Virmani! et! al! (Virmani! et! al.! 2000).! Among! the!




field,! the! vulnerable! plaque! is! the! lesion!with! a! high! risk! of! thrombosis! and!
rapid! progression,! leading! to! acute! coronary! syndrome! (ACS)! or! ischemic!
stroke! (Schaar! et! al.! 2004)! regardless! of! the! plaque! composition.! In!
histopathological!terms,!a!vulnerable!plaque!is!characterised!by!features!such!
as! a)! a! large! necrotic! lipidYrich! core,! b)! a! thin! fibrous! cap,! c)! an! increased!
concentration!of!macrophages!and!foam!cell!content!at!the!plaque!shoulders,!





Figure! 3:! The! characteristics! of! a! vulnerable! plaque! –! the! key! features! being! the!
large! lipid! pool! (necrotic! core)! and! the! thin! fibrous! cap! infiltrated! with!
macrophages! protecting! the! endothelium! on! the! luminal! surface! from! the!
underlying!inflammation.!Rupture!of!the!fibrous!cap!leads!to!thrombus!formation!
which!could!completely!block!the!artery!causing!myocardial!infarctions!or!strokes.!
Other! characteristics! of! the! ruptureYprone! plaque! shown! are! the! expansive!




















inflammatory! cells! like! macrophages.! These! plaques! are! also! associated! with!








plaque! area! (Virmani! et! al.! 2006).! It! is! an! avascular! and!hypocellular! region,!




highly! thrombogenic! when! exposed! to! flowing! blood! (Vilahur! et! al.! 2006).!
Furthermore,! it!has!been! shown!by!Loree!et! al! (Loree!et! al.! 1992)! that! larger!
lipid!cores!can!cause!destability!in!the!plaque!by!increasing!the!circumferential!






In! addition! to! the! large! necrotic! lipid! core,! a! thin! fibrous! cap! covering! the!
plaque,!infiltrated!by!macrophages!is!a!key!feature!of!the!vulnerable!plaque!(or!
TCFA).! The! fibrous! cap,! acting! like! a! barrier,! separating! the! plaque!
components! from! the! flowing! blood! in! the! diseased! vessel! is! primarily!
composed!of! SMCs,! elastin,! collagen,! proteoglycans! and! extraYcellular!matrix!
(ECM).!Typically,! it! is! thicker,! less! cellular! than! the!normal! intima,! found! in!
atherosclerotic!plaques! (Hansson!&!Libby! 2006).!However,! as! atherosclerosis!
progresses! into! advanced! stages,! macrophages,! foam! cells! and! lymphocytes!
infiltrate! the! fibrous!cap,!making! it!unstable!and!predisposing!the!plaques!to!
rupture!(Tearney!2002).!Fibrous!caps!of!vulnerable!plaques!are!thin,!have!fewer!
SMCs,!less!collagen!and!ECM!components!as!compared!to!the!stable!and!intact!
plaques! (Gorenne! et! al.! 2006).! The! fibrous! cap! thickness! as! a! measure! of!
plaque! vulnerability! is! now! well! defined! to! be!<!65! µm! by! Virmani! et! al! as!
findings!suggested!that!over!95%!of!the!fibrous!caps!measured!less!than!64!µm!




in! the! blood! stream.! Their! function! is! in! the! innate! and! acquired! immune!
responses,! responsible! for! maintaining! tissue! homeostasis! (Hansson! 2002).!
They!also!play!a!key!role!in!the!remodeling!of!the!ECM!and!in!the!proliferation!
of!SMCs!in!wound!repair.!!A!large!body!of!evidence!also!suggests!that!they!play!
a!key! role! in! the!pathogenesis!of! atherosclerosis.! In!atheromas,!macrophages!








cytotoxicity! (Hansson! et! al.! 2006).! Furthermore,! the! activated! macrophages!
secrete!a!host!of!enzymes!such!as!the!MMPs!which!degrade!the!ECM!proteins,!




plaque! rupture! (Guyton! &! Klemp! 1996)! and! the! biology! of! macrophages!
assumes! critical! importance! in! plaque! stability,! it! is! vitally! important! to!
understand! the! progression! of! the! lipid! core! and! distribution! of! the!







of! positive! or! expansive! remodelling,! a! process! of! compensatory! enlargement! of!
the!arterial!wall!in!response!to!local!atherosclerotic!plaque!formation!(Schaar!et!al,!
2004).! This! phenomenon! was! first! demonstrated! by! Glagov! et! al! in! human!
coronary! arteries,! as! a! mechanism! to! maintain! the! lumen! diameter! constant! in!
areas! where! plaques! were! developing! in! the! arterial! wall! (Glagov! et! al,! 1987).! A!
consistent!increment!in!blood!flow!leads!to!an!increase!in!arterial!diameter,!while!




al,! 2012).! Typically! in! a! vulnerable! plaque! with! expansive! remodeling,! such! a!
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structural!adaptation!of!the!vessel!wall!attenuates!the!flowYlimiting!potential!of!a!
developing! plaque,! but! could! render! the! plaque! to! be! ruptureYprone! due! to! the!
increasing! stresses! on! the!wall! and! is! considered! a! surrogate!marker! of! ruptureY
prone! or! vulnerable! plaques! (Davies! 1995,! Falk! 2006).! However,! although!
vulnerable! plaques! or! TCFAs! are! associated! with! expansive! remodelling! and!
obstruct! the! lumen! by! less! than! 50%,! a! substantial! portion! of! ruptureYprone!
plaques!are!also!found!to!be!obstructive!(Wentzel!et!al,!2012).!The!factors!involved!
in!deciding!the!remodeling!response!of!arteries!are!not!completely!understood,!but!







For! centuries,! animal! models! have! been! used! to! greatly! increase! our!
understanding! of! a! number! of! diseases! like! cancer,! diabetes! and!
atherosclerosis! to!name!a! few.!The!use!of! laboratory!animals! is! imperative! in!
deepening!our!knowledge!in!disease!mechanisms,!development!of!new!drugs,!
pharmaceutical!treatments,!medical!devices!and!imaging!techniques!and!tools.!!
In! the! field! of! atherosclerosis,! a! range! of! small! and! large! animal! species! has!




small! and! large! animal! models! of! choice! for! atherosclerosis! research!
respectively.! Although! these! animal! models! have! widely! contributed! to! the!
evolution! of! knowledge! pertaining! to! atherosclerosis,! no! animal! model! is!
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perfect! for! replicating! complex! disease! mechanisms! of! humans.! But! the!
development!of!animal!models!to!replicate!human!diseases!seem!warranted!by!







arch! breaks! into! 3! branches,! the! brachiocephalic! artery! leading! to! the! right!
common! carotid! artery! (RCCA),! the! left! common! carotid! artery! (LCCA)! and!
the! left! subclavian! artery.! The! average! diameters! of! the! carotid! arteries! are!
approximately! 500Y600!µm,! as! compared! to! ~6!mm! for! humans,! an! order! of!
magnitude! smaller.! Allometric! arguments! suggest! that! the! haemodynamic!
parameters! in!mice! will! be! different! to! those! in! humans! due! to! their! lower!
body! mass,! and! that! wall! shear! stresses! will! be! 20! times! those! in! humans!




the! relatively! low! cost! of! purchase! and! maintenance,! the! ease! of! genetic!
modifications,! breeding! colonies! and! the! relatively! shorter! time! frame! of!
monitoring!disease!development!(Getz!&!Reardon!2012).!They!also!have!a!short!
life! span,! which! allows! for! longitudinal! research! to! be! carried! out! and! their!
short!gestation!period!(21!days)!allows!a!quick!generation!time!of!two!months.!
In! addition! to! the! general! advantages! of! using!mice! in! biomedical! research,!
they! also! generate! a! range! of! atherosclerotic! lesions! as! seen! in! humans,!







have! demonstrated,! the! cuff! alters! local! haemodynamics! affecting! plaque!




The! ApoEY/Y! mouse! model! was! selected! as! our! model! of! choice! for! three!
reasons.!Firstly,!atherosclerotic!lesion!formation!and!progression!in!these!mice!
is!comparable!to!humans!(Nakashima!et!al.!1994).!Next,!plaques!have!most!of!
the! characteristic! features! of! the! human! vulnerable! plaque! mentioned! in!
section! 1.2.,! particularly! the! lipid! necrotic! core,! a! thin! fibrous! cap,!!
inflammation!and!infiltration!of!macrophages! in!the!fibrous!cap!and!vascular!
remodeling.!Finally,! the!progression!of! lesions! in! this!mouse!strain!appear! in!




replicating! certain! aspects! of! the! human! vulnerable! plaque! should! be!
acknowledged.!There!is!generally!a!lack!of!spontaneous!coronary!artery!disease!
in! this! mouse! model.! Also,! the! presence! of! calcifications! and! spontaneous!





Pigs! are! genetically! and!physiologically! closer! to!humans,!with! a! similar! size!




arch,! coronary! arteries,! carotid! and! iliac! bifurcations,! as! seen! in! humans.!
Advanced!lesions!have!been!observed!in!coronary,!iliac!and!femoral!arteries!of!
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hypercholesterolemic! pig! models.! Elderly! pigs! spontaneously! develop!
atherosclerosis! (Hamamdzic! &! Wilensky! 2013).! Gerrity! et! al! demonstrated!
complex!humanYlike!coronary!plaques,!with!a!thinned!fibrous!cap,!a!necrotic!
lipid! core,! calcification! and! internal! haemorrhaging! in! diabetic!
hypercholesterolemic! pigs,! demonstrating! humanYlike! vulnerable! plaques!!!
(Gerrity!et!al.!2001).!Neovascularization!and!vascular!remodeling!has!also!been!
demonstrated! in! pig!models! of! atherosclerosis.! Furthermore,! the! pig! is! large!
enough! for! performing! noninvasive! measurements! and! for! harvesting!
sufficient!arterial!tissue!for!analysis!(Getz!&!Reardon!2012).!More!importantly,!
the! safety! and! efficacy! of! devices! under! development! for! intracoronary!
applications,! like!novel! imaging!tools!or!stent!technologies,!are!best!tested!in!
porcine! coronary! arteries.! Finally,! the! study! of! haemodynamics! and! related!
parameters! in! porcine! coronary! arteries! is!more! relevant! and! translatable! to!
the!human!system.!!
However,!the!major!disadvantages!of!larger!animal!models!such!as!pigs,!is!the!
cost! associated! with! purchasing,! feeding! and! maintaining! pigs! at! the! high!
standard! of! modern! animal! husbandry! conditions.! Finally,! the! time! scale! of!
complex!lesion!formation!is!longer!than!in!mice.!!
!
Over! time,! there! have! been! a! number! of! porcine! models! of! accelerated!
atherosclerosis! that! have! been! developed,! like! the! induced! diabetic/!
hypercholesterolemic! (DM/HC)! swine! model,! the! LDL! receptor! knockYout!
model!(or!Rapacz!pig),!the!recently!developed!PCSK9!gainYofYfunction!mutant!




Our!model! of! choice! in! the! second!part! of! this! thesis! is! the!PCSK9!GainYofY
function! mutant! pig! model,! which! was! bred! and! maintained! by! our!
collaborators! in! Aarhus! University! Hospital! Skejby! in! Aarhus,! Denmark.!!




severe! autosomal! dominant! hypercholesterolemia! and! early! development! of!
atherosclerosis! in! humans! (Hamamdzic! &! Wilensky! 2013).! The! minipigs,!
placed!on!a!highYfat,!highYcholesterol!(HFHC)!diet!have!been!shown!to!display!
reduced! LDL! receptor! levels,! impaired! LDL! clearance,! severe!
hypercholesterolemia! and! the! spontaneous! development! of! humanYlike!
atherosclerotic! lesions! in!multiple! vascular! beds.! The! histological! analysis! of!
plaques,! observed! at! 46!weeks,! displayed! fibroatheromas!with! characteristics!
resembling! human! plaques,! including! the! necrotic! core! formation,! fibrous!
tissue,! calcification,!plaque!angiogenesis!and! intraplaque!haemorrhage! in! the!
left! anterior! descending! coronary! artery.! In! addition,! there! was! a! 1.8Yfold!
increase!in!atherosclerosis!formation!as!compared!to!the!wildYtype!males!(AlY
Mashhadi!et!al.!2013).!Other!advantages!of!this!model!include!the!limited!size!









The! previous! sections! discussed! the! background! of! atherosclerosis,! vulnerable!
plaque!morphology!and!different!animal!models!used!for!atherosclerosis!research.!






The! walls! of! blood! vessels! are! made! up! of! three! distinct! layers;! the! tunica!




The! endothelium! lining! the! intima! is! constantly! experiencing! various!
mechanical! forces! in!the!normal!and!tangential!direction!due!to!the!pulsatile!
nature! of! the! flow.! ! The! tangential! (frictional)! force! per! unit! area! that! is!
subjected! on! the! luminal! vessel! wall! and! endothelial! surface! by! the! flow! of!
viscous!blood!is!known!as!the+shear!stress+(Malek!et!al.!1999).!
!
Shear!stress!at! the!wall,! for!a!Newtonian! fluid,! is!directly!proportional! to! the!
velocity!gradient!dv/dr!(shear!rate)!at!the!wall!and!can!be!estimated!by!!! = !! !"!"!










where!µ! is! the! viscosity! of! the! blood,! Q! is! the! flow! rate! and! r! is! the! vessel!










ongoing! for! decades.! ! Although! the! risk! factors! that! are! associated!with! the!
disease! are! systemic! in! nature,! historical! evidence! suggests! that! the!
atherosclerotic! plaques! are! observed! in! specific! regions! of! the! vascular! bed!
(Figure! 4).! The! lesions! are! either! located! at! or! near! branching! points! in! the!
vessels,! along! inner! walls! of! high! curvatures! or! on! the! outer! curves! of!
bifurcations!(DeBakey!et!al.!1985;!Berliner!et!al.!1995;!Malek!et!al.!1999).!These!
locations!seem!to!be!affected!by!the!local!blood!flow!characteristics.!On!closer!
inspection,! evidence! suggested! that! plaque! development! had! a! tendency! of!





Figure! 4:! Predominant! vascular! sites! and! distributions! of! atherosclerosis! in!




Over! the! last! century,! a! number! of! studies! showed! correlations! between! the!
disease! patterns! and! haemodynamics! and! suggested! various! mechanisms!
explaining!them.!A!majority!of!them!considered!the!mechanical!forces!exerted!
by! the! blood! on! the! endothelium! physically! damaging,! leading! to! enhanced!




However,! currently! it! is! fairly! well! accepted! that! atherosclerotic! plaques! coY
localize! with! regions! in! the! vasculature! where! the! WSS! is! low! and/or!
oscillating.! The! low! shear! stress! theory! was! suggested! in! a! pivotal! paper! by!
Caro!et!al!(Caro!et!al.!1969)!that!disproved!the!theories!at!the!time,!leading!to!a!
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debate! in! the! atherosclerosis! research! field.! They! demonstrated! that! the!
distribution!of!early!plaques!correlated!with!regions!of!the!arterial!wall!with!a!
locally! lower! shear! rate.! They! proposed! a! shear! dependent! mass! transfer!









composition! related! to! WSS! is! not! fully! characterised.! Since! a! majority! of!
human!atherosclerotic!plaque!studies!are!based!on!postYmortem!pathological!
analysis,!understanding!the!progression!of!the!disease!and!plaque!composition!
with! relation! to! varying! shear! stress! patterns! is! still! incomplete.!However,! a!
number!of!studies!have!confirmed!by!means!of!relating!flow!computed!using!
computational! fluid!dynamic! techniques,!with!histological!analysis,! that!high!
shear! stress! regions! are! atheroprotected! while! low! shear! stress! regions! are!
atheroprone!(Malek!et!al.!1999;!Slager!et!al.!2005;!Koskinas!et!al.!2009).!It!has!
also! been! suggested! that! low! wall! shear! stress! plays! a! key! role! in!
atherosclerotic!plaque!progression! from!a! stable!plaque! into!a! ruptureYprone!
vulnerable!plaque!(Koskinas!et!al.!2009;!Chatzizisis!et!al.!2008)!and!that!local!
haemodynamics,! particularly! shear! stress! was! a! key! determinant! of! plaque!
composition!(Krams!et!al.!2003;!Krams!et!al.!2006;!Frueh!et!al.!2012).!Koskinas!
et! al! performed! in+ vivo! IVUS! based! vascular! profiling! in! 5! diabetic,!
hypercholesterolemic! pigs! to! serially! study! plaque! progression! in! coronary!
arteries!over!5!time!points!and!link!end!point!plaque!histology!to!baseline!local!
haemodynamics.! They! showed! that! thinYcapped! atheroma! with! eccentric!
morphology,!i.e.!plaques!most!prone!to!rupture!developed!most!frequently!in!
regions! that! experienced! low!WSS!persistently! through! plaque! development,!
endorsing!the!importance!of!low!WSS!in!the!development!of!plaque!initiation!
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and! progression! (Koskinas! et! al.,! 2013).! Similarly,! Chatzizisis! et! al! had!
demonstrated!similar! findings! in!diabetic!pigs!on!a!highYfat!diet.! IVUS!based!
vascular! profiling!was! performed! at! 2! early! and! 2! late! time! points.! They! too!
found!a!significant! inverse!association!between!the!magnitude!of! low!WSS!at!
baseline!and! the!development!of! increasing!complexity!of!highYrisk! coronary!
plaques! characterized! by! intense! inflammation,! lipid! accumulation,! thin!
fibrous!cap!and!excessive!expansive!remodeling!at!the!end!point!of!the!study!





Recently,! Cheng! et! al! showed! that! by! inducing! specific! shear! stress!
patterns! in! a! single! blood! vessel! segment!by! the!placement! of! a! constricting!
cuff!on!the!carotid!artery!of!mice,!they!observed!the!stable!and!the!vulnerable!
plaque! development! with! strikingly! different! plaque! compositions.!
Interestingly,!the!stable!plaque!phenotype!was!seen!in!oscillatory!shear!stress!
regions!(vortices)!while!the!vulnerable!plaque!phenotype!(TCFAs)!was!seen!in!
areas!of! relatively! lowered! shear! stress.!There!was!no!plaque!observed! in! the!
region! of! high! shear! stress! (Cheng! 2006).! In! humans,! as! part! of! the!
PREDICTION! study,! Stone! et! al! studied! the! link! between! baseline! local!
haemodynamics! and! plaque! characteristics! against! clinical! events! such! as!
acute!plaque!rupture!or!accelerated!luminal!obstruction!after!1!year!follow!up!
(Stone!et!al.,!2012).!The!study!included!vascular!profiling!by!applying!IVUS!and!
coronary! angiography! techniques! for! 506! patients! with! an! ACS! treated! with!
percutaneous! coronary! intervention! (PCI),! with! 374! patients! being! followed!
up.!They!found!that!large!plaque!burden!and!low!WSS!at!baseline!were!good!
combined! predictors! of! plaque! progression! and! luminal! obstruction,! with! a!
41%!positive!predictive!value!to!identify!lesions!at!baseline!likely!to!require!PCI!
in! the! future.! The! findings! of! the! study! showing! the!prominent! role! of! local!
low!WSS! in! the!progression!of! atherosclerosis!were! similar! to!previous! serial!
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remodeling! throughout! the! various! stages! of! atherosclerosis.! Shear! stress! in!
the!arterial!system!has!been!measured!to!be!in!a!range!of!1Y7!Pa!(Malek!et!al.!
1999).! As! discussed! earlier! in! section! 1.3.3,! sustained! increases! in! blood! flow!
(and! shear! stress)!kickstarts! a! compensatory!mechanism!by!which! the! vessel!
wall!undergoes!structural!enlargement! to!maintain! the! lumen!diameter! fairly!
constant,! known! as! expansive! remodeling,! thus!maintaining! the!mean! shear!
stress!in!the!physiological!range.!Equally,!the!opposite!also!holds!true!(Langille!
&! O'Donnell! 1986).! As! discussed! previously,! vulnerable! plaques! are! often!
associated!with!expansive!remodeling!while!stable!plaques!are!associated!with!
constrictive! remodeling! (Chatzizisis! 2008).! A! recent! serial! study! in!




enzymatic! responses!of! the!MMPs,! leading! to! the! compensatory!or! excessive!
(when! lumen!and!vessel! size! increase)! remodeling! to! lower! the!wall! shear! to!
baseline!levels.!The!excessive!remodeling!could!then!further!reduce!the!already!
low! WSS! and! enabling! additional! lipid! accumulation,! inflammation,! matrix!
degradation! to! render! the! plaque! prone! to! rupture! (Wentzel! et! al,! 2012).!!
Vascular!SMC!relaxation!leading!to!enlargement!of!the!arterial!diameter!occurs!
over!seconds!to!minutes!(Hahn!&!M.!A.!Schwartz!2009).!!
Stable! plaques! with! calcified! lesions! and! limited! inflammation! are!
characterised!by!a!thicker!fibrous!cap!which!protects!a!smaller!lipid!core.!The!
presence! of! such! plaques! is! usually! associated! with! constrictive! remodeling,!
leading!to!luminal!obstruction.!Kumar!and!Lindner!showed!an!80%!reduction!




human! coronary! arteries,! showing! that! the! capacity! of! the! vessel! wall! to!
remodel!outwards!was!limited!by!the!plaque!burden!defined!as!the!ratio!of!the!
plaque! area! to! the! vessel! area.! In! IVUS! based! studies,! a! parameter! called!
remodeling! index!which! is! the! lesion! EEM! area! divided! by! the! EEM! area! at!
another! proximal! reference! cross! section! is! used! to! quantify! vascular!
remodeling.!For!positive!remodeling,!the!remodeling!index!is!>!1!where!as!for!
negative!remodeling,!the!index!is!<!1!(Fujii!et!al!2005,!Mintz!et!al!1997).!More!
recently,!a! serial! IVUS!study!was!performed! in!patients! to!study!whether! the!
plaqueYfree! wall! is! responsible! for! the! remodeling! response! during!
atherosclerotic!build!up.!Here,!positive!remodeling!was!defined!as!the!relative!
change! in! vessel! area! >! 5%! from! baseline! vessel! area,! while! negative!
remodeling!was!defined!as!the!relative!change!in!vessel!area!<!5%!with!respect!
to!the!baseline!vessel!area!(Wentzel!et!al!2014).!
!Glagov! and! his! colleagues! had! earlier! showed! that! the! outer! vessel!
circumference!of! the!coronary!arteries! continues! to!grow! till! the!plaque!area!
covers! 40%! or!more! of! the! total! vessel! area,! beyond! which! the! vessel! is! no!
longer! able! to! compensate! (Glagov! et! al.! 1987).! As! the! plaque! continues! to!
grow,! it! encroaches! into! the! lumen! creating! a! flow! limiting! stenosis.! The!
upstream!region!of!the!plaque!then!experiences!high!shear!stress!while!the!low!







Figure! 5:!OCT!of! a!TCFA! (arrow)!displaying! thinning!of! the! fibrous! cap.!Flow!of!
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vital! role! in! maintaining! vascular! homeostasis,! whereas! their! dysfunction! is!





stress! by! means! of! multiple! molecular! elements! and! complex! intracellular!
pathways,! sensing! and! interacting! to! initiate! various! cellular! responses,! a!
process! called!mechanotransduction.! (Li! et! al.! 2005;! Chatzizisis! et! al.! 2007).!
Although!the!mechanisms!of!sensing!shear!stress!are!not!yet!fully!understood,!
shear! stress! is! known! to! regulate! endothelial! cell! functions,! leading! to!
activation!of!signaling!networks,!which!in!turn!regulate!gene!expressions!and!
other! functional! responses! like! cell! proliferation,! apoptosis,! migration,! and!
alignment! (Li! et! al.! 2005).! The!mechanisms!by!which! endothelial! cells! sense!
physical!forces!and!convert!them!to!inflammatory!responses!in!atherosclerosis!
are!well!studied,!especially!in! in+ vitro!conditions!(Chien!et!al.! 1998;!Bao!et!al.!
1999;! Bao! &! C! 2000).! Endothelial! cell!monolayers! were! subjected! to! varying!
levels! of! shear! stress! and! responses! studied! over! a! time! scale! of! seconds! to!
days.! Shorter! scale! responses! included! activation! of! potassium! ion! channels,!
releases!of!kinases!like!vascular!endothelial!growth!factor!receptor!2!(VEGFR2)!
and! increased! expression! of! nitric! oxide! (NO),! a! key! component! of! vascular!
tone! possessing! antiYinflammatory! and! antiYthrombotic! properties,! while!
longer! timeYscale! responses! included! activation! of! transcription! factors! like!
nuclear!factor!kappa!B!(NFYκB),!release!of!mitogen!activated!proteins!kinases!
(MAPKs),! and! expression! of! various! genes! downstream! of! the! signaling!
pathways!(Conway!&!M.!A.!Schwartz!2013;!Chatzizisis!et!al.!2007).!
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Numerous! studies! that! have! examined! the! responses! of! endothelial! cells! to!
mechanical!stimuli!have!found!mechanosensitive!genes!that!play!a!key!role!in!
disease!development! (Chien!2006).! In!particular,! regions! that! are! exposed! to!
unidirectional! laminar! flow! regions! induced! increased! endothelial! cell!





played! an! important! role! in! the! activation! of! the! inflammatory! response!
(Tarbell!et!al.!2014).!Together,! the!antiYinflammatory!eNOSYNO!pathway!and!
the! proYinflammatory! NFYκB! pathway! act! as! two! complementary!
mechanosensitive! signaling! pathways! that! could! explain! the! focal! nature! of!
atherosclerosis!(Conway!&!M.!A.!Schwartz!2013).!
As!has!been!established,!endothelial!cells!behave!differently!when!exposed!to!
altered! shear! stresses,! changing! their! phenotype! and! morphology,! making!
them! either! atheroprone! or! atheroprotective.! In! normal! or! high! shear! stress!
regions,! endothelial! cells! have! a! quiescent,! atheroprotective! phenotype,!





them! atheroprone! (Hahn! &!M.! A.! Schwartz! 2009;!Malek! et! al.! 1999;! Davies!
2008).!When! exposed! to! low/disturbed! shear! stress,! they! also! increase! their!
permeability!to!macromolecules,!promoting!accumulation!of!lipoproteins!and!
the! method! of! damage! and! repair! near! the! branch! points! and! bifurcations!
(Chien! et! al.! 1998).! Additionally,! the! endothelium! is! responsible! for!
maintaining!physiological!levels!of!shear!stress!in!the!range!of!15Y20!dyne/cm2!








blood! flow! and! the! development! of! atherosclerosis,! using! a! variety! of!
techniques! including! computational! modeling! of! flow,! modeling! of! gene!








between! the! local! haemodynamics,! in! particular! the! WSS! and! it’s! related!
metrics!and!the!plaque!locations!in!humans!and!animal!models.!!Currently,!the!
most! popular! tool! for! simulating! and! visualising! blood! flow! in! arteries! is!
computational! fluid!dynamics! (CFD),! as!will! be!discussed! later.! It! allows! the!
analysis!of!the!WSS!and!other!haemodynamic!metrics!at!any!spatial!location!in!
the! vascular! segments,! at! any! point! in! the! cardiac! cycle,! thus! enabling! a!
correlation!analysis! to!be!made!either! in+ vivo!or! in+ vitro!with!plaque! location!
and!composition.!However,!this!is!a!nonYtrivial!task,!owing!to!the!difficulty!in!
obtaining!physiologically! realistic!geometries!or! actual! representations!of! the!
vasculature.! Also,! the! vast! quantities! of! data! that! is! made! accessible! by! the!
CFD! simulations,! presents! a! huge! data! organizational! task,! making! the!
correlation! analysis! quite! challenging.! Several! attempts! have! been! made! to!
qualitatively!and!quantitatively!assess!the!correlation!of!disease!markers!to!the!
regions! of! complex! blood! flow! and! WSS! patterns.! In! the! process,! new!
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haemodynamic!metrics! are! constantly! being! developed! to! better! capture! the!
flow! characteristics! and! improve! the! predictability! of! future! plaque!
development.!A!recent!illustration!is!the!development!of!a!new!parameter,!the!
timeYaverage! gradient! of! pressure! (TAGP)! by! Assemat! et! al! (Assemat! et! al.!
2014).!They!made!a!visual!analysis!of!haemodynamic!metrics!like!TAWSS,!OSI,!
RRT!and!TAGP!with!plaques!located!in!a!mouse!aortic!arch!geometry!obtained!
from! in+ vitro! contrast! enhanced! microYComputed! Tomography! (microYCT)!
finding! a! good! agreement! between! plaque! localisation! and! TAGP.! The! new!
parameter!was!defined!as:!!
!"#$ = ! 1! ∇!!!"!! !
where!∇!!is!the!gradient!of!pressure.!It!is!important!to!note!that!the!study!was!
a!pilot!study!performed!on!two!animals!and!the!correlation!results!between!the!
TAGP! and! the!plaque! locations!were! preliminary.!More! importantly,!moving!
blood! has! a! mass! (m)! and! velocity! (v)! and! hence! a! kinetic! energy! (KE)!
associated!with! it,!which! is! proportional! to!V2;!(!" = !! ! !!).!When! blood!
flows!through!the!artery,!it!also!exerts!a!lateral!force!on!the!artery!walls,!which!
is! the!potential! or!pressure! energy! (PE).!The! total! energy! (E)!of! the!blood! is!
therefore! the! KE! +! PE.! ! Now,! if! the! blood! flow! through! the! artery! (e.g.! the!
human!aorta)!were!to!abruptly!come!to!a!standstill,!the!KE!will!be!converted!
into!the!dynamic!pressure!of!the!blood.!The!dynamic!pressure!(q)!is!based!on!











the! maps! of! haemodynamic! metrics! and! lesion! distribution! obtained! by!
histology.!Although!this!is!the!simplest!form!of!comparison!between!two!maps,!
some! studies! have! shown! a! good! correlation! between! the! areas! of! low! and!
oscillatory! shear! stress! to! coincide! with! complex! flow! patterns! captured! by!
various!disease!markers!like!low!WSS!(Suo!et!al.!2008),!oscillatory!shear!index!
(OSI)! and! relative! residence! time! (RRT)(Hoi! et! al.! 2011),! wall! shear! stress!
gradient! (WSSG)! (Buchanan! et! al.! 2003)! and! transverse! wall! shear! stress!
(transWSS)! (Peiffer,! Sherwin! &!Weinberg! 2013b).! ! However,! although! these!









such! analyses.! ! The! most! likely! form! of! data! reduction! is! some! form! of!
averaging! the!parameters.!Krams! et! al! compared!WSS! along! locations! of! the!
right!coronary!artery!(RCA)!with!wall!thickness!in!patients,!finding!an!inverse!
correlation!by!using!an!axial!averaging!technique!(Krams!et!al.!1997).!Similarly,!




2005).! Additionally,! Samady! et! al! (Samady! et! al.! 2011)! made! similar!
observations!by!circumferentially!averaging!the!time!averaged!wall!shear!stress!
(TAWSS)! data! over! equally! sized! longitudinal! segments! of! the! artery.!
Furthermore,! some! studies! employed! a! technique! of! averaging! the! WSS! or!
related! parameters! over! equally! sized! patches! (regions)! prior! to! correlating!
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them!with!the!plaque! locations.!For!example,!Lee!et!al!(S.W.!Lee!et!al.!2009)!
concluded! that! RRT! could! be! used! as! a! single!marker! for! disturbed! flow! by!
correlating! areas! of! vascular! dysfunction! with! a! number! of! haemodynamic!
metrics! in! 50! human! carotid! bifurcations.! In! this! case,! the! haemodynamic!
metrics!were!averaged!over!segments,!which!were!0.5!units!axially,!divided!into!




haemodynamic! metrics! were! averaged! over! 1! mm! long! segments! further!
divided!into!6!circumferential!patches.!There!appeared!to!be!a!good!qualitative!
correlation!but!on! further!quantitative!analysis,!no! statistical! correlation!was!
found.! ! Finally,! other! methods! of! data! reduction! included! choosing! an!




In! contrast! to! the! above! discussed! data! reduction! studies,! there! have! been!
several!attempts!to!correlate!local!haemodynamics!with!disease!indicators!on!a!
systematic!point3by3point!basis,!predominantly!using! intimal! thickness!as! the!
disease!indicator.!!Joshi!et!al!(Joshi!2004)!studied!the!correlation!between!the!
intimal! thickness!measured! from! digitised! histology! images! and!WSS! in! the!
trunk! of! the!RCA!geometry! obtained! from!postYmortem! corrosion! casting! of!
four!patients.!They!paired! the! intimal! thickness!measurement! from!histology!
at!each!node!of!the!geometry!to!the!WSS!value!at!that!node!using!a!computer!
algorithm.!They!found!a!statistically!significant!inverse!correlation!in!just!one!




point! data! analysis! is! the! most! rigorous! form! of! testing! the! presence! of! a!
correlation.!Interestingly,!a!review!of!correlation!studies!by!Peiffer!et!al!showed!
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that! as! the! amount! of! data! reduction! increases,! the! correlations! increase!
between!lesion!distribution!and!haemodynamic!metrics.!Additionally,!none!of!
the! studies! that! conducted! a! pointYbyYpoint! correlation! analysis! showed! any!
statistically! significant! correlation!between! local!haemodynamics! and!disease!
indicators! (see! (Peiffer,! Sherwin! &! Weinberg! 2013a)! for! review).! It! is! also!
interesting! to! note! that! there! have! been! no! pointYwise! studies! performed! in!
mouse! models! of! atherosclerosis.! Although! it! is! vital! to! understand! and!
discover! disease!mechanisms! and! its! relation! to! haemodynamics! in! humans,!
animal!models,! in!particular!mice! and!pigs! could!provide! a! good! foundation!
for!testing!the!correlations!in!a!more!controlled!haemodynamic!environment,!
free! from! the! clinically! relevant! systemic! risk! factors! and!maintained! under!
controlled!dietary!conditions.!Moreover,!studies!in!humans!are!usually!feasible!
at!advanced!disease!stage,!providing!a!‘snapshot’!of!disease!distribution!versus!
local! blood! flow! mechanics.! Animal! models! provide! the! possibility! of!
performing! serial! studies! in! the! same! artery! that! are! required! to! test! the!
correlation!at!various!stages!of!the!disease!in!the!same!subject!to!relate!pre!and!
post! disease! findings.! This! would! advance! our! understanding! of!









presented! a! framework! to! coYregister! data! from! 3D! WSS! distributions! and!
individual!magnetic! resonance! imaging! (MRI)!based!plaque! components! and!
morphology!in!human!carotid!arteries!on!a!pointYbyYpoint!basis.!It!also!allows!
a! temporal! analysis! of! the! variation! in! WSS! over! the! individual! vulnerable!
plaque! features! like! the! lipidYrich! necrotic! core,! intraYplaque! haemorrhage,!
loose! matrix! and! wall! thickness.! Interestingly,! they! found! a! statistically!
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significant!correlation!between!the!low!WSS!and!necrotic!core!thickness!in!six!
out! of! eight! cases! and! concluded! that! low!WSS!might! also! be! linked! to! the!
presence! of! haemorrhage,! a! critical! factor! in! plaque! progression! and!







Section! 1.7! (on! quantification! of! localisation)! discussed! a! number! of! studies!
that! attempted! to! correlate! the! local! haemodynamics,! particularly! WSS! in!
vascular!geometries!to!sites!of!atherosclerosis.!This!section!will!highlight!some!








the! conditions! of! flow! within! an! artery.! It! is! essentially! a! measure! of! the!
stability! of! the! flow,! and! is! the! ratio! of! inertial! fluid!momentum! to! viscous!
frictional! forces! acting! on! the! fluid;! the! higher! the! inertia! and! lower! the!
viscosity,!the!more!unstable!the!flow.!It!is!defined!as:!





At!very! low! flow!rates,!when!Re!<! 1,! the! inertial! forces!can!be! ignored!as! the!
viscous! forces! dominate! over! them,! and! the! flow! is! laminar,! following! the!
geometry!of!the!flow!channels!under!the!influence!of!the!viscous!forces.!At!low!
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values!of!Re,!when! the! inertial! and!viscous! forces!are! comparable,! secondary!
flows! (vortices! and!other!nonaxial! flow!phenomena)! arise! in! regions! such! as!
artery!curvatures!and!bifurcations.!As!there!is!a!transition!of!flow!to!turbulence!
(1500!<!Re!<!2000),! lateral!motion!of!blood!becomes!more!random;! it!can!be!
triggered! by! irregular! vascular! geometries! such! as! stenoses! as! well! as! flow!
pulsatility!(Cunningham!&!Gotlieb!2005).!In!turbulent!flow,!typically!occurring!
where!the!Re!is!greater!than!2000,!the!influence!of!inertial!forces!acting!on!the!
fluid! are! much! larger,! causing! complex! rapid! fluctuations! in! velocity! and!
pressure!in!time!and!space,!as!the!perturbations!to!the!flow!can!no!longer!be!
damped!out!by!the!viscous!forces!(Figure!6C).!
The!Re! is! a!widely!used!parameter! that! gives! a!qualitative!description!of! the!
flow!in!arteries.!However,!Re!for!mouse!aortas!(<100)!(Hoi!et!al.!2011)!and!pig!
coronaries! (<! 200)! (Suo! et! al.! 2006;!Huo! et! al.! 2007)! as! compared! to!human!





Most! flows! can! be! categorized! as! either! laminar! or! turbulent! flow.! Low!
Reynolds! numbers,! as! discussed! above,! characterises! steady! or! laminar! flow.!
Laminar! blood! flow! occurs! when! the! fluid! flows! in! layers,! parallel! to! each!
other,! without! any! disruption.! Undisturbed! laminar! flow! refers! to! a!
streamlined! flow! with! smoothly! varying! velocity! fields! demonstrated! by!
smooth! flow! lines! (Figure!6A).!On! the!other!hand,!disturbed! laminar! flow! is!
characterised! by! areas! with! reversed! flow! described! by! flow! separation,!
recirculation!and!reattachment! to! forward! flow,!and!circumferential! swirling.!!





to! the! pulsatile! nature! of! the! flow.! The! periodic! oscillation! and! multiY
directionality!of!flow!and!shear!stress!that!occurs!in!such!regions!over!a!cardiac!
cycle! can! be! quantified! by! hemodynamic! parameters! such! as! the! OSI! and!
transWSS! respectively.! In! such! regions! of! geometrical! irregularity,! the!
low/oscillatory!WSS!changes!direction!between!systole!and!diastole,!leading!to!
a! low! time! average! WSS.! In! straight! arterial! segments,! the! WSS! is!
unidirectional! and! pulsatile,! with! a! positive! time! average! over! the! cardiac!
cycle,!in!the!physiological!range!of!WSS!(Wentzel,!2012).!
!
Figure! 6:! Characteristics! of! various! flow! patterns.! Laminar! flow! with! smooth!
streamlines! parallel! to! each! other! (A),! disturbed! laminar! flow!with! recirculation!






and!travels! through!a!certain! length,!called! the!entrance! length!(L),!before! it!
develops!into!it’s!fully!developed!state!with!a!parabolic!profile!and!no!motion!


















which! considerably! affects! flow! patterns! and! subsequently! WSS! patterns!
throughout!the!cardiac!cycle!(Ku!1997).!The! larger!arteries! in!the!vasculature!












Womersley! number! (α)! defined! by!Womersley! in! 1955! for! flow! in! a! straight!
pipe!as:!
!








If!α! is! sufficiently! small,! the! flow! can! be! considered! quasiYsteady.! The! flow!
could!be!deemed!fully!developed!throughout!the!cardiac!cycle!as!it!holds!the!
parabolic! shape.! In!mice,!α! is! very! low! (≈! 2),!which! suggests! that! secondary!
flows!and!turbulence!are!less!probable!in!mice!than!in!humans!as!the!blood!is!
viscousYdominated!(low!Re)!(Suo!et!al.!2006).!!For!high!values!of!α,!the!flow!is!






Investigating! systemic! flow! fields! and! related! haemodynamics,! in! particular!
WSS!in!various!parts!of!the!vasculature!has!been!a!major!field!of!research!for!
decades.!A!number!of!studies!have!attempted!to!study!biological!responses!of!




flow! parameters! and! characterising! magnitudes! and! directions! of! flow! and!
estimating! WSS! in! experimental! conditions! is! highly! challenging.! Although!
WSS,! using! the! Hagen! Poiseuille! equation! previously! described,! can! be!
estimated! in! simpler! geometries! by! assuming! arteries! to! be! cylindrical! tubes!
with!steady!flow,!it!does!not!provide!a!detailed!description!of!flow!in!complex!
vascular! geometries.! An! alternative! way! of! understanding! complex!
haemodynamics! and! computing! in+ vivo! WSS! over! physiologically! realistic!
geometries! can!be! achieved!by!using!CFD.! !When!used! in! combination!with!
experiments,! CFD! allows! a! detailed! flow! field! analysis! at! all! locations! of! the!





energy.! Together,! they! form! a! set! of! coupled,! nonYlinear! partial! differential!
equations,!known!as! the!NavierYStokes!equations!which!apply! to!most!of! the!
common! fluids! and! are! not! possible! to! solve! analytically! for! complex! flow!
problems,!including!blood!flow!problems.!!
In! practice,! blood! is! commonly! assumed! to! be! an! incompressible! (constant!
density),! Newtonian! fluid! (viscosity! remains! constant! with! shear! rate)! in!
human! and! animal! model! studies! (Samady! et! al.! 2011;! Thim! et! al.! 2010;!
Feintuch!et!al.!2006;!Trachet!et!al.!2011)!even!though!it! is!an! inhomogeneous!
mixture!because!of!the!presence!of!red!blood!cells,!making!it’s!properties!nonY
Newtonian.!However,! the! assumption! is! valid! in!moderate!Reynolds!number!








Under! these! assumptions,! the! continuity! equation! and! the! NavierYStokes!
equations!can!be!defined!as:!
! ∇.! = 0!















over! which! the! equations! need! to! be! solved! (eg.! the! blood! vessel)! must! be!
discretised!using!a!grid!or!mesh!into!small!regular!elements!such!as!tetrahedral!
or!hexahedral,! triangular!or!prismatic! elements,! etc.! known!as! cells.!Velocity!
data! is! used! as! boundary! conditions! within! the! cells! and! the! NavierYStokes!
equations!are!solved!over!each!cell.!Values!for!each!flow!variable!(eg.!velocity,!
pressure)!can!be!obtained!at!the!cell!centers,!while!the!values!for!the!rest!of!the!
computational! domain! are! obtained! by! interpolation.! PostYprocessing! allows!
the!interpretation!of!haemodynamic!parameters!like!WSS!and!related!metrics.!!





The! recent! advent! of! various! medical! technologies,! image! processing!
techniques!and!computational!power!has!made!the!use!of!CFD!in!the!field!of!
bioengineering! a! valuable! tool! in! characterising! blood! flow! in! atheroprone!












Geometrical! information! of! arteries! can!be! obtained!by! in+ vitro! as!well! as! in+
vivo!methods.!In+vitro!methods!in!animal!models!of!atherosclerosis!mainly!rely!
on!highYresolution!imaging!performed!either!on!the!animal!immediately!post!
sacrifice!or!by! imaging! just! the!vascular!segments!of! interest!after!dissection.!
But! the! more! commonly! used! technique! of! obtaining! the! luminal! arterial!
surfaces! is! a! process! known! as! vascular! corrosion! casting.! This! is! a! post!
mortem!process! that! involves! the! injection!of! a! plastic! resin! at! physiological!
pressure! into! the!vasculature! in+ situ,! following!which! it! is! left! to!harden!and!
the!surrounding!tissue!is!dissolved!away!leaving!a!“cast”!of!the!entire!vascular!
system.!This! cast! is! then! scanned!at!very!high! resolutions!using!microYCT! to!
obtain!the!geometry!of!interest!using!imageYprocessing!techniques.!There!have!
been! a! few! studies! performed! on! human! autopsy! specimens! (Joshi! 2004;!
Goubergrits! et! al.! 2002),! however! it! is! now!primarily! used! in! smaller! animal!
models!of!atherosclerosis! like!mice!(Van!Doormaal!et!al.!2012)!and!rabbits!(J.!
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A.! Moore,! Rutt,! et! al.! 1999a).! Recently! it! was! also! used! to! study!
haemodynamics!of!stented!porcine!left!coronary!arteries+ ex+ situ+ (Rikhtegar!et!
al.! 2013).! The! primary! advantages! of! this! technique! is! it’s! ability! to! capture!
detailed! features! of! the! vasculature! with! high! fidelity! due! to! the! highY
resolution! microYCT! scans.! Additionally,! by! using! the! original! specimens! as!
reference,!plaque! localisation!and! the! stage!of! it’s!development! can!easily!be!
identified! on! the! casts! (Steinman! 2004b)! for! subsequent! correlation! studies.!
However,!the!pitfalls!of!the!technique!include!a!volume!shrinkage!of!the!cast!







In+ vivo! imaging!methods! on! the! other!hand,! include! the! application!of! nonY
invasive!or!minimally! invasive!imaging!modalities!such!as!XYray!angiography,!
computed! tomography! (CT),!MRI,! intravascular! ultrasound! (IVUS)! and!most!
recently,!optical!coherence!tomography!(OCT).!Each!of!the!imaging!modalities!
has! their! advantages! and! pitfalls.! XYray! angiography! is! used! in! combination!
with!IVUS!or!OCT!to!provide!accurate!3D!models!of!arteries!with!vessel!wall!
and! plaque! morphology.! ! Slager! et! al! (Slager! et! al.! 2000)! were! the! first! to!
develop! the! ANGUS! technique,! a! combination! of! biYplane! angiography! and!
IVUS!to!reconstruct!the!coronary!arteries!of!patients!to!enable!the!study!of!the!
relation! between! WSS! distribution! using! CFD! tools! and! IVUS! based! wall!
thickness! measurements.! Since! then,! there! have! been! several! patient! and!





details! on! the! surface.! The! administration! of! contrast! agents! can! be! used! to!
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significantly! improve! the! visualisation! of! vasculature,! especially! in! small!
animals.! ! Additionally,! in! conjunction! with! in+ vivo! flow! and! pressure!
measurements,! in+vivo+ imaging!methods!present!the!possibility!of!performing!
subjectYspecific! longitudinal! studies;! essential! for! understanding! the!
development!and!localisation!of!atherosclerosis.!Moore!et!al!(J.!A.!Moore,!Rutt,!
et! al.! 1999)! performed! a! geometrical! analysis! on! 8! rabbit! aortaYiliac! junction!





WSS! from! cast! derived!models!with! in+ vivo!microYCT! derived!models! of! the!















3D!model! of! the! vascular! segment! is! required! for! the! simulation! of! the! flow!
field.! Due! to! the! development! of! better! imaging! techniques! and! image!
processing!tools!in!the!last!decade,!the!process!of!constructing!subjectYspecific!
vascular!models! from!medical! images! has! improved! significantly.! A! detailed!
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review! of! image! segmentation! techniques! is! out! of! scope! of! this! thesis.!
However,! most! of! the! methods! still! require! a! degree! of! user! interaction.!




used!2D!vessel! tracing! followed!by!solid!model!generation!by! ‘lofting’! from!a!
stack!of!2D!contours!to!model!blood!flow!(KaazempurYMofrad!et!al.!2004;!J.!A.!
Moore,! Steinman,! et! al.! 1999b).! !Other! than! introducing!operator!dependent!
errors,! this! is! a! highly! tedious! and! a! timeYconsuming! task! even! though! it! is!
extremely! robust! and! can! be! used! even! with! low! quality! image! datasets! to!
construct!complex!geometries.!!
Currently,! image! segmentation! techniques! and! software! have! progressed! to!
allow!a!3D!segmentation!approach.!3D!segmentation!is!attractive!as!it!not!only!
speeds! the! reconstruction! process,! it! also! makes! use! of! more! anatomical!
information! and! reduces! manual! labour,! an! important! consideration! for!
processing!a! large!number!of!models!as!presented! in! this! thesis.!Commercial!
packages! like! Amira! (Visage! Imaging),! Avizo! and! Mimics! (Materialise)! are!
readily!available! for! image! segmentation!and!analysis.!They!offer!a!variety!of!
imageYprocessing!techniques!like!thresholding,!region!growing,!edge!detection!
and! other! morphological! operators! like! erosion! and! dilation.! However,!
commercial! software! is! expensive,! there! is! not! a! high! level! of! automation!
available! making! it! a! time! consuming! task! and! the! accuracy! of! the!
segmentation!could!be!lost!in!areas!where!neighboring!tissues!overlap.!Hence,!




flow! involves! two! steps:! image! segmentation! and! surface! modeling.! In! this!
regard,!two!major!approaches!for!image!segmentation!are!deformable!models!





by! the! local! boundary! curvature.! In! regions! of! high! curvature,! inherent!
constraints! on! the! curvature! are! applied! which! suppress! any! artifactual!
protrusions! and! renders! the! boundary! smooth! (Yim! et! al.! 2003).! The! final!
surface! is! implicitly! represented! by! the! zero! level! of! a! higher! dimension!
function!called! the! level! set! function! (Antiga!et!al.! 2003;!Sethian! 1999).! ! It! is!
important!for!the!convergence!of!the!method!that!the!initialization!of!the!level!
set! function! is!close! to! the!target!segmentation.!This! is!usually!accomplished!





image! intensity! and! the! region! where! they! collide! encompasses! the! initial!
model.!The!final!segmented!surface!is!triangularised!using!the!marching!cubes!
algorithm!proposed!by!Lorensen!et!al!(Lorensen!&!Cline!1987).!However,!this!
surface! mesh! is! not! suitable! for! further! flow! simulations! and! needs! to! be!
subjected! to! further! processing! such! as! clipping,! realigning,! subdivision,!
smoothing,! and! extending! before! it! can! be! used! to!model! blood! flow! using!
CFD.!One!of!the!main!disadvantage!of!the!level!sets!method!is!the!difficulty!is!
differentiating! between! protrusions! inherently! present! in! the! surface! being!
reconstructed! and! the! artificial! protrusions! due! to! poor! spatial! resolution! or!
noisy! images! (Yim! et! al.! 2003).! Several! openYsource! image! analysis! packages!
such!as!3D!Slicer!and!Vascular!Modeling!ToolKit!(VMTK)!supporting!3D!levelY
set! segmentation! have! now! become! available.! The! VMTK! software! has! been!
used! to! perform! the! reconstructions! of! murine! carotid! vascular! models! as!
presented!in!chapter!2.!Careful!consideration!must!be!given!when!using!these!
techniques! in! the!murine! setting.! It! can!be!extremely!challenging!due! to! the!
dimensions! and! compactness! of! murine! vasculature.! Some! blood! vessel!
structures!might!be! located!very!close! to!each!other,! leading! to! ‘leakiness’!of!
the!segmentation!due!to!the!similar!image!intensity!levels!seen!in!the!contrast!
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enhanced! blood! flowing! through! these! arteries.! However,! in! summary,! the!
current!3D!reconstruction! techniques!available!have!widely!extended! the!use!










interest!has!been!converted! from!a!stack!of!2D! images! into!a!3D!geometrical!
model,!which!can!be!used!to!simulate!blood!flow!using!CFD.!In!order!to!do!so,!
the! model! has! to! be! discretised! into! a! mesh! or! grid! consisting! of! a! finite!
number!of! smaller! control! volumes,!known!as! cells!or! elements.!The!NavierY
Stokes!equations!are!then!solved!over!each!of!the!cells!to!compute!the!3D!flow!
fields!in!the!anatomy.!The!computed!values!of!the!flow!variables!like!flow!and!
pressure! are! obtained! at! the! nodes! of! the! elements.! A! number! of! different!
elements!(tetrahedral,!hexahedral,!prismatic)!can!be!used!to!create!a!number!
of! different! mesh! types! (structured,! unstructured,! hybrid).! However,! it! is!
important!to!consider!the!choice!of!elements!and!meshes!as!the!number!and!
distribution! of! the! elements! affect! the! accuracy! of! the! simulations,! but! the!
computational!time!and!memory!requirements!are!directly!proportional!to!the!
number!of!elements!used.!Hence!it!is!important!to!strike!a!nontrivial!balance!




This! is! done! by!monitoring! a! variable! of! interest,! such! as! the!WSS! over! an!
initial!mesh.!The!mesh!is!gradually!refined!(usually!doubled!in!the!number!of!
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elements)! until! the! difference! in! the! solution! of! the! variable! of! interest! is!
within!a!reasonable!tolerance!level.!
!
In!geometries! that!are! fairly! simple!with!a! regular! structure,! like! in! idealised!
geometries,!structured!meshes!are!commonly!employed.!These!meshes!are!also!
used!when!the!geometry!can!be!easily!divided!into!regular!elements!along!the!
circumference! and! tube! axis! like! in! tubular! geometries! (Krams! et! al.! 1997).!
More! recently,! structured! meshes! are! being! employed! in! more! complex!








cardiovascular! applications! due! to! the! relative! ease! of! mesh! generation! in!
complex! geometries.! They! are! less! time! consuming! to! generate! but! require!
more! computational! resources! and! time! to! compute! due! to! the! arbitrary!
arrangement! of! tetrahedral,! hexahedral! and! prismatic! elements! that! can! be!
achieved! using! a! number! of! commercial! meshing! packages! (Gambit,! TGrid,!
ICEM! CFD).! ! Tetrahedral! elements! are! commonly! used! to! discretize! the!
volume! of! the! model! due! to! their! flexibility! as! compared! to! hexahedral!
elements.! They! do! not! need! to!meet! any! particular! topological! requirement.!
However,!as!the!elements!are!not!aligned!along!the!flow,!numerical!diffusion!






at! the! wall! of! the! geometry,! as! the! elements! can! be! aligned! parallel! to! the!
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simulation! is! prescribing! suitable! boundary! conditions! in! order! to! solve! the!









magnitudes! but! overall! the! patterns! of! flow! and!WSS! remained! unchanged!






and/or!pressure! that!have!been! acquired! in+ vivo! should!be!used! to!prescribe!
physiologically! realistic! inlet! or! outlet! boundary! conditions.! However,! since!





be! blunt,! parabolic,! or! skewed! velocity! profile.! Steady! simulations! require! a!
single! velocity! value! to! be! prescribed! at! the! inlet!while! pulsatile! simulations!
need! a! velocity! value! at! each! of! the! time! points! in! the! cardiac! cycle.! The!
pulsatile! waveform! is! usually! characterised! by! accelerating,! decelerating,! no!




to! minimise! the! effect! of! the! boundary! conditions! on! the! actual! domain! of!
interest.!!
!
At! the! outlets! of! the! artery,! a! prescribed! velocity! or! pressure! profile! can! be!
imposed! if! in+ vivo! measurements! are! available.! However,! in! complex!
geometries!with!multiple!outlets,!obtaining! timeYvarying!data!simultaneously!
in! all! outlets! is! impractical.! They! could! also! be! imposed! as! gradients,! target!
mass! flow! rates!or! as! resistances/impedances,!which!provide! a!more! realistic!
outflow! condition! by! taking! into! account! the! downstream! resistances! and!
subsequent! wave! propagation! due! to! the! rest! of! the! circulation! beyond! the!
domain! of! interest.! In! cases! when! pressure! fields! are! not! a! desired! solution!
variable,! constant! or! timeYvarying! pressure,! velocity! or! constant! traction!
(generally!zero)!boundary!conditions!have!also!been!applied.!In!such!cases,!the!
solver! extrapolates! the! information! from! the! interior.!However,! even! though!







As! was! mentioned! in! section! 1.7,! numerous! attempts! have! been! made! to!




parameters! or! descriptors! that! have! also! been! employed! to! assess! the!
correlation!between!atherosclerosis!and!blood!flow.!This!thesis!has!used!seven!






wall! as! mentioned! earlier! in! section! 1.5.1.! For! a! Newtonian! fluid,! it! is!
proportional!to!the!velocity!gradient,!!! !"!(shear!rate)!and!is!defined!as:!
! !! = !! !"!"!
where!!!is!the!blood!dynamic!viscosity.!!!
!
To! quantify! the! shear! stress! on! the! entire! wall! over! the! cardiac! cycle,! the!
magnitude!of!the!WSS!vector!can!be!integrated!over!the!cycle.!This!quantity!is!
known!as!the!timeYaveraged!wall!shear!stress!(TAWSS)!defined!as:!




















RRT! is! used! to!quantify! the!nearYwall! residence! times!of! solutes! and! formed!
elements! of! the! blood! in! the! neighbourhood! of! vascular! endothelium!
(Himburg!2004).!Since!the!particles!of!the!blood!are!constantly!moving,!their!
net!“residence!time”!is!zero!and!hence!the!concept!of!residence!time!is!relative!
and! is! shown! to! be! inversely! proportional! to! the! magnitudes! of! the! timeY
averaged!wall!shear!stress.!!It!is!defined!as:!
! !!"~ 11− 2! "# !!"#$$!
!














!""#$ = arccos !! . !!!! . !! !
where!!! !! ,! !! !are! the! time! averaged! wall! shear! stress! vectors! at! surface!
locations!!, !!defined!as! !! = 1! ! !!!! !!"!
! !
T! is! the! period! of! the! cardiac! cycle,! ! !is! the! current! node! and! ! !is! the!
neighbouring!node.!
!







&!Weinberg! 2013)! to! capture! the! multiCdirectionality! of! disturbed! flow! and!
subsequent! WSS! vector.! They! suggested! that! in! disturbed! flows,! the! WSS!
vector! will! have! nonCzero! components! in! the! direction! normal! to! the! timeC
averaged! WSS! vector.! By! timeCaveraging! the! magnitudes! of! these! WSS!
components,!the!transWSS!can!be!defined!as:!
! !"#$%&'' = ! 1! !! . !!!× !!"#$!!"#$ !!! !"!
!!
where!!!!"#$ = ! !! !! !!"!! !and!!!is!the!vector!normal!to!the!arterial!surface.!
!




flow! (Peiffer,! Sherwin! &! Weinberg! 2013).! In! this! thesis,! a! variation! of! this!













! !!"# = ! !"#$$!"#$%"& − !!"#$$!"##$%!"#$%&'((!"#$%"& !
!
1.10.7!High!Shear!Index!(HSI)!












! !"#$$ = 1! !!!! !"!
Oscillatory!Shear!Index!
(OSI)!
! !"# = 12 !1− ! 1! !! !!"!!1! !! !!"!! ! !
Relative!Residence!Time!!
(RRT)!
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Low!Shear!Index!(LSI)!
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High!Shear!Index!(HSI)!








Although!atherosclerosis!has!been!a!major! topic!of! research! for!decades,! the!
mechanisms! involved! in! its! initiation! and! development! have! not! been! fully!
elucidated.! Currently,! patients! presenting! with! an! acute! coronary! syndrome!
undergo! either! a! byYpass! surgery! or! an! angioplasty,! which! improves! patient!
symptoms! in! the! short! term,! but! does! not! cure! the! underlying! disease,!
resulting! in! patients! often! undergoing! later! interventions.! There! is! clearly! a!
clinical!need!to!further!our!understanding!of!underlying!disease!mechanisms,!




The! thesis! presented! herein! aims! to! enhance! our! understanding! of! the!
development! of! this! disease! and! works! with! the! hypothesis! that! regions! of!
perturbed! flow! and! the! resulting! low! shear! forces! play! a! vital! role! in! the!
development! and! progression! of! atherosclerosis.! In! order! to! test! this!
hypothesis,! in+ vivo!haemodynamics!need!to!be!related!to!plaque!composition!
and! progression! of! the! disease,! particularly! from!nascent! to! advanced! stages!
within! the! same! artery! to! further! elucidate! the! role! of! haemodynamics! in!
influencing! plaque! formation.! Since! this! is! a! nonYtrivial! task,! an! integrated!
platform! to! assess! the! coYlocalisation! of! wall! shear! stress! with! individual!
plaque! components! on! a!highly! localised! scale! and! in! a! quantitative!manner!
was!developed!and!applied!in!the!following!studies.!!
!
Firstly,! blood! flow! and! haemodynamic! quantities! have! been! investigated! in!
realistic! representations! of! carotid! arteries! in!ApoEY/Y!mice.! ! The! objective! of!
this! study!was! to!understand! the! relation!of!mechanically! induced!disturbed!
flow! and! plaque! development! using! in+ vivo! MicroYCT! imaging! and!
computational!fluid!dynamics.!This!was!a!followYup!study.!
! 83!
Furthermore,! relationship! between! shear! dependent! haemodynamic! metrics!
and! vulnerable! plaque! components,! namely! lipids! and! macrophages! was!
investigated!in!the!same!mouse!model.!!In!particular,!a!time!series!of!histology!
was! performed! and! lipids! and! macrophage! distributions! were! analysed! in!
relation! with! various! shearYbased! metrics! using! novel! 3D! visualisation! and!
rigorous! statistical!quantification! techniques.!This! study!aims! to! find!a! shear!
based!metric,! from! previously! established! and! two! novel!metrics! developed,!
that! can! best! predict! the! localisation! of! atherosclerosis! and! enhance! our!
understanding! of! the! relation! of! blood! flow! and! plaque! distribution! and!
composition.!!
Secondly,!as!coronary!vasculature!is!highy!susceptible!to!atherosclerotic!plaque!
development,! blood! flow! and! the! correlation! of! haemodynamic!metrics!with!
mechanically! induced! advanced! plaque! development! was! investigated! in!
coronary! arteries! of! hypercholesterolemic! pigs.!Novel! highYresolution! in+ vivo!
OCT! based! geometries! were! used! for! CFD.! Additionally,! the! computational!
framework!developed!was!applied!in!this!study!to!further!our!understanding!of!
the!relation!of!fluid!shear!and!advanced!atherosclerotic!plaque!formation!and!
to! attempt! a! predictive! analysis! of! plaque! localisation.! This! was! a! followYup!
study.!




in! relation! to! in+ vivo! haemodynamics! t0! eventually! contribute! to! elucidating!





















This! chapter! presents! the! various! components! of! the! computational! framework!
that! have! been! integrated! to! compute! animal8specific! flow! fields! and! various!
haemodynamic!parameters!within!in#vivo!representations!of!instrumented!carotid!
arteries! of! mice.! ! Moreover,! this! chapter! aims! to! find! a! correlation! of! disease!
patterns!with!flow!mediated!forces!exerted!on!the!endothelium!by!the!blood!over!
the! course! of! plaque! development! using! a! novel! 3D! histology! mapping! and!
visualisation! technique! and! statistical! analysis.! This! study! is! being! readied! for!
manuscript.!!
!
Section! 2.1! gives! a! brief! introduction! to! the! chapter! and! reviews! some! of! the!
previous!literature!relevant!to!this!work.!The!workflow!of!in#vivo!image!acquisition!
to!computing!pulsatile!flow!fields,!the!3D!histology!technique!and!the!correlation!
analysis! has! been! explained! in! section! 2.2.! The! resulting! WSS! distributions,!








lipids,! followed! by! margination! and! migration! of! monocytes! and! other! plaque!
components!in!the!vessel!wall.!Although!it!is!a!multifactorial!disease,!plaques!are!
only!observed! in! certain! regions!of! the! arterial! system,!particularly! in! curvatures!
and! branching! arteries,! which! cannot! be! explained! solely! by! the! systemic! risk!
factors! affecting! atherosclerosis! (e.g.,! hypercholesterolemia,! hypertension,!






prone! plaque! phenotype!with! a! large! lipid! core,! high!macrophage! concentration!
and! lower! concentration! of! SMCs! forming! a! thin! fibrous! cap! over! the! plaque!
components,! and! the! stable! plaque! phenotype!with! lower! lipid! and!macrophage!
content!and!a!thick!smooth!muscle!layer.!These!plaque!phenotypes!may!occur!as!a!
result! of! endothelial! cells! behaving! differently! in! morphology,! cellular! and!




of! the! vasculature!where!WSS! is! low! or! oscillatory! (Caro! et! al.! 1969;! Caro! et! al.!
1971).! While! postulated! initially! as! a! shear8dependent! lipid8transport! theory,!
research! over! the! years! has! supported! Caro’s! hypothesis! but! there! have! been!
modifications! to! the! specific! mechanisms! of! mass! transport! proposed.! The! low!
shear! stress! theory,! however,! is! now! well! accepted! in! the! field! and! appears! to!
explain!the!patchy!distribution!of!the!atherosclerotic!lesions.!A!number!of!studies!
have! attempted! to! correlate! plaque! localisation! to! haemodynamic! forces,! either!
anatomically! (Ravensbergen! et! al.! 1998)! or! using! computational! fluid! dynamics!
(reviewed! in! chapter! 1).!However,! a!majority! of! them! have! been! performed! at! a!
single!stage!of!disease!development,!owing!to!the!post!mortem!or!invasiveness!of!
the! imaging! techniques! used! to! acquire! realistic! geometries! of! the! vasculature.!
Additionally,!the!studies!have!implemented!a!number!of!data!averaging!techniques!
either! circumferentially,! axially! or! over! large! spatial! “patches”! or! regions! to!
quantify! co8localisation! of! lesion! distributions! and! haemodynamic!metrics,! thus!
failing! to! capture! the! local! (point8to8point)! heterogeneity! of! plaque! composition!
and!pro8atherosclerotic!cellular!behavior! (see! section! 1.7).!Furthermore,!although!
there! have! been! a! number! of! WSS! based! metrics! that! have! been! identified! as!
possible! indicators! for! predicting! plaque! localisation,! there! is! not! one! optimal!
shear! metric! which! has! been! shown! to! best! correlate! the! flow! mechanics! with!
plaque! biology.! Owing! to! the! heterogeneous! nature! of! atherosclerotic! lesion!
composition!and! localisation,! it! is!vitally! important! to! investigate!how!metrics!of!











techniques! in! conjunction! with! ex# vivo! micro8CT! imaging! (Table! 2)! to! generate!
computational!models!of!the!region!of!interest,!the!aorta!being!studied!the!most.!
An!exception!to!the!use!of!ex#vivo!imaging!techniques!is!a!recently!published!study!
by! Trachet! et! al.! (Trachet! et! al.! 2014),! who! has! performed! in# vivo! micro8CT! to!
reconstruct! the!mouse! aorta! and! relate! the! localisation! of! aneurysms! to! various!
haemodynamic! metrics.! However,! they! did! not! find! any! significant! correlation!
between! the! location! of! abdominal! aneurysms! and! the! regions! of! low! shear.! ! In!
these!studies!the!vessel!anatomy!were!used!as!perturbation!of!the!velocity!field.!As!
the! anatomy! is! variable,! it! might! obscure! correlation! between! the! shear! stress!
metrics!and!plaque!composition.!Herein,!we!use!a!tapered!cuff!placed!around!the!
left! carotid! artery! of! hypercholesteremic! ApoE8/8! mouse! to! perturb! the!
haemodynamics!and!study!its!effect!on!the!acceleration!of!atherosclerosis!using!in#
vivo! imaging,!CFD!and!3D!histology.!We!aim!to! find!a!quantitative! link!between!
various! metrics! of! perturbed! haemodynamics! and! distributions! of! lesion!
constituents!on!a!point8by8point!basis!by!applying!a!new!computational!platform!
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Hospital! campus,! Imperial! College! London.! ! A! colony! was! maintained! and!
offspring! were! used! for! all! future! experiments! in! order! to! maintain! consistent!
conditions!for!all!experimental!animals.!A!maximum!of!5!animals!were!placed!in!a!
single!cage!and!were!provided!with!food!and!water!ad!libitum.!Animal!care!and!all!
experimental! procedures! complied! with! the! Animals! (Scientific! Procedures)! Act!
1986! and! were! approved! by! the! Home! Office,! UK.! Female! ApoE8/8!mice! (20823!
grams! in!weight)!were! used! for! all! experiments.! They!were! placed! on! a! high8fat!
Western8type!diet!(Lillico!Biotech,UK)!at!the!age!of!11!weeks.!Two!weeks!later,!the!
mice!went! through! the! surgical! procedure! of! placing! the! flow8modifying! cuff! on!
the!left!carotid!arteries.!The!cuff!is!made!up!of!two!thermoplastic!polyetherketone!
cylindrical!halves!with!a!conical!lumen!that!tapers!from!500!µm!at!the!base!to!250!
µm!at! the! throat! of! the! cuff.! Placement! of! the! cuff! imposes! a! fixed! geometry! by!
creating! a! gradual! flow8limiting! stenosis! (~70%)! in! the! artery,! leading! to! three!
distinct! regions!of! shear!stress.!The! flow! limiting!stenosis! leads! to!a! reduction! in!
flow! upstream! of! the! cuff,! leading! to! low! shear! stress! magnitudes.! High! shear!
stresses! are! produced! in! the! arterial! segment! within! the! cuff,! while! vortex!






the! flow! impinging!on!one!part!of! the!wall,! eventually!breaking!down! leading! to!
flow!separation!and!the!development!of!a!vortex!or!recirculation!zone!immediately!
downstream! of! the! stenosis.! The! endothelial! cells! lining! the! artery! in! areas! of!
vortices! or! recirculation! experience! a! directional! change! in! the! velocity! and! the!
shear! stress!magnitudes! during! the! different! phases! of! the! cardiac! cycle,! due! to!


















Figure! 9:! Left! murine! carotid! artery! fitted! with! perivascular! cuff! inducing! three!
distinct! regions!of!wall! shear! stress! 8!Upstream!region!with! lowered!shear! stress,!
cuffed!region!with!high!shear!stress!and!downstream!region!with!oscillatory!shear!


















All!mice!were!weighed!prior! to! the! surgical! procedure.!Anaesthesia!was! induced!
with! an! intra8peritoneal! injection! of! a! solution! containing! Domitor,! Hypnovel,!
Vetergesic,! and! saline! in! ratios! depending! on! their! body!weight! (Table! 3).! They!
were!then!placed!on!a!heating!pad!to!maintain!their!body!temperature!during!the!
surgical!procedure.!Fur!was!removed!in!the!neck!region!from!the!mandible!to!the!




the! deeply! seated! left! carotid! artery! and! trachea! region!were! exposed!by! teasing!
through!the!tissue.!!The!perivascular!cuff!was!then!placed!around!the!left!common!
carotid!artery!(the!contralateral!right!carotid!artery!is!used!as!the!control!vessel),!
































20! 10!µl! 20!µl! 20!µl! 50!µl! 100!µl!
25! 12.5!µl! 25!µl! 25!µl! 62.5!µl! 125!µl!






















20! 20!µl! 200!µl! 220!µl!
25! 25!µl! 250!µl! 275!µl!









exposure! to! the! animals! due! to! repeated! scanning! over! 9! weeks,! while! still!
obtaining!data! at! all! time!points! (Table! 6).! Secondly,! this! strategy! allowed!more!
flexibility!and!faster!acquisition!of!data!over!the!duration!of!the!experiments!as!the!
Biological!Imaging!Centre!was!to!shut!down,!imminently!causing!a!lack!of!scanner!
availability! and! overall! difficulties! in! daily! operations! of! the! facilities.! ! !Group!A!
(n=7)!was! scanned!at! 3!weeks,! 7!weeks! and!9!weeks!post! surgery!while!Group!B!
(n=6)!was!scanned!at!5!weeks,!6!weeks!and!8!weeks!post!surgery.!Group!A!had!7!
animals!in!comparison!to!group!B!due!to!the!addition!of!1!animal!that!needed!to!be!
scanned! at! 3! weeks! to! cover! the! loss! of! data! from! 1! previously! imaged! animal.!







24.2! gms)! and! anesthetised! using! Isoflurane! (5%! for! induction! and! 1.5%! for!
maintenance!in!100%!Oxygen!with!a!flow!rate!of!1.5!L/min).!!Following!anaesthesia,!
hair!clippers!were!used!to!clear!the!areas!near!the!chest!and!the!base!of!the!hind!
limb.! The! ECG! pediatric! surface! electrodes! (3M! pediatric! electrodes,! USA)! were!
placed!on!the!skin!and!kept!in!position!by!medical!tape.!A!bolus!injection!of!100!µl!
Viscover!ExiTron!nano!12000!(Miltenyi!Biotec,!Germany),!an!alkaline!earth!metal8
based! nanoparticular! contrast! agent! was! intravenously! administered! via! the! tail!
vein.! This! blood8pool! contrast! agent! provides! high! soft! tissue! contrast! for! 488!
hours,!significantly!improving!visualisation!of!the!vasculature!in!mice!with!a!small!
injection! volume! due! to! its! high!metal! load.! The! nanoparticles! are! taken! up! by!
Kupffer! cells! and! they! are! circulated! in! the! bloodstream! from!8824! hours! before!
accumulating! in!the! liver!and!spleen(Boll!et!al.!2011).!The!animal!was!placed! into!
the! CT! scanner! on! the! mouse! bed! equipped! with! face! mask,! respiratory! pillow!
(M2M,!USA)!and!electrical!heating!pad!(37°C).!Finally,!the!animal!was!centered!in!
the!CT!field!of!view!using!laser!alignment!(Siemens!Inveon).!!The!field!of!view!was!
selected! from! the! aortic! arch! to! the! carotid! artery! bifurcations! and! both! the!
instrumented! (left)!and!contralateral! control! (right)!carotid!arteries!were! imaged!
with!the!parameters!mentioned!below.!!!
!
The! in# vivo! CT! imaging! protocol! involved! ECG! and! respiration! dual8gated!
acquisition!of!projections!during!diastole,!taken!at!2!degree!intervals!over!the!360!
degrees! rotation.! Each! projection! is! the! summation! of! 4! acquisitions! of! 50! ms!
exposure! time! with! 80! V! tube! voltage! and! 500! µA! tube! current.! X8ray! detector!
binning!was!set!to!2,!which!conferred!an!isotropic!spatial!resolution!of!39.61!µm.!In!




artifacts).! This!mode! acquires! images! only! at! specific! points! in! the! cardiac! cycle!
(triggered! by! R8peak! in! the! ECG! trace).! The! scan! time! for! each! animal! was!
approximately! 35! minutes.! The! animals! body! temperature,! ECG! and! respiration!
! 94!
rates!were!continuously!monitored!during!the!scan.!The!CT!scan!projections!were!
reconstructed! using! a! filtered! back8projection! based! method! modified! from! the!
Feldkamp!algorithm!with!no!down8sampling,!a!bilinear!interpolation!and!a!Shepp8
Logan! filter! with! proprietary! software! (COBRA! Exxim,! Exxim! Computing! Corp.,!
CA,USA).!Polynomial!based!soft!tissue!beam!hardening!correction!was!applied!to!
the!projection!data!for!CT!angiography!and!images!were!exported!as!DICOM!files.!!








All! in# vivo! velocity!measurements! in! the!murine! carotid! arteries!were!performed!





longitudinal! nature! of! this! study,! in! order! to! increase! the! likelihood!of! the!mice!
surviving!multiple!imaging!scans,!the!ultrasound!scan!was!usually!performed!after!
a!minimum! of! 24! hours! recovery! post! the! CT! scan,! although! in! some! cases! the!




continuously!monitored! using! a! rectal! probe! (Indus! Instruments,! Houston,! TX).!
Hair! from! the! neck! region! of! the! animal! was! removed! using! a! chemical! hair!
removal! cream! (Veet,!Reckitt!Benckiser!North!America,! Inc,!Persippany,!NJ)! and!
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RMV707B! Up!to!45! 30! 55! 115! 12.7! 2.2! 16.5!
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!
Figure! 10:! Ultrasound! imaging! configuration.! A! 8! The! animal! bed! can! be!
manipulated!to!direct!the!ultrasound!beam.!The!ultrasound!transducer!is!fixed!in!
position! on! the! overhead! holder! (indicated! by! red! arrow)! that! can! also! be!
directionally! aligned! by! the! user.! B! 8! Anesthetized! animal! is! placed! in! a! supine!
position!with!the!paws!in!contact!with!the!ECG/Respiratory!electrodes.!
!







velocity! and! another!measurement!made! at! location! 2! in! the!LCCA,! towards! the!
base! of! the! artery! (Figure! 11).! ! The! Doppler! imaging! sample! volume! size! was!








In! order! to! obtain! accurate!Doppler! velocity!measurements,! the!mouse! bed!was!
manipulated!so!that!the!vessel!being!imaged!was!maintained!as!closely!parallel!to!
the!direction!of!the!ultrasound!beam!as!possible,!i.e!the!angle!of!incidence!between!
the! ultrasound! beam! and! the! blood! flow! direction! in! the! imaged! vessel! was!
minimised! and!maintained!within! tolerance! levels! of! the! software.! For! the!most!




















was! extremely! challenging! to! measure! velocities! in! the! branches! of! the! carotid!
bifurcation! (internal! and! external! carotid! artery)! owing! to! their! small! size! and!




mode! imaging! upstream! of! the! perivascular! cuff! in! the! LCCA! and! in! the!
corresponding! location! in! the! RCCA.! M8mode! imaging! provides! the! temporal!
change!of!a!target!position!or!tissue,!in!this!case!the!carotid!arteries.!The!targeted!
areas! were! perpendicular! to! the! ultrasound! beam! for! these! measurements.! The!
repetition! frequency! for!M8mode! imaging!was! 1000!Hz.! Information! that! can! be!
obtained! from! an! M8mode! echocardiogram! includes! artery! wall! thickness! at!
various! time! points! throughout! the! cardiac! cycle,! but! most! commonly! at! end!
systole!and!diastole! (Cootney!2001)! (Figure! 12),!adapted! from!(Ruengsakulrach!et!





















Since! the! left! carotid! artery!with! the! cuff!was!our! artery!of! interest,!we! chose! to!
segment! the! anatomical! region! from! the!base!of! the! carotid! artery! (at! the! aortic!
arch)! to! the! carotid! artery! bifurcation! forming! the! internal! and! external! carotid!
artery.!The!right!carotid!artery!was!also!segmented!to!serve!as!the!control!model,!





Modeling!Toolkit! (VMTK)! (www.vmtk.org),!which!applies! level! set! segmentation!
techniques.! The! following! steps! describe! the! process.! Each! DICOM! directory!
containing!the!CT!data!is!loaded!into!VMTK!to!visualise!the!carotid!anatomy!in!3D.!
As!the!region!of!interest!contains!the!pair!of!carotid!arteries,!the!image!datasets!are!





the! region! of! interest! highlighted! in! red.! The! carotid! arteries! can! be! clearly!






length! of! the! vessel! to! determine! a! suitable!maximum! and!minimum! threshold!
limit!for!segmentation.!In!regions!where!the!grey!level!intensities!of!the!lumen!are!
similar!to!the!surrounding!soft!tissue! intensities!(or!softRtissue!contrast! is! low),!a!
combination! of! techniques! is! needed! as! thresholding! alone! fails! to! isolate! the!







be!noted!that! in# vivo! images!are!susceptible!to!contrast! ‘leakiness’! in!areas!where!
nearby! blood! vessels! might! be! difficult! to! isolate.! Also,! signal! intensities! may!
slightly!vary!along! the! length!of! the!carotid!artery.!A!global! threshold!might!not!
apply! to! the! entire! length! of! the! artery! and! hence! local! thresholds! need! to! be!
specified.! The!model! can! be! generated! by! continuous! repetition! of! the! colliding!
fronts! method! to! segment! smaller! regions! with! a! combination! of! appropriate!







downstream! of! the! cuff! ! (indicated! by! yellow! arrow).! The! gradual! taper! of! the!
artery! within! the! cuff! is! clearly! picked! up! by! the! segmentation! method.! The!
displayed! reconstruction! is! an! initial!model,!which! is! then! combined!with! other!
regions!to!create!the!final!segmented!model!of!the!carotid!artery.$
!
The! output! from! the! vmtklevelsetsegmentation! module! is! an! image.! The!
surface! of! the! vessel! lumen! is! the! zeroRlevel! intensity! of! that! image,! which! is!
extracted! by! the! marching! cube! algorithm! using! the! vmtkmarchingcube!
command.!The!output!of!this!command!often!results!in!an!uneven!lumen!surface!


















In! order! to! perform! reliable! imageRbased! CFD! simulations! in! mice,! it! is! vitally!
important!to!have!an!accurate!3D!geometrical!model!of!the!vessel!of!interest!from!
the!medical!images.!The!key!factor!in!reproducing!precise!vessel!geometries!from!
in# vivo! imaging! techniques! is! high! spatial! resolution.! A! poor! resolution!will! not!
pick! up! the! smallRscale! features! of! the! geometry! and! will! also! limit! the! image!
segmentation! algorithms! and! hence,! the! 3D! reconstruction.! These! smallRscale!
features! are! important! as! the! blood! flow! patterns! and! related! haemodynamic!




developed! flow,! so! relatively! small! errors! in! artery! dimensions! translate! into!
substantially!larger!errors!in!estimating!the!wall!shear.!(J.!A.!Moore,!Steinman,!et!
al.!1999b).!Since!the!in#vivo!imaging!protocol!is!optimized!to!achieve!a!high!spatial!
resolution! of! ~40! μm,! it! is! equally! important! to! optimize! the! segmentation!




glass! capillaries! (Capillary! Tube! Supplies! Ltd,! UK)! of! known! internal! diameters!
(IDs),! closely! matching! the! diameters! of! murine! blood! vessels! was! constructed.!!
The!capillaries!(3!with!ID!0.5!mm,!2!with!ID!1.0!mm!and!2!with!ID!1.5!mm)!were!
filled!with!contrast!agent!Ultravist!370!diluted!with!water!in!ratios!of!1:2,!1:3!and!1:4.!
A! combined! PET/CT! preclinical! scanner! was! used! (Inveon,! Siemens! Preclinical!




the! IDs! were! measured! using! ImageJ! (Abràmoff! et! al.! 2004)! to! quantify! the!
percentage!error!in!the!dimensions.!!
!
A! second!phantom!was!designed! in!order! to! test! the!new!contrast! agent!Exitron!
nano!12000!and!the!reconstruction!and!smoothing!accuracy!used!in!VMTK!for!the!
in# vivo! experiments.! The! phantom!was! designed! in! SolidWorks! to! produce! a! 3D!
curved! artery! segment! and! it! was! 3D! printed! using! rapid! prototyping.! It! had! a!
known!internal!diameter!of!3.5!mm.!It!was!filled!with!the!blood!pool!contrast!agent!
Exitron! nano12000! (Viscover! Imaging)! and! CT!Angiography!was! performed!with!
the! same! imaging! parameters! used! in! the! in# vivo! imaging! experiments! as!
mentioned! in!section!2.2.2.!The! final! isotropic! resolution!of! the! images!was!39.61!
µm.!The!DICOM!data!was! loaded! in!VMTK!and! the!phantom!was! reconstructed!
with! the! same! workflow.! Smoothing! was! performed! with! internal! VMTK! units!
ranging!from!0.008!to!0.04!and!number!of!smoothing!iterations!ranging!from!75!to!
300.! Internal! diameters! were! measured! for! 24! model! variations! at! the! same!
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location! and! percentage! error! was! quantified! to! determine! the! acceptable!






Once! the!STL! file!of! the!carotid!artery!geometry!has!been!exported! from!VMTK,!
the! next! step! is! to! align! the! inlet! of! the! artery! along! a! certain! axis! in! order! to!
accurately! prescribe! the! inlet! velocity! boundary! condition.! ! Thus,! the! STL! file! is!
imported!into!Meshlab,!an!open!source!mesh!editing!and!processing!software.!The!
geometry! is! manipulated! in! 3D! space! by! using! the! rotation! and! translation!
functions;! the! center! of! the! inlet! is! placed! at! the! origin! and! the! vessel! axis! is!
aligned! to! the! XRaxis.! This! is! done! in! order! to! avoid! prescribing! secondary!
components! of! the! velocity! in! the! Y! and! Z! direction! thereby! improving! the!
accuracy! of! the! velocity! boundary! condition! at! each! time! step! of! the! transient!







over! a! distance! of! 1.5D! and! 7D! respectively,! where! D! is! the! diameter! of! the!
respective! inlet! and! outlet! surfaces.! The! aligned! meshes! with! the! geometry!
extensions! were! then! imported! into! the! final! meshing! interface! Gambit! 2.4.6!
(Fluent!Inc,!Ansys,!USA).!The!surface!of!the!flow!extensions!of!each!geometry!was!
meshed!with!quadrilateral!elements!while!the!surface!of!the!common!carotid!and!
carotid! branches! were! meshed! with! triangular! elements! with! a! maximum! edge!
length!of! 0.04!mm.!A!boundary! layer! consisting!of! 6! rows!of!prismatic! elements!
with!initial!height!of!0.005!mm!and!growth!rate!of!1.2!was!added!to!the!walls!of!the!
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geometry.! This! is! done! to! increase! the! density! of! the!mesh! close! to! the!walls! in!
order! to! accurately! solve! the! flow!variables! (e.g.,! shear! stress)! closer! to! the!wall.!




in! cases! where! the! skewness! exceeded! the! selected! threshold.! ! Finally,! the!
boundary! zones! were! prescribed! on! the! wall,! inlet! and! outlets! for! the! solver! to!
correctly!identify!them!and!apply!the!corresponding!boundary!condition.!!A!total!
of!38!geometries!(left!and!right!carotid!arteries)!were!meshed.!Mesh!independence!








CFD! simulations! were! performed! on! all! 34! meshes! (17! instrumented! and! 17!
uninstrumented!arteries)!in!this!study!to!compute!the!shear!stress!at!every!point!in!
the! cuffed! and! control! carotid! arteries! of! our! mouse! model.! Fluent! 6.3! (Ansys,!









the! constant! kinematic! viscosity! of! 3.5! mPas! was! assumed! for! all! simulations.!
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(Feintuch! et! al.! 2006),! (Trachet! et! al.! 2011).! The!walls!were! considered! rigid! and!




Doppler! velocity! measurements! at! the! entrance! of! the! common! carotid! arteries!
(Figure! 16).! A! custom!MATLAB! script! was! developed,! requiring! the! user! to! tag!
points! along! the! velocity! signal! on! a! calibrated! image! of! Doppler! velocity!
measurements!over! the!cardiac!cycle! for!each!mouse.!The!velocity!data!was! then!








inlet! of! the! geometry,! allowing! the! flow! to! be! fully! developed! as! it! enters! the!
common! carotid! from! the! flow! extension.! It! must! be! acknowledged! that! the!
Doppler! measurements! of! the! blood! velocity! used! for! the! inlet! boundary!
conditions!were!not!adjusted! for! the!effect!of!anaesthesia!or! the! inactivity!of! the!
mice.! Janssen!et!al!have!quantified!the!effects!of!different!anaesthetic!regimes!on!
haemodynamics!of!mice!and!demonstrated!a!depression!in!the!parameters!(cardiac!
output! and!mean! arterial! pressure)! due! to! isofluraneRinduced! anaesthesia! could!
vary!from!5%!to!32%!compared!to!the!normal!conscious!state!of!mice.!Additionally!
they!suggested!a!variation!in!the!haemodynamics!by!up!to!a!factor!of!2!depending!
on! the! activity! of! the!mouse! (Janssen! et! al! 2004).! The! lack! of! these! adjustments!
could!lead!to!a!significant!underestimation!of!the!velocities!and!hence!WSS!in!our!
simulations.!However,!the!Doppler!measurements!were!made!~1mm!from!the!base!
of! the! artery,!where! the! flow! is! expected! to! be! fully! developed! due! to! the! short!
entrance! length! in!mice.! Pulsed!Doppler!measurements!made! in! fully! developed!




average!velocity! in! fully!developed!Poiseuille! flow.! !Additionally,! the!WSS!values!
observed! in! the! instrumented! mouse! carotid! arteries! were! in! agreement! with! a!
study!where!the!effects!of!anaesthesia!and!inactivity!were!taken!into!consideration!
and! a! parabolic! inflow! was! used! for! the! inlet! boundary! conditions! (Mohri! et! al!
2014).!Finally,!the!cardiac!cycle!was!normalised!by!its!length!and!the!time!step!of!
the!pulsatile!simulation!was!determined!by!dividing!the! length!of!a!cardiac!cycle!























The! SIMPLE! formulation! was! used! for! the! pressureRvelocity! coupling! and! the!
secondRorder! upwind! discretisation! scheme! was! used! for! the! momentum!
equations.!Surface!monitors!were!created!to!monitor!the!velocity!magnitude!at!the!
inlet! (U)! and! shear! stress! at! the! wall! (WSS)! throughout! the! simulation.!
Convergence!was!achieved!when!the!residuals! fell!below!10R5!at!each!time!step! in!
the! transient! simulation.! ! Every! simulation!was! run! over! 3! cardiac! cycles,!where!
data! from! the! first! 2! cycles! were! excluded! from! the! analysis! to! ensure!































The!WSS! vector! exported! from! the! CFD! simulations! was! then! used! to! quantify!
metrics! of! perturbed! haemodynamics,! ultimately! to! spatially! correlate! these!
metrics!with!coRregistered!biological!markers!of!atherosclerosis.!An!overview!of!the!
computational!platform!developed!to!achieve!the!said!task!of!correlating!perturbed!
haemodynamics! with! plaque! components! is! shown! (Figure! 18).! To! perform! this!
task,! a! custom! platform! (i.e.,! group! of! multiple! programs)! was! developed! in!
MATLAB! and! it! is! composed! of! three! parts:! shear! metric! quantification,! 3D!
histology,! and! statistical! analysis! (the! first! part! of! the! platform! is! described!
immediately! below! and! the! remaining! parts! are! described! in! each! of! the! two!
remaining!sections,!respectively)!!
!
To! quantify! the! shear! metrics,! each! vessel! geometry! and! associated! centerline!
(computed!in!VMTK)!was!imported!as!an!STL!and!DAT!file!respectively,! into!the!
MATLAB!environment.!Because!the!shear!metrics!were!quantified!at!each!point!in!
the! domain! and! these! points! will! ultimately! need! to! be! coRregistered! with!
information! from! histology,! the! raw! geometry! of! each! vessel! (composed! of!
disorganised!nodes)!was!reRorganised!with!a!userRdefined!number!of!crossRsections!
and! nodes! per! crossRsection! that! facilitated! this! coRregistration! (see! the! next!
section).! Briefly,! this! was! done! by! reRdiscretising! the! centerline! into! the! userR
defined! number! of! crossRsections! and! capturing! the! vessel!wall! points! that!were!
closest!to!each!of!those!centerline!points.!These!captured!vessel!wall!points!were!
then! projected! onto! a! plane! and! the! distance! of! each! point! from! the! centerline!
point! was! determined.! All! distances! were! then! plotted! as! a! function! of!
circumferential! position! and! fit! with! a! polynomial! using! a! nonlinear! regression.!
The! radial! positions! of! the! nodes! were! then! determined! from! the! fit! at! every!
circumferential!position.!This!process!was! repeated! for!every!crossRsection!of! the!
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reRdiscretised!vessel!to!determine!the!positions!of!all!points.!Because!the!positions!
of! the! nodes! making! up! the! vessel! were! altered! in! this! process,! the! shear! data!
defined!at!each!of!the!original!nodal!locations!needed!to!be!interpolated!over!the!
new! nodal! positions! by! using! the! builtRin! MATLAB! function! “griddata”.! Once!






(OSI),! the! relative! residence! time! (RRT),! the! wall! shear! stress! angle! deviation!
(WSSAD)! and! the! recently! developed! transverse! WSS! (transWSS)! metric.!
However,! in! this! thesis,! we! use! a! variation! of! the! transWSS! called! tSS! as! we!
normalize! the!metric!by! the!TAWSS!at!each!point! (Appendix!C).! In!addition,!we!
developed! two! new! shear!metrics,! the! low! shear! index! (LSI)! and! the! high! shear!
index!(HSI).!It!has!been!widely!assumed!that!‘normal!shear’!stress!lies!between!1.0R!
1.5!Pa.!Previous!studies,!suggested!threshold!values!of!0.4!Pa! for! low!shear!below!
which! plaque! formation! occurs! and! values! of! 1.5! Pa! as! high! shear,! preventing!
plaque!formation!(Malek!et!al.!1999),!also!implying!a!‘window’!of!normal!shear!lies!
from! 0.4! –! 1.5! Pa.! Other! studies,! particularly! in! human! and! porcine! coronary!
arteries!have!used!variations!of!the!thresholds!such!as!1.2!Pa!(Koskinas!et!al.!2010)!
or!≤!1!Pa!for!low!shear!and!≥!2.5!Pa!(Samady!et!al.!2011)!for!high!shear!for!the!entire!
population! of! subjects! included! in! a! study.! ! However,! the! occurrence! of!
physiological! inter! and! intraRspecies! variability! (Weinberg! &! Ross! Ethier! 2007)!
suggests! that!a!global! threshold!might!not!apply! to!all! animals! (or!patients)! in!a!
study.!Hence,! a! local! threshold! can!be! calculated! for! each! animal,! by! comparing!
the! shear! on! a!pointRbyRpoint!basis! in! the! instrumented! vessel! against! the!mean!
shear!in!the!uninstrumented!control!artery!in!the!same!animal,!computed!over!the!
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High!Shear!Index!(HSI)!
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The! LSI! will! identify! all! regions! in! the! instrumented! artery,! where! the! shear! is!
lower! than! the! mean! shear! in! the! corresponding! uninstrumented! contralateral!
artery.! In! contrast,! the! HSI! will! highlight! regions! of! higher! shear! in! the!
instrumented! artery! when! compared! to! the! reference! mean! shear! of! the!
uninstrumented!artery.!!Although!this!reference!mean!shear!calculated!is!a!single!















All! animals! that! were! part! of! the! in# vivo! imaging! experiments! were! sacrificed!
within! 24! hours! of! the! last! imaging! time! point! (9! weeks).! A! second! group! of!
animals!bred!under!the!same!conditions!were!sacrificed!at!3,!5,!7!and!9!weeks!after!
being!fed!a!highBfat!diet!and!instrumented!with!the!perivascular!shear!modifying!
cuff! to! study! longitudinal! plaque! development.! At! 3,5! and! 9! weeks,! a! total! of! 3!
animals! were! sacrificed! and! processed,! while! at! 7! weeks,! difficulties! in! tissue!
harvesting!led!to!a!loss!of!data!of!2!out!of!3!animals.!In!order!to!recover!the!data,!3!
additional!animals!were!sacrificed!at!7!weeks,! leading!to!a!total!of!4!animals!that!
were! included! in! the! analysis.! Additionally,! 2! animals! fed! the! high! fat! diet! for! 3!
weeks! along!with!another! animal! fed! the!diet! for!9!weeks! (without! cuff! surgery)!
were! sacrificed! and! served! as!baselines.!The!mice!were! injected! intraperitoneally!
with! the! anesthetics! mentioned! in! section! 2.2.1! and! were! flushed! with! 10! mL!
Phosphate! buffered! saline! (PBS)! through! the! heart.! Post! PBS! perfusion,! 10%!
formalin!was!slowly!injected!to!fix!the!tissue!in#situ.!Before!excising!the!arteries,!an!
ink! mark! was! made! over! the! length! of! the! instrumented! carotid! artery! using! a!
custom!developed!device!(Figure!19).!The!mark!would!facilitate!orientation!of!the!
sections!to!be!preserved!in!future!processing!steps!discussed!further.!!The!cuff!was!
carefully! removed! from! the! left! carotid! artery! and! both! carotid! arteries! from!




predefined! sequence! to! generate! a!number!of! series! (usually! 9!per! animal),!with!
the! corresponding! slides! from!each! series! encompassing! the! entire! length! of! the!
arteries.!Each!series!consisted!of!8!slides,!thus!consecutive!sections!on!a!slide!were!
64!µm! apart! (8! sections! *! 8! μm! section! thickness).! A! schematic! diagram! of! the!














screws! allowed! to! accommodate! different! lengths! of! the! thread! to! allow! inking!




The! sections! were! then! stained! for! the! two! selected! biological! markers! of!
atherosclerosis,! namely! lipids! and! macrophages.! The! lipid! content! in! the! tissue!
sections! was! detected! by! using! OilBredBO! staining! (0.5%! OilBredBO! solution! in!
Propylene! glycol,! Sigma! Aldrich)! with! Mayer’s! Hemotoxylin! counterstain!
performed!according! to! the!previously!optimised!protocol! in!our! lab.!For! further!
characterisation! of! the! plaque,! a! macrophage! immunohistochemical! stain! was!
performed.! To! this! end,! blocking! of! the! sections! was! performed! by! 30! minutes!
incubation!with!10%!normal!goat!serum!(in!PBS)!and!all!antibodies!were!diluted!in!
0,1%!PBS/BSA.!The!presence!of!macrophages!was!assessed!by!staining! for!MACB3!
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at! 10x! magnification.$ These! images! were! then! further! analysed! using! the! image!
analysis! software! Clemex! (Quebec,! Canada)! by! drawing! contours! around! the!
lumen,! internal! elastic! lamina! (IEL),! and! external! elastic! lamina! (EEL),! and!
discretising! the! image! into! small! groups! of! pixels! to! record! the! location! of! each!
stain! “point”! or! element.! Point! were! divided! into! ‘stained’! or! ‘unstained’! by!
thresholding!the!image.!Thresholds!were!set!by!inspection!of!regions!of!high!and!
low!stain!within!both!the!cuffed!and!control!images!for!each!data!set!(keeping!this!
threshold! level! constant! within! the! data! set);! consideration! was! also! taken! of!




element! (the! quantified! stain! area! is! an! output! from! Clemex).! This! information!









reBdiscretisation! (see! previous! section).! This! approach! allows! the! nodes! of! the!
histology!section!to!be!coBregistered!to!the!in#vivo#lumen!reconstruction.!To!ensure!
accuracy! of! this! coBregistration,! the! circumferential! orientation! of! the! histology!







!! Likewise,! in! the! axial! direction,! the! sections! are! coBregistered! using! two!
anatomical! landmarks! –! the! aortic! arch! upstream! and! the! carotid! bifurcation!
downstream,!both!of!which!are!clearly!visible! in! the!serial!histology!sections!and!
lumen!reconstruction.!In!the!case!of!the!cuffed!vessel,!a!third!reference!is!the!cuff!
itself,! the! location!of!which!can!be! identified! in! the! lumen!reconstruction!and! in!
the!histology!sections!(the!latter!is!based!on!lack!of!plaque!and!remodeling!of!the!
vessel!wall).!The!resolution!in!the!axial!direction!is!64!µm,!limited!by!the!histology!
crossBsection! collection! strategy! for! each! stain! discussed! above.! For! this! vessel,!
information!from!the!histology!sections!is!then!interpolated!onto!the!nodes!of!the!
lumen! reconstruction! in! three! regions:! upstream! (aortic! arch! to! upstream! cuff!
edge),!cuff,!and!downstream!(downstream!cuff!edge!to!carotid!bifurcation).!For!the!
control!vessel,!histology! information! is! interpolated!evenly!over!the!entire!vessel.!
Because! the! histology! sections! have! a! wall! thickness,! they! are! also! discretised!
through!the!thickness!of!the!wall,!accounting!for!the!(radial)!nodal!location!of!the!
plaque! based! on! the! IEL! contour.! Therefore,! stain! information! can! be! either!




At! the! end! of! this! process,! every! point! in! the! vessel! lumen!has! several! pieces! of!
information:!3D!coordinates,!shear!stress!and!defined!metrics!of!shear!perturbation!
as!well!as!the!magnitude!of!stain!for!a!particular!vessel!wall!or!plaque!constituent.!
Regarding! the! latter,! up! to!8! stains! (corresponding! to! the!8! slides!of! the! section!
collection!process!–!Figure!20)! can!be!analysed! for! a!given!vessel.!This! approach!
has! a! spatial! resolution! of! 64! μm! (determined! by! the! histology)! which! is! an!
improvement! to! other! groups! (Chatzizisis! et! al.! 2011;! Koskinas! et! al.! 2013)! and!








The! primary! purpose! of! coBregistering! histology! to! the! in# vivo! lumen!
reconstruction! and! associated! shear! metrics! is! to! identify! how! local! patterns! of!
perturbed!shear!overlap!with!local!markers!of!atherosclerosis.!The!third!aspect!of!
the! MATLAB! platform! (see! section! 2.2.7)! is! the! statistical! approach! used! to!
determine! that! overlap.! This! approach!was! developed!with! the! help! of!Dr.! Ryan!
Pedrigi!and!Dr.!Enrico!Petretto.!
!
The! statistical! approach! has! several! steps.! First,! all! vessels! in! the! analysis! are!
truncated!at!both!ends,!relative!to!the!cuff,!so!that!the!same!axial!length!of!vessel!
from! the! cuff! is! used! for! all! vessels! in! the! analysis! facilitating! a! comparison!
between!vessels.!The!shear!and!stain!data!are!then!scaled!over!a!range!from!0!to!1!
(for!most!metrics,!this!is!done!by!dividing!each!value!by!the!maximum!in!the!data!
set).!The! scaled!data!are! then!smoothed!via!a!wavelet! transform!and!data!points!
are! clustered! by! using! an! established! hierarchical! algorithm! –!mahalanobis.! The!
mahalanobis! distance! is! essentially! a! distance!measure! that! tests! if! certain! data!
points! lie! within! the! same! cluster,! depending! on! the! number! of! standard!
deviations! the!data!point! lies! from! the!mean!of! the! reference! cluster,! taking! the!
covariance!of!the!variables!into!account.!Clustered!data!are!then!binarised!at!a!15%!
threshold!(i.e.!values!less!than!or!equal!to!0.15!are!set!to!zero,!those!above!are!set!to!
one)! to! exclude! noise! from! the! system! and! create! a! window! of! ‘normal! shear’!
values.! !Overlaps! of! points! are! determined! between! clusters! of! each!mechanical!
metric! to! those! of! each! biological!metric! for! a! given! vessel.!Overlaps! signify! the!
amount!of! each!biological! stain!overlapping!with! above! threshold! values!of! each!
shear!metric,! quantified! as! a! number! of! nodes! of! the! stain! overlapping!with! the!
nodes! of! each! metric! and! recorded! as! a! percentage,! essentially! displaying! the!
sensitivity!of!the!metric.!Thus!a!100%!stainBmetric!overlap!suggests!that!all!nodes!













is! calculated! as! an! average! of! the! overlap! values! obtained! by!mapping! the! stain!
data! of! each! histology! group! animal! onto! the! shear! data! of! all! imaging! group!
animals!at!that!time!point.!
!
Finally,! for! all! statistical! tests! performed! in! this! thesis,! typically! the! oneBway!
analysis! of! variance! (ANOVA)!method!was! used! to! test! for! significant! difference!
between! the! means! of! multiple! groups! of! data.! One! of! the! assumptions! in! an!
ANOVA! test! is! that! the! data! is! normally! distributed.!We! used! the! ShapiroBWilk!
statistical! test! in! order! to! check! if! our! data! was! significantly! different! from! a!




each! other.! When! the! data! was! nonBnormally! distributed! or! had! too! few! data!
points!to!test!for!normality,!the!nonB!parametric!Wilcoxon!rankBsum!test!was!used.!








A! total! of! n=5,4,3,4,4! and! 3! animals! were! scanned! at! 3,5,6,7,8! and! 9! weeks,!
respectively.!Doppler!Ultrasound!based!minimum,!maximum!and!mean!velocities,!




animals! (n=2)!was! 1.2! ±! 0.01,!while! the! ratio! for! the! postBsurgery! animals! (n=23)!
rose!by!56%!to!1.88!±!0.71!(mean!±!SD).!The!typical!velocity!traces!obtained!for!the!


















seen! in! the!profile!of! the! right! carotid! arteries! (also! see! figure! 16).!Also!note! the!
higher! velocities! in! the! right! carotids.! The! velocity! scales! are! not! constant! for!
images.!
!













! ! CUFFED! CONTROL! ! !
! ! ! !
WEEK! MOUSE! DOPPLER0VELOCITY0(m/s)! DOPPLER0VELOCITY0(m/s)! HEART! PEAK0VEL.0RATIO!
Min! Mean! Max! Min! Mean! Max! RATE0(bpm)! (CONTROL/CUFFED)!
0! Base1! 0.010! 0.172! 0.491! 0.017! 0.183! 0.581! 497! 1.18!
0! Base2! 0.059! 0.168! 0.406! 0.0470 0.168! 0.496! 493! 1.22!
3! A1! 0.083! 0.1530 0.313! 0.086! 0.163! 0.436! 392! 1.39!
3! A20 0.109! 0.167! 0.313! 0.051! 0.125! 0.368! 476! 1.18!
3! A3! 0.064! 0.135! 0.316! 0.074! 0.135! 0.358! 436! 1.13!
3! A6! 0.049! 0.097! 0.200! 0.059! 0.124! 0.283! 408! 1.41!
3! A7! 0.047! 0.098! 0.245! 0.048! 0.121! 0.417! 445! 1.71!
5! B1! 0.034! 0.099! 0.250! 0.036! 0.151! 0.401! 474! 1.60!
5! B2! 0.058! 0.115! 0.194! 0.045! 0.168! 0.566! 457! 2.92!
5! B4! 0.032! 0.068! 0.151! 0.068! 0.194! 0.496! 449! 3.28!
5! B5! 0.083! 0.143! 0.306! 0.066! 0.143! 0.418! 473! 1.36!
6! B1! 0.037! 0.082! 0.185! 0.024! 0.141! 0.334! 510! 1.81!
6! B3! 0.050! 0.094! 0.202! 0.080! 0.142! 0.310! 534! 1.54!
6! B4! 0.069! 0.133! 0.258! 0.054! 0.140! 0.422! 485! 1.63!
7! A1! 0.049! 0.103! 0.206! 0.103! 0.206! 0.597! 440! 2.90!
7! A2! 0.093! 0.193! 0.347! 0.033! 0.183! 0.572! 482! 1.65!
7! A3! 0.116! 0.227! 0.467! 0.072! 0.195! 0.581! 497! 1.25!
7! A5! 0.076! 0.164! 0.297! 0.060! 0.220! 0.563! 495! 1.90!
8! B1! 0.052! 0.089! 0.180! 0.060! 0.142! 0.356! 475! 1.98!
8! B3! 0.045! 0.083! 0.160! 0.096! 0.192! 0.536! 395! 3.35!
8! B4! 0.067! 0.104! 0.164! 0.078! 0.154! 0.399! 419! 2.42!
8! B5! 0.036! 0.072! 0.167! 0.057! 0.182! 0.499! 423! 2.99!
9! A1! 0.083! 0.120! 0.232! 0.045! 0.094! 0.328! 404! 1.41!
9! A3! 0.092! 0.164! 0.402! 0.086! 0.158! 0.363! 506! 0.90!
9! A4! 0.110! 0.158! 0.265! 0.070! 0.151! 0.381! 469! 1.44!
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The$ peak$ velocities$ and$ mean$ velocities$ of$ the$ baseline$ animals$ (n=2)$ were$
compared$ to$ the$ interventional$ animals$ at$ the$ longitudinal$ experimental$ time$
points$(Figure$22>23).$In$the$instrumented$and$uninstrumented$arteries,$there$is$a$
decrease$ in$ both$ peak$ and$ mean$ velocities$ from$ baseline$ to$ 3$ weeks$ post$ cuff$
placement$ (p$ <$ 0.01),$ followed$ by$ a$ sharp$ rise$ in$ both$ velocities$ from$week$ 6$ to$
week$7$(p$<$0.02$in$control$arteries,$p"=$0.11$in$cuffed$arteries$for$peak$velocities).$At$
9$weeks$however,$the$velocities$for$the$instrumented$artery$sharply$rise$again$(p$<$
0.05$ for$mean$ velocities).$ It$ is$ also$ observed$ that$ the$ peak$ control$ velocities$ are$













BASELINE (WEEK(3 WEEK(5 WEEK(6 WEEK(7 WEEK(8 WEEK(9
CUFFED 0.45%±%0.04 0.27%±%0.05 0.23%±%0.06 0.21%±%0.03 0.33%±%0.09 0.17%±%0.01 0.28%±%0.09
CONTROL 0.54%±%0.04 0.37%±%0.06 0.47%±%0.07 0.36%±%0.05 0.58%±%0.01 0.45%±%0.07 0.36%±%0.02
BASELINE (WEEK(3 WEEK(5 WEEK(6 WEEK(7 WEEK(8 WEEK(9
CUFFED 0.17%±%0.00 0.12%±%0.02 0.11%±%0.02 0.10%±%0.02 0.17%±%0.05 0.09%±%0.01 0.15%±%0.02




























































High$ resolution$ in" vivo$micro>CT$ based$ 3D$ carotid$ artery$models$ (instrumented$
and$uninstrumented)$were$segmented$and$reconstructed$at$baseline$(n=2),$3$(n=3),$
5$ (n=2),$ 6$ (n=3),$ 7$ (n=2),$ 8$ (n=4)$ and$ 9$ (n=3)$ weeks$ of$ atherosclerotic$ disease$
development.$The$ spatial$ resolution$ achieved$ from$our$ in$ vivo$microCT$ imaging$
protocol$was$~40µm.$Considering$that$the$voxel$size$was$40µm$and$the$maximum$
inner$diameter$(lumen)$of$the$throat$of$the$cuff$was$typically$200um,$it$gives$us$a$
theoretical$ maximum$ error$ of$ 20%$ within$ the$ throat$ of$ the$ cuff.$ However,$ it$ is$
important$ to$note$ that$our$primary$ region$of$ interest$ is$ the$ region$of$ vulnerable$
plaque$development,$found$upstream$of$the$cuff$and$is$minimally$affected$by$the$
throat$ of$ the$ cuff$ although$ it$ could$ have$ an$ effect$ on$ the$mean$ flow$ upstream.$




small$ region$of$ the$ internal$and$external$carotid$arteries.$ In" vivo$haemodynamics$
were$simulated$in$each$of$the$geometries,$using$mouse>specific$Doppler$velocities.$
The$ computed$ blood$ flow$ derived$WSS$ in$ the$ instrumented$ carotid$ artery$ for$ a$
single$dataset$at$3$(A7),$5(B1),$6(B3),$7(A1),$8(B5)$and$9(A1)$weeks$along$with$their$




shear$ stress$ during$ the$ cardiac$ cycle.$ The$ colour$ map$ is$ consistent$ across$ all$
models.$A$total$of$17$instrumented$arteries$were$analysed.$
$
It$ is$ observed$ that$ the$ shear$ stress$ across$ all$models$ is$ low$proximal$ to$ the$ cuff,$
gradually$ increasing$within$ the$ cuff$ to$ peak$ in$ the$ throat$ (location$ of$minimum$
lumen$diameter)$ followed$by$ low$and$oscillatory$ shear$ stress$downstream$of$ the$
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cuff.$The$mean$wall$shear$upstream$across$all$animals$was$approximately$11$Pa.$In$
the$ cuff,$ very$ high$ mean$ shear$ stress$ values$ of$ upto$ 140$ Pa$ were$ found.$ In$ the$
downstream$region,$the$mean$shear$stress$values$were$roughly$20$Pa,$presumably$
due$ to$ the$ formation$ of$ the$ jet.$ However,$ recirculation$ zones$ are$ found$ where$
oscillatory$wall$ shears$ have$ a$ very$ low$ time$ average$ (<$ 1>1.5$ Pa)$ (Wentzel$ et$ al.,$
2012).$ WSS$ as$ low$ as$ 0.1$ Pa$ were$ found$ in$ these$ regions$ which$ is$ very$ low$




occurs$as$blood$abruptly$exits$ from$the$narrow$stenosis$creating$a$ jet,$ leading$ to$
the$ development$ of$ complex$ flow,$ in$ particular$ flow$ separation.$ In$ some$ cases,$




reverse$ flow,$ thus$ creating$ oscillatory$ or$ bidirectional$ wall$ shear$ stress.$ These$
complex$ flow$ features$ are$ shown$ in$ the$ figures$ 24,25$ where$ 3D$ streamlines$ are$
plotted$ and$ highlighted$ in$ the$ downstream$ region$ of$ the$ stenosis$ showing$
recirculation$zones$consistently$across$all$models.$$
$
Although$ the$ overall$ distribution$ of$ the$ WSS$ across$ the$ upstream,$ cuff$ and$
downstream$regions$between$models$ is$qualitatively$similar,$there$ is$a$significant$
amount$ of$ spatial$ and$ temporal$ heterogeneity$ seen$ both$ within$ and$ between$
animals.$$The$time$averaged$wall$shear$stress$(TAWSS)$and$various$other$HPs$were$
analysed$ for$ both$ carotid$ arteries$ throughout$ the$ development$ of$ the$ disease$
(Table$9).$The$heterogeneity$across$animals$can$be$observed$in$the$magnitudes$of$
TAWSS$that$range$from$5.07$Pa$to$23.62$Pa$in$the$upstream$region$and$5.10$Pa$to$
36.74$ Pa$ in$ the$ downstream$ region.$ In$ the$ cuff,$ they$ are$ much$ higher$ for$ all$
animals,$ and$ peak$ at$ 140.1$ Pa$ for$ animal$ A3$ at$week$ 7.$ The$ control$ arteries$ also$






proximal$ to$ the$ cuff$ is$ a$ band$ (indicated$ by$ *),$ of$moderately$ high$ shear$ stress$
observed$in$arteries$as$early$as$5$weeks$through$9$weeks.$This$band$appears$to$be$a$
result$ of$ inward$ remodeling$ of$ the$ arterial$ wall$ due$ to$ the$ ingrowth$ of$
atherosclerotic$plaque$into$the$lumen$immediately$proximal$to$the$cuff$edge.$This$




Furthermore,$ the$ computed$ blood$ flow$ derived$ shear$ stress$ in$ the$ contralateral$
control$arteries$reconstructed$from$in"vivo$micro>CT$images$are$shown$with$their$
Doppler$ based$ blood$ velocity$ profiles$ for$ each$ of$ the$ mice$ (Figure$ 26>27).$ The$
lengths$of$the$reconstructed$models$extended$from$the$carotid$bifurcation$to$the$










Figure' 24:'WSS' distributions,' streamlines' and' ultrasound' velocity' profiles' for' instrumented' arteries' in' an' animal' at' 3,5' and' 6'
weeks'postAsurgery,'shown'at'peak'systole.'









































Figure' 25:'WSS' distributions,' streamlines' and' ultrasound' velocity' profiles' for' instrumented' arteries' in' an' animal' at' 7,8' and' 9'
weeks'postAsurgery,'shown'at'peak'systole.'
WEEK!9!WEEK!8!WEEK!7!


























































































































































UPSTREAM% CUFF% DOWNSTREAM% ARTERY%
0& Base1& 10.86& 17.48& 12.87& 12.16&
0& Base2& 9.87& 10.94& 8.87& 14.24&
3& A3& 11.87& 107.09& 34.70& 11.78&
3& A6& 9.97& 72.37& 25.70& 15.13&
3& A7& 6.80& 59.10& 7.41& 11.92&
5& B1& 10.53& 47.53& 5.10& 9.76&
5& B5& 9.13& 59.13& 14.25& 6.17&
6& B3& 8.84& 39.61& 10.50& 6.45&
7& A1& 14.04& 40.78& 34.91& 27.01&
7& A3& 23.62& 140.10& 21.02& 13.85&
8& B3& 6.71& 29.97& 13.34& 10.93&
8& B4& 8.78& 42.18& 25.43& 7.87&
8& B5& 5.07& 47.91& 6.66& 9.24&
8& B1& 13.01& 93.87& 11.64& 11.80&
9& A1& 9.63& 50.89& 13.78& 8.38&
9& A3& 12.20& 55.16& 8.33& 10.56&










All& instrumented& vessels& showed& plaques& downstream& of& the& cuff& with& low& lipid&
and& macrophage& accumulation& while& the& plaques& upstream& displayed& a& high&
content&of&lipids&and&macrophages&continually&increasing&over&time&(Figure&30,31).&
Plaque& development& and& progression& coOlocalised&with& regions& of& disturbed& flow&
induced&oscillatory&WSS&downstream&and& low&WSS&upstream&of& the&cuff.&Within&
the& cuff& region,&no&plaque&was&observed& in& the&majority&of& instrumented&vessels,&
although& advanced& atherosclerotic& plaque&was& seen& growing& into& the&base& of& the&
cuff& region&upstream& in& 1&mouse&at&9&weeks.& &NonOinstrumented&animals&did&not&
develop&any&disease.&Additionally,&in&the&instrumented&animals,&the&control&arteries&













In& the& cuffed& arteries,& plaques& begun& to& emerge& at& 3& weeks& and& progressed& into&
large& atherosclerotic& plaques& at& 9& weeks,& observed& upstream& and& downstream&
(Figure& 29).& Total& lipid& and& macrophage& area& was& quantified& from& histological&








the& 3& and& 7& weeks& were& significantly& different& from& each& other& (p<0.05).&
Downstream& lipid& area& seemed& to& remain& fairly& constant& over& the& duration& of&
disease& development& and& did& not& show& any& significant& differences& between& the&
groups.&Total&area& increased&over&2Ofold& from&0.12&±&0.06&at&3&weeks& to&0.31&±&0.1.&


































Figure& 29:& OilORed&O& & stain& images& (lipids& O& red)& and&macrophage& immunostain&






















are&mapped& for&mice& at&baseline,& 3,5,7& and&9&weeks&onto& all& of& the& instrumented&
and&uninstrumented&in$vivo&reconstructions.&The&3D&distribution&shows&significant&
spatial& plaque& heterogeneity& within& animals& at& a& particular& time& point& and& also&
between&time&points,&as&expected.&Contralateral&control&arteries&from&instrumented&
animals&and&both&carotid&arteries&from&baseline&animals&do&not&show&any&lipid&or&
macrophage& accumulation.& En& face& stain& distribution& maps& of& lipids& and&
macrophages&in&the&instrumented&artery&for&a&mouse&at&each&of&the&time&points&are&













Figure& 33:& En& face& 3D&Histology&maps& of& lipid& (top&panel& O& red)& and&macrophage&
(bottom&panel&O&dark&red)&distribution&shown&for&instrumented&carotid&arteries&at&
each&time&point.&Solid&black&lines&indicate&cuff&location&and&top&and&bottom&dashed&
lines& indicate& location& of& carotid& bifurcation& and& aortic& arch,& respectively.& A&
contralateral&control&map&is&shown&for&comparison,&highlighting&the&lack&of&lipids&
and&macrophages&along&the&length&of&the&arteries.&! !
WEEK!3! WEEK!5! WEEK!7! WEEK!9!CONTROL!
WEEK!5! WEEK!9!WEEK!7!WEEK!3!CONTROL!
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Seven&WSS&based&metrics& (5& established& and&2&new)&were& calculated& for& all&mice&
and&time&points.&Plots&are&shown&for&the&three&metrics&that&best&overlap&with&both&
plaque& markers& O& lipids& and& macrophages,& in& the& upstream& and& downstream&
regions.& The& overlap&percentages& between&plaque&markers& and& the& other&metrics&
computed& are& summarised& only& for& the& 9&week& time& point& (Table& 10O13)& to& show&
how&metrics&at&all&earlier&time&points&relate&to& lipid/macrophage&accumulation&at&
the&end&point&(9&weeks)&of&the&study.&For&all&plots&shown,&we&mainly&focus&on&the&9&
week& stain& (lipids& or&macrophages)& overlapping&with& each&metric& (LSI,&HSI,& tSS)&
over&time&(shown&in&yellow).&Stain&overlaps&at&3,&5&and&7&weeks&are&shown&in&purple,&
pink&and&green&respectively.&Percentage&overlaps&are&stated&as&mean&±&SE.&&
The& pointObyOpoint& overlap& analysis& between& lipid&maps& and&metric&maps&
showed&that&regions&of&upstream&lipid&accumulation&overlapped&most&with&one&of&
the& newly& developed&metrics,& low& shear& index& (LSI)& (Figure& 34).& The& percentage&
overlap& analysis& for& the& lipid&map& at& 9&weeks&with& the& LSI&maps& computed& at& 9&
weeks&and&all&previous&time&points&displayed&the&highest&overlap&at&the&early&stage&
of& the& disease.& At& 0&weeks& (preOcuffed)& the&mean& overlap&was& low& (12.5& ±& 0.4%),&
significantly&increasing&to&a&mean&value&of&&63.5&±&16.9%&at&3&weeks&(p&<&0.05)&and&
gradually& decreasing& to& 9.9& ±& 4.2%& at& 9& weeks& (p& <& 0.05).& Similarly,& an& overlap&
analysis&between&the&lipid&maps&at&7&weeks&and&the&LSI&metric&at&7&weeks&and&all&
previous& time& points& also& followed& a& similar& trend.& Percentage& overlaps& were&






overlap& of& lipids& and& the& LSI& metric& over& time,& the& percentage& overlaps& were&




overlaps& decrease& to& 45.4& ±& 2.9%,& although& this& is& higher& than& in& the& upstream&
region.& LipidOLSI& overlaps& from& 7& and& 5& week& lipids& also& follow& a& similar& trend,&
although& with& higher& overlap& values.& The& overlap& percentages& at& 5& weeks& were&
significantly&different&from&all&other&time&points&(p&<&0.05).&
Furthermore,& an&overlap& analysis& for& the&macrophage& accumulation& in& the&
upstream& and& downstream& regions& with& the& LSI& revealed& very& similar& trends& as&
with& the& lipids.&Upstream,& the&percentage&overlaps& for& the&macrophage&map&at&9&
weeks& (yellow&points)&with& the&LSI&maps&at&9&weeks&and&all&previous& time&points&
was&again& improved&from&0&weeks&(13.8&±&2.2%),&peaking&at& the&early&stage&of& the&
disease&with&a&mean&value&of&69&±&10.6%&at&3&weeks&gradually&tapering&over&time&to&
5.7& ±& 1.6%& at& 9& weeks& (Figure& 35).& Both& mentioned& comparisons& with& the& peak&
overlaps& were& significantly& different& (p& <& 0.05).& Downstream,& macrophage&
accumulation&at&9&weeks&highly&overlapped&with&regions&of&low&shear&(LSI)&at&the&3&
(76.3&±&6.5%)&and&5&weeks& (86.5&±&4.7%),& following&the&same&trends&as& the& lipids.&
Additionally,&macrophages&from&7&(purple)&and&5&weeks&(pink)&animals&appeared&to&







time& points.& The& xOaxis& corresponds& to& the& time& points& at& which& animals& were&
scanned&with&MicroOCT&for&flow&modeling.&The&colours&represent&the&time&at&which&












The& en& face& LSI&maps& at& 3,& 5,& 7& and& 9&weeks& highlighted& regions& (in& red)& in& the&
instrumented& artery& where& the& local& shear& stress& is& lower& than& the& mean& shear&
stress&in&the&contralateral&control&artery&for&that&particular&animal&(Figure&36).&The&
values& range& from& 0& (blue)& to& 1& (red).& As& expected,& upstream& and& downstream&
regions&have&localised&areas&of&lower&shear&stress&when&compared&to&the&mean&wall&
shear&stress&in&the&contralateral&control&arteries&of&that&animal.&In&the&cuff&region&of&








disease&develops& into&advanced&stages.&Regions&of& lower& shear& stress& in&upstream&
appear&to&decrease&over&time.&Black&solid& lines& indicate&the&cuff&region&where&the&
shear& stress& is& higher& in& the& instrumented& arteries& when& compared& to& the&mean&
shear& stress& in& the& corresponding& control& arteries.& Top& and& bottom& blue& dotted&
lines&indicate&the&carotid&bifurcation&and&aortic&arch&respectively.&
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In& the& downstream& region,& overlap& percentage& of& lipids& with& the& HSI& metric&
remained&low&until&5&weeks&(4.3&±&1.5%)&but&increased&significantly&at&later&stages&of&
the&disease,&suggesting&the&importance&of&lower&shear&in&lipid&accumulation&at&early&
disease& stages& (Figure& 37).& Once& again,& the& macrophage& stain& (from& 9& weeks)&
overlap& analysis& with& the&HSI&metric& in& the& upstream& and& downstream& followed&
similar& trends& to& the& lipids.& In& the& upstream& region,& the& overlap& percentage&was&
lowest& at& 3& weeks& (12& ±& 5%)& and& once& again& gradually& increased& with& disease&
development& to& peak& at& 9&weeks& (74.4& ±& 7.85%)& (Figure& 38).& In& the& downstream&
region,&the&overlaps&remained&low&until&5&weeks&(5.8&±&3.7%)&and&peaked&at&7&weeks&





















Finally,& in& addition& to&our& two&metrics& that& are&based&on&magnitudes&of& low&and&
high& shear,& a& metric& that& accounts& for& the& complex& multiOdirectionality& of& flow&
(tSS)&has&also&been&shown.&Briefly,& in&the&upstream&region,&the&flow&was&laminar&
and&no&multidirectionality&was&seen,&resulting&in&tSS&values&of&0&(Table&10&and&12).&
Downstream,& overlap& trends&of& the& lipids& and&macrophages&with& the& tSS&metric&
were& similar,& revealing& a& good&percentage&overlap& at& earlier& time&points& (3& and& 5&
weeks)&but&a& lower&percentage&overlap&at& later&time&points&(7&and&9&weeks)& .&The&
overlap& of& the& lipids& from& 9& weeks& with& the& metric& over& time& (yellow& points)&
increased&from&0&at&baseline&to&65.4&±&5.7%&at&5&weeks.&At&9&weeks,&the&percentage&
overlap& was& halved& at& 33.8& ±& 2%.& Similarly,& the& overlap& of& the& macrophages&
increased&from&0&at&baseline&to&68.4&±&4.7%&at&3&weeks.&At&9&weeks,&similar&to&the&





















TAWSS$ WSSAD$ OSI$ RRT$ LSI$ HSI$ tSS$
0" 99.76"±"0.12" 0.00" 0.00" 100.00" 12.48"±"0.39" 18.16"±"3.10" 0.00"
3" 1.26"±"0.83" 0.00" 0.00" 0.00" 63.46"±"16.95" 16.37"±"9.67" 0.00"
5" 18.92"±"9.23" 0.00" 0.00" 0.00" 38.22"±"17.66" 49.76"±"22.51" 0.00"
7" 11.80"±"3.48" 0.00" 0.00" 0.00" 11.88"±"1.91" 55.95"±"10.48" 3.72"±"2.19"






TAWSS$ WSSAD$ OSI$ RRT$ LSI$ HSI$ tSS$
0" 98.28"±"0.47" 0.00" 0.00" 97.46"±"0.96" 44.44"±"1.48" 2.63"±"1.01" 0.00"
3" 11.52"±"3.93" 10.56"±"2.11" 52.89"±"5.02" 2.22"±"0.65" 65.75"±"7.41" 22.94"±"6.68" 55.46"±"6.17"
5" 0.00" 8.72"±"3.40" 53.64"±"7.13" 10.54"±"3.82" 83.17"±"2.59" 4.35"±"1.48" 65.45"±"5.69"
7" 32.64"±"7.98" 6.03"±"1.25" 15.11"±"1.31" 2.18"±"1.29" 32.63"±"8.69" 57.63"±"7.07" 21.20"±"3.45"






TAWSS$ WSSAD$ OSI$ RRT$ LSI$ HSI$ tSS$
0" 96.74"±"0.92" 0.00" 0.00" 99.14"±"0.84" 13.81"±"2.18" 21.85"±"7.39" 0.00"
3" 0.04"±"0.02" 0.00" 0.00" 0.00" 69.01"±"10.63" 12.06"±"5.04" 0.00"
5" 18.29"±"7.27" 0.00" 0.00" 0.00" 41.89"±"16.02" 47.32"±"16.78" 0.00"
7" 14.74"±"3.50" 0.00" 0.00" 0.00" 9.39"±"2.79" 60.36"±"6.06" 1.21"±"0.32"




TAWSS$ WSSAD$ OSI$ RRT$ LSI$ HSI$ tSS$
0" 96.58"±"0.74" 0.00" 0.00" 98.89"±"0.73" 47.52"±"2.98" 0.31"±"0.25" 0.00"
3" 6.61"±"3.26" 16.11"±"2.91" 63.15"±"4.16" 4.43"±"1.87" 76.27"±"6.56" 17.34"±"7.23" 68.39"±"4.74"
5" 0.00" 5.18"±"1.83"" 45.44"±"7.23" 4.29"±"2.01" 86.49"±"4.73" 5.83"±"3.71" 62.68"±"5.04"
7" 39.82"±"6.51" 1.72"±"1.26" 6.47"±"1.46" 2.87"±"2.21" 22.52"±"7.28" 68.75"±"7.22" 14.84"±"4.33"




The$ focal$ nature$ of$ atherosclerosis$ is$ attributed$ to$ a$ flow$ resultant$ force,$ in$
particular$shear$stress,$which$has$been$identified$as$a$biomechanical$risk$factor$in$
the$development$of$the$disease$(Malek$et$al.$1999;$Krams$et$al.$2010;$Tarbell$et$al.$
2014).$ The$ perturbations$ in$ the$ magnitude$ and$ direction$ of$ this$ frictional$ force$
owing$ to$ physiological$ and$ geometrical$ factors$ results$ in$ the$ development$ of$
dysfunctional$ endothelium$ on$ a$ local$ scale,$ by$ the$ process$ of$
mechanotransduction,$ resulting$ in$ local$ heterogeneities$ in$ cellular$ morphology,$
functional$ response$ and$ gene$ expression$ profiles.$ This$ further$ activates$
downstream$ atheroprone$ mechanoFsensitive$ signaling$ pathways,$ ultimately$
deciding$ the$ fate$ of$ the$ plaque$ which$ can$ be$ broadly$ categorized$ into$ either$ a$
stable$plaque$phenotype$ found$ in$ regions$of$ low$and$oscillatory$shear$stress$or$a$
more$ ruptureFprone$ vulnerable$ plaque$ phenotype$ found$ in$ regions$ of$ low$ shear$
stress$(Cheng$2006).$The$sheer$number$of$these$mechanoFsensitive$pathways,$their$
interactions$ and$ their$ unknown$ dynamics$ in$ endothelial$ cells$ over$ a$ plaque$
suggests$ that$ it$ is,$ therefore,$ vitally$ important$ to$ be$ able$ to$ identify$ and$ isolate$
regions$ of$ endothelial$ cells$ from$ perturbed$ flow$ environments,$ to$ untangle$
individual$ signalling$ cascades.$ The$ tackling$ of$ this$ challenge$ requires$ the$
development$ of$ the$ disease$ to$ be$ studied$ on$ a$ temporally$ and$ spatially$ high$
resolution$ to$ultimately$decipher$old$and$new$signalling$pathways$ in$endothelial$
cells,$ that$ can$ be$ used$ to$ rationally$ design$ new$ targets$ for$ intervention$ of$ the$
treatment$of$atherosclerosis.$
$




and$ macrophages,$ with$ a$ number$ of$ established$ and$ novel$ shear$ metrics$ on$ a$
pointFbyFpoint$ basis$ longitudinally$ in$ mice.$ $ This$ framework$ can$ further$ be$
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extended$to$analyse$higher$number$of$plaque$features$(eg.$collagen,$transcription$
factors,$ etc.)$ and$ future$metrics$ to$ comprehensively$ study$ atheromatous$ plaque$
development$ and$ identify$ subsequent$ molecular$ mechanisms$ using$ systems$
biology$and$cuttingFedge$genomics.$
$
Previously,$ lack$ of$ imaging$ technology$ led$ to$ the$ utilisation$ of$ postFmortem$
imaging$ techniques$ (e.g.,$ vascular$ corrosion$ casting,$ in# vitro$ microFCT)$ to$
reconstruct$ vessel$ geometries$ for$ computational$ models,$ thus$ negating$ the$
possibility$of$follow$up$studies.$Suo$et$al$(Suo$et$al.$2006)$studied$the$WSS$patterns$
in$mouse$aortas$ reconstructed$ from$scanning$ rigid$casts$ to$quantify$vascular$cell$
adhesion$moleculeF1$ and$ intercellular$ adhesion$moleculeF1$ expression$ and$ found$
increased$ expression$ in$ low$ WSS$ regions.$ Other$ studies$ used$ similar$ imaging$
techniques$ to$ study$ flow$ fields$ and$ plaque$ formation$ in$ mice$ to$ identify$ new$
predictors$of$plaque$localisation$in$murine$aortas$(Assemat$et$al.$2014).$But$these$
studies$were$limited$to$studying$WSS$patterns$in$mice$at$a$single$point$in$time$by$
the$ use$ of$ in# vitro$ imaging$ techniques.$ The$ study$ presented$ here$ employed$
contrast$ enhanced$ in$ vivo$ microFCT$ in$ ApoEF/F$ mice$ to$ obtain$ highFresolution$
images$ of$ the$ murine$ vasculature$ serially$ from$ 3$ to$ 9$ weeks$ through$ disease$
development$ from$which$ the$ 3D$ cuffed$ and$ control$ geometries$were$ segmented$
and$ reconstructed.$ The$ resulting$ 3D$ lumen$ reconstructions$ were$ used$ as$
computational$models$for$CFD$to$compute$the$flow$fields$and$WSS$distributions$in$
both$carotid$arteries$at$all$time$points,$aiming$to$provide$a$longitudinal$analysis$of$
plaque$ development$ and$ taking$ temporal$ changes$ into$ consideration$ when$
attempting$to$find$the$best$predictor$for$plaque$development.$
$










of$ two$ imaging$sessions$(microFCT$and$Ultrasound)$ in$close$succession$requiring$
periods$ of$ anaesthesia,$ as$ well$ as$ the$ contrast$ agent$ injections$ for$ CT$ imaging,$
which$ could$ influence$mice$ velocities$ although$ these$ effects$ are$ not$ completely$
known$ and$ require$ further$ investigation.$ Further,$ the$ velocity$ profile$ in$ the$ left$
was$also$seen$to$be$consistently$different$ to$ the$right$velocity$profiles$ (Figure$21)$
which$ is$ likely$ due$ to$ the$ cuff$ placement$ in$ the$ left$ artery$ increasing$ flow$
resistance,$as$a$comparison$between$the$diameters$in$the$baseline$animals$with$the$
instrumented$animals$showed$no$significant$difference,$however,$velocities$in$the$










WSS$ distribution$ patterns$ computed$ showed$ three$ distinct$ regions$ of$ low,$ high$
and$oscillatory$ shear$ stress$ (as$ seen$ from$ the$ streamlines$ depicting$ recirculation$
zones)$ in$upstream,$ cuff$ and$downstream$regions$ respectively$ (Figures$24,25).$ In$
comparison,$ the$ control$ arteries$ displayed$ fairly$ homogeneous$ WSS$ patterns,$
owing$ to$ the$ largely$ laminar$ flow$ in$ those$ arteries.$ Most$ features$ of$ the$ WSS$
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variations,$ using$mouseFspecific$ velocities$ and$ subtle$ differences$ in$ cuff$ location$
and$fit$can$explain$differences$in$magnitudes$and$WSS$patterns.$In$particular,$the$
occurrence$of$elevated$WSS$downstream$of$the$cuff$on$the$outer$curvature$of$the$
wall$ in$ particular,$ is$ due$ to$ a$ jet$ phenomenon$ of$ the$ flow$ on$ exiting$ the$ cuff.$
Additionally,$this$jet$stream$causes$the$flow$separation$of$the$lower$velocities$from$
the$ higher$ axial$ velocities$ leading$ to$ recirculation$ or$ flow$ reversal$ seen$ in$ these$
downstream$ regions,$ quantified$ by$ oscillatory$ flow$metrics$ like$ the$OSI$ and$ the$
transWSS$or$tSS.$These$oscillatory$flow$patterns$have$been$previously$linked$with$




Moreover,$ these$ regions$ of$ low$ and$ oscillatory$ shear$ stress$ upstream$ and$
downstream$of$the$cuff$displayed$continual$plaque$growth.$Histological$analysis$of$
plaque$lipids$and$macrophage$content$suggests$the$development$of$vulnerable$and$
stable$ plaques$ in$ the$ same$ arterial$ segment$ in$ the$ upstream$ and$ downstream$
regions$respectively.$$The$lipid$and$macrophage$concentrations$(and$areas)$in$the$
upstream$region$showed$a$sustained$enlargement$over$time,$suggesting$larger$lipid$
cores$ and$ macrophage$ accumulation$ in$ areas$ of$ inflammation,$ resembling$ the$
vulnerable$ plaque$phenotype.$ In$ the$downstream$ regions$however,$ the$ lipid$ and$
macrophage$ areas$ were$ lower$ in$ comparison$ to$ the$ upstream$ regions,$ and$ also$
seemed$to$remain$fairly$stable$over$time,$suggesting$the$presence$of$stable$plaques.$
These$results$were$consistent$with$previous$studies$(Cheng$2006)$(Kuhlmann$et$al.$
2012)$ and$ validated$ the$ perivascular$ cuff$model$ to$ investigate$ the$ presence$ of$ a$
causal$ link$ between$ the$ development$ of$ plaques$ and$ perturbed$ shear$ stress$




their$ dietary$ intake$ (ad$ libitum)$ shown$ by$ the$ difference$ in$ weights,$ subtle$
differences$ in$ cuff$ locations$ and$ placement,$ or$ even$ genetic$ predisposition.$ As$
previously$mentioned,$ the$recirculation$zones$could$vary$ in$ lengths,$ thus$ leading$
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to$ larger$ flow$ stagnation$ zones,$ possibly$ facilitating$ further$ macromolecule$
transport$across$the$arterial$wall$causing$larger$plaques$to$develop.$
The$digitisation$of$the$histological$stains$provided$stain$intensities$that$the$
3D$ histology$ platform$ coFregistered$ onto$ the$ in# vivo$ 3D$ luminal$ reconstructions$
from$animals$ at$ corresponding$ time$points.$These$ coFregistered$ ‘stain$maps’$ and$
‘metric$maps’$provided$the$ foundation$for$overlaps$to$be$analysed$on$a$pointFbyF
point$ basis$ to$ identify$ metrics$ as$ predictors$ for$ plaque$ localisation$ and$
composition.$Although$there$have$been$no$such$longitudinal$studies$performed$in$
animal$ models,$ a$ small$ number$ of$ attempts$ have$ been$ made$ in$ patients$ using$
intimal$ thickness$ as$ the$ key$ plaque$ feature$ and$ have$ found$ no$ significant$
correlations$ with$ low$ shear$ regions$ (Augst$ et$ al.$ 2003;$ Joshi$ 2004).$ However,$ a$
recent$ patient$ study$ by$ Canton$ et$ al$ (Canton$ et$ al.$ 2013)$ performed$ a$ pointFbyF
point$ correlation$ analysis$ between$ the$ lipid$ rich$ necrotic$ core$ (LRNC)$ thickness$
from$MRI$based$identification$and$found$a$positive$correlation$in$6$out$of$8$cases$
with$ WSS$ magnitudes.$ Nevertheless$ these$ studies$ have$ not$ examined$ plaque$
progression$ over$ time$ and$ have$ hence$ provided$ just$ a$ snapshot$ of$ the$ potential$




to$ compute$ seven$ shear$ stress$ based$metrics,$ and$ spatially$mapped$ onto$ the$ 3D$
histology$ reconstructions,$ rendering$ 3D$ ‘metric$ maps’$ for$ each$ metric$ for$ all$
animals$ and$ time$points.$ The$ two$new$metrics$ developed$ took! advantage$ of$ the$
presence$of$a$control$vessel$for$each$animal,$providing$a$mouseFspecific$reference$
shear$value$when$performing$the$pointFbyFpoint$metrics$analysis.$Furthermore,$the$
control$ vessels$ allowed$ us$ to$ have$ a$ histological$ comparison$ between$ the$ two$
carotid$ arteries$ to$ confirm$ that$ the$ highFfat$ diet$ alone$ did$ not$ lead$ to$
atherosclerotic$plaque$development.$
$
The$overlap$analysis$ results$ from$our$study$revealed$ that$one$of$ the$new$metrics$
developed,$ the$ low$ shear$ index$ (LSI)$ was$ the$ best$ predictor$ of$ early$ lipid$ and$
macrophage$ accumulation$ in$ the$ vulnerable$ plaques$ seen$ upstream.$ It$ was$
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observed$that$the$percentage$overlaps$of$the$LSI$metric$tapered$gradually$over$the$
course$ of$ disease$ development$ (Figure$ 34).$ The$ overlap$ percentage$ was$ highest$
(~65%)$at$week$3$and$over$the$timeFcourse$of$plaque$development,$reduced$to$~9%$
at$the$terminal$end$point$of$the$study.$In$comparison,$the$overlap$percentages$with$
the$ HSI$ metric$ showed$ the$ opposite$ trend.$ In$ downstream$ regions,$ again$ high$
overlaps$with$the$LSI$were$found$at$early$time$points$for$both$plaque$constituents,$
followed$by$an$ increase$ in$overlaps$with$the$HSI$metric$at$ later$ time$points.$The$








flow$ velocities$ are$ very$ high,$ creating$ a$ jet$ phenomenon$ that$ leads$ to$ the$
development$of$ vortices$or$ recirculation$zones$with$bidirectional$blood$ flow$and$
WSS.$ Large$ low$ shear$ regions$ are$ observed$ in$ vortices$ and$ certain$ higher$ shear$
regions$are$observed$due$to$ the$ jet$ like$ flow$ impinging$on$the$wall$of$ the$artery.$
This$ observation$ is$ further$ supported$by$ the$ en$ face$ LSI$maps$ at$ all$ time$points$
(Figure$36)$showing$ larger$red$areas$(LSI)$downstream$in$the$earlier$ time$points,$
followed$ by$ an$ increase$ in$ the$ blue$ areas$ (HSI)$ towards$ the$ later$ stages.$ These$
differing$ flow$ environments$ cause$ independent$ responses$ from$ the$ endothelium$
upstream$ and$ downstream,$ possibly$ leading$ to$ differing$ rates$ of$ plaque$










wall$ in$ the$ different$ shear$ stress$ environments,$ thus$ affecting$ the$ local$WSS$ as$
discussed$in$the$next$paragraph.$
$
Here$ we$ further$ discuss$ the$ overlaps$ of$ the$ upstream$ region,$ the$ locations$ of$
vulnerable$ plaque$ development.$ The$ observations$ suggest$ that$ the$ lipids$ and$
macrophages$initially$begin$to$accumulate$in$the$low$shear$regions$at$early$stages$
of$ atherogenesis,$ but$ later$ coFlocalise$with$ regions$ of$ higher$ shear,$ compared$ to$
the$baseline$ shear$ in$ the$control$ artery.$The$ reason$ for$ these$observations$ is$not$
entirely$clear$but$a$possible$explanation$could$be$the$smallFscale$adaptations$of$the$
vessel$wall$ leading$to$ local$changes$ in$WSS$distributions.$ It$has$been$shown$that$
WSS$magnitudes$are$geometry$dependent$and$hence$sensitive$to$local$variations$in$
the$wall$(Vincent$et$al.$2011).$To$investigate$this$further,$closer$inspection$revealed$
an$ interesting$observation.$ $There$ appeared$ to$be$ a$ lack$of$ contrast$ in$upstream$
regions$(immediately$proximal$to$the$cuff)$seen$in$the$in#vivo$microFCT$raw$images$
(Figure$ 41)$ and$ subsequently$ in$ the$ 3D$ reconstructions$ for$ a$ majority$ of$ the$
geometries$ from$5$weeks$ to$9$weeks.$ $This$could$ suggest$ the$presence$of$ inward$
remodeling$in$areas$of$low$shear$upstream,$due$to$the$ingrowth$of$the$vulnerable$
plaque$ as$ it$ continues$ to$ grow$ in$ the$ later$ stages$ of$ disease$ development.$
Alternately,$ another$ possible$ explanation$ for$ the$ remodeling$ of$ the$ vessel$ wall$
upstream$of$the$cuff$could$be$a$result$of$the$change$in$mechanical$stresses$due$to$
the$placement$of$the$cuff$as$suggested$by$Mohri$et$al.$They$have$demonstrated$an$
increase$ in$ wall$ thickness$ upstream$ of$ the$ cuff$ in$ undiseased$ C57bl/6$ mice$
suggesting$ a$ remodelling$ response$ to$ placing$ a$ flowFlimiting$ cuff$ around$ the$
carotid$ artery$ (Mohri$ et$ al$ 2014).$ A$ large$ body$ of$ evidence$ in$ the$ literature$ has$





25).$ This$ could$ explain$ the$ increase$ in$ percentage$ overlaps$ of$ plaque$ lipids$ and$
macrophages$with$the$high$shear$index$(HSI)$in$the$latter$stages,$when$remodeling$
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is$more$ promiment.$ These$ findings$ could$ suggest$ that$ low$ shear$ stress$ plays$ an$
important$ role$ in$ the$ initiation$of$ the$disease,$ leading$ to$ lipid$accumulation$and$
macrophage$recruitment,$and$after$initial$compensatory$remodeling$of$the$lumen,$
the$role$of$high$shear$stress$grows$ in$ importance$during$disease$progression$and$
potentially$ cause$ plaque$ rupture,$ as$ also$ proposed$ by$ Foin$ et$ al$ (Chapter$ 3$ in$
(Escaned$&$Serruys$2010)).$Quantifying$ the$ inward$ remodeling$ in$murine$carotid$
arteries$and$investigating$a$potential$relation$to$plaque$constituent$overlaps$would$
be$ interesting$ and$ requires$ further$ attention.$ $ However,$ the$ quantification$ of$
inward$ remodeling$ of$ murine$ carotid$ arteries$ from$ in# vivo$ microFCT$ based$
reconstructions$will$possibly$pose$the$biggest$challenge.$
$
Finally,$ although$ the$ novel$ metrics$ developed$ herein$ show$ better$ overlaps$ with$
plaque$ features$ in$ this$ study$ compared$ to$ previously$ established$ metrics$
(summarized$in$Table$10F13),$oscillatory$flow$metrics,$particularly$tSS,$also$showed$
a$ good$ agreement$ with$ lipid$ and$macrophage$ accumulation$ in$ the$ downstream$
region.$ This$ is$ likely$ due$ to$ the$ presence$ of$ lipids$ and$macrophages$ in$ the$wall$




to$ common$ carotid$ artery),$ measuring$ approximately$ 1$ mm.$ Additionally,$ the$
vessel$segment$length$before$the$flow$reaches$the$regions$of$interest,$which$are$the$
regions$ of$ plaque$ development,$ proximal$ to$ the$ cuff,$ is$ ~2$ mm$ in$ length.$ This$
allows$a$total$entrance$length$of$~3$mm,$while$an$entrance$length$in$the$order$of$2$
mm$has$been$suggested$as$ the$distance$ required$ for$a$ laminar$velocity$profile$ to$
develop$ in$mice$ aortas$ (Hartley$ et$ al,$ 2011),$ suggesting$ the$ entrance$ lengths$ for$
carotid$arteries$might$be$lower.$Additionally,$ it$ is$also$important$to$note$that$the$
mouse$common$carotid$arteries$are$straight$vessel$segments$with$no$branches$to$
create$ flow$ disturbances,$ thus$ allowing$ the$ flow$ to$ fully$ develop,$ particularly$
upstream$of$the$cuff.$As$a$result,$the$oscillatory$metrics$such$as$the$OSI$and$the$tSS$
returned$ very$ low$ values$ upstream,$ and$ hence$ displayed$ no$ correlations$ with$
plaque$lipids$and$macrophages.$It$is$important$to$note$that$the$same$might$not$be$
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Figure$41:$ In# vivo$microFCT$ images$(left$–$7$weeks,$ right$–$9$weeks)$show$inward$





Firstly,$ contrast$ enhanced$ in# vivo$ microFCT$ and$ Doppler$ ultrasound$ scans$ were$
performed$for$animals$serially$from$3$to$9$weeks$postFsurgery.$However,$there$is$no$
data$ available$ at$ 4$weeks,$ as$ the$ animals$ could$ not$ be$ scanned$due$ to$ technical$




animal$health$outcomes$ for$ long$durations$of$anaesthesia$and$ injection$of$a$new$
vascular$ contrast$ agent$ for$ the$ purpose$ of$ followFup$ studies.$ Four$ animals$ died$
during$ the$ duration$ of$ the$ experiments$ including$ 1$ during$ a$ CT$ scan.$ It$ had$ a$
necrotic$tail$from$2$previous$contrast$agent$injections$which$is$consistent$with$the$
only$other$study$employing$contrast$enhanced$ in# vivo$microFCT$ imaging$of$mice$





Secondly,$ the$ results$ of$ this$work$ are$ limited$by$ the$CFD$modeling$ assumptions$
made.$ Blood$was$ assumed$ to$ be$ a$Newtonian$ fluid,$ a$ rigid$wall$ assumption$was$
made$ for$ the$ vessel$ lumen$ and$ a$ tractionFfree$ outlet$ boundary$ condition$ was$
applied$as$in#vivo$mouseFspecific$outlet$velocities$could$not$be$acquired.$However,$
studies$ have$ shown$ that$ the$ use$ of$ compliant$ walls$ and$ the$ use$ of$ a$ nonF
Newtonian$fluid$models$have$minor$quantitative$effects$on$the$local$flow$patterns$




Finally,$ it$ was$ observed$ from$ the$ in# vivo$ velocity$ measurements$ that$ peak$ and$
mean$ velocities$ in$ the$ control$ and$ cuffed$ arteries$ showed$ a$ sudden$ increase$ at$
week$7.$Similar$rises$ in$the$control$arteries$were$seen$at$week$5$and$in$the$mean$
velocities$of$cuffed$arteries$at$week$9.$Interestingly,$the$analysis$revealed$that$these$
velocity$ increases$ appeared$ at$ weeks$ when$ the$ Doppler$ velocity$ measurements$
were$acquired$prior$ to$the$ in# vivo$ imaging$sessions$(week$5$and$7)$or$when$there$
was$ a$ 72$ hour$ recovery$ period$ between$ the$ imaging$ session$ and$ the$ velocity$
measurements$ (week$ 9).$ These$ occurrences$were$ a$ result$ of$ scanner$ availability.$
Further$ investigation$ showed$ that$ postFimaging$ animal$ recovery$ periods$ varied$




weight$ measurements.$ A$ mean$ increase$ of$ 2.03$ ±$ 1.31$ gms$ (mean$ ±$ SD)$ was$
observed$from$M1$to$M5.$In$group$B,$measurements$M1,$M3$and$M5$were$obtained$
before$imaging$and$M3$and$M6$were$obtained$post$imaging$(Appendix$A,$table$23).$
These$ animals$ became$ heavier$ by$ 0.05$ ±$ 0.71$ (mean$ ±$ SD)$ over$ time.$ This$
discrepancy$ between$ the$ 2$ groups$ could$ be$ explained$ by$ the$ relatively$ sharp$
increase$in$weights$for$most$animals$in$group$A$at$week$7$and$week$9$due$to$the$
long$recovery$period$after$their$first$imaging$session$at$3$weeks$leading$to$healthier$
animals$ having$ a$ good$ dietary$ intake.$ Such$ sharp$ increases$ in$weights$ were$ not$
seen$ in$ group$ B$ which$ could$ be$ explained$ by$ the$ close$ proximity$ of$ imaging$
sessions$ at$ 5,6$ and$ 8$ weeks$ leaving$ a$ relatively$ shorter$ recovery$ period$ for$ the$
animals,$ possibly$ leading$ to$ a$ reduction$ in$ dietary$ intake.$ These$ observations$
further$ supported$ our$ explanation$ above$ for$ the$ rise$ in$ velocities$ and$ hence$
suggested$ that$ the$ order$ of$ imaging$ sessions$ and$ subsequent$ recovery$ periods$
must$be$taken$into$consideration$while$planning$future$experiments.$
$
In$ summary,$ the$ current$ chapter$ showed$ the$ development$ and$ application$ of$ a$
novel$ platform$ to$ compute$ WSS$ patterns$ and$ related$ metrics$ within$ in# vivo$
stenosed$ carotid$ arteries$ of$ mice,$ in$ a$ serial$ manner,$ and$ correlate$ the$ WSS$
patterns$ with$ atherosclerotic$ plaque$ composition$ to$ identify$ new$ predictors$ of$
vulnerable$ plaque$ initiation$ and$ progression.$ The$ results$ from$ this$ chapter$
supported$ our$ hypothesis,$ suggesting$ that$ perturbed$ regions$ of$ low$ shear$ stress$
might$be$linked$with$early$disease$initiation$characterised$by$the$accumulation$of$
lipids$ and$macrophages$ in$ the$ plaques.$ Further,$ our$ inFhouse$ developed$metrics$
(LSI$ and$ HSI)$ appeared$ to$ have$ the$ highest$ predictive$ capabilities$ of$ plaque$
constituent$ localisation$and$must$be$ further$ examined$ in$different$ settings.$ $The$
said$platform$can$also$be$extended$to$future$serial$studies$in$large$animal$models$















In! the! previous! chapter,! patterns! of! wall! shear! stress! were! computed! in!
stenosed!murine! carotid! arteries! over! time! and! correlations! of! various! shear!
metrics! were! performed! with! plaque! morphological! features! using! a!
comprehensive! computational! framework.! Herein,! the! animal;specific! wall!
shear!stress!distributions!were!computed!in!realistic! in#vivo!representations!of!
stented! coronary! arteries! in! transgenic! minipigs,! to! serially! study! plaque!
progression!and!evaluate!shear!dependent!mechanisms!underlying!accelerated!
atherogenesis! and! thin;cap! fibroatheroma! formation!using! the! computational!
platform!from!chapter!two.!This!chapter!is!being!readied!for!manuscript.!
Section!3.1!gives!a!brief!introduction!to!the!chapter.!The!methods!documenting!
serial! in# vivo! image! acquisition! to! flow! field! computation! and! co;registration!







Atherosclerosis,! a! focal! lipid! driven! inflammatory! process,! is! the! principal!
underlying! pathology! in! patients! with! coronary! heart! disease! (CHD),! which!
commonly! presents! with! symptoms! of! luminal! narrowing! of! an! epicardial!
coronary! artery! or! an! ACS.! ACS! is! caused! by! the! disruption! of! an!
atherosclerotic! plaque,! resulting! in! a! cascade! of! events! including! platelet!




existing! degree! of! coronary! stenosis! by! the! atherosclerotic! plaque! is! not! a!
predictor! of! its! vulnerability;! in! fact,! most! ACS! cases! are! caused! by!
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atherosclerotic!lesions!with!only!mild!to!moderate!stenosis!(Delgado!&!Abbott!
2013).! Thus,! an! improved! understanding! of! the! mechanisms! underlying! the!
initiation,!progression!and!de;stabilisation!of!high!risk!atherosclerotic!plaques!
is!needed! to!enable! the! identification!of!patients!and! lesions!at! risk!of! future!
clinical!presentation!with!CHD.!
!
Postmortem! and! in# vivo# intracoronary! imaging! studies! have! suggested! that!
vulnerable!plaques!causing!ACS!are!frequently!characterised!by!a!large!necrotic!
core,! abundant!macrophage! infiltration,! a! reduced!number!of! smooth!muscle!
cells!and!a!thin!fibrous!cap!(<65!µm)!(Virmani!et!al.!2003;!Virmani!et!al.!2006;!
G.! W.! Stone! et! al.! 2011),! termed! a! thin;cap! fibroatheroma! (TCFA).! Plaque!
rupture! at! sites! of! TCFAs! is! the! commonest! underlying! finding! at! autopsy,!
occurring! in! ~60%! of! patients! with! sudden! cardiac! death,! secondary! to!
coronary! thrombosis! (MJ! 1992).!Plaque!rupture! is!among!the!most!commonly!




The! recently! published! PROSPECT! study! suggested! that! TCFA! as! defined! by!
intravascular! ultrasound! (IVUS)! was! one! of! the!main! causes! of! ACS,! though!
only! accounted! for! a! recurrence! rate!of!4.9%!over! 3! years! (G.!W.!Stone!et! al.!
2011).! However,! the! spatial! resolution! of! IVUS! is! insufficient! for! accurate!
measurement! of! fibrous! cap! thickness! and! therefore! may! limit! precise!
definition! of! TCFA! in# vivo,! accounting! for! the! low! specificity! in! identifying!
them! in! the! aforementioned! study.! While! Optical! Coherence! Tomography!
(OCT),!which!has!a!significantly!higher!resolution!than!IVUS!(typically!15µm!vs!
80µm!respectively),!can!demonstrate!TCFA!as!the!culprit!lesion!morphology!in!
~70%! of! patients! with! ACS! (Kubo! et! al.! 2007;! Jang! 2005),! this! plaque!
morphology!can!be!observed!in!both!non;culprit!vessels!of!ACS!patients!and!in!
stable! coronary! artery! disease.! These! data! suggest! that! features! other! than!










Stone! 2003).! Low,! non;oscillatory! as! well! as! low,! oscillatory! WSS! are! the!
conditions!most! associated!with!plaque!progression! and! they!predominate! at!
curved! arterial! segments,! the! outer! points! of! bifurcations! and! in! segments!
downstream!of! luminal! stenosis.! Several! experimental!models!have! suggested!
that!low!WSS!conditions,!especially!when!they!persist,!are!associated!with!the!
development! of! TCFA;like! plaques! (Cheng! 2006;! Chatzizisis! et! al.! 2008;!
Koskinas,! Chatzizisis,! et! al.! 2013).! Assessment! of! local! WSS! distributions! in!
humans! using! IVUS!based! 3D! reconstructions! have! associated! regions! of! low!
WSS!with!coronary!plaque!progression!(Samady!et!al.!2011;!Koskinas,!Feldman,!
Chatzizisis,! et! al.! 2010;! Koskinas,! Chatzizisis,! et! al.! 2013).! However,! the!
determination! of! these! low! WSS! regions! may! be! significantly! improved! in!
accuracy!by!the!use!of!high!resolution!intracoronary! imaging!techniques!such!
as!OCT!rather! than!IVUS!which!would!not!only!enable!WSS!measurement! in!
higher! fidelity! geometries! but! additionally! allow! accurate! quantification! of!




and! porcine! models,! as! well! as! man.! The! previous! chapter! demonstrated! in!
ApoE;/;!mice!fed!a!Western!diet,!that!imposition!of!low!and!low!oscillatory!WSS!
by! placement! of! a! perivascular! cuff! around! the! carotid! artery! leads! to! the!
development! of! TCFA;like! plaques,! consistent! with! previous! studies! (Cheng!




the! study! of! atherosclerosis! progression! and! predilection! sites! as! it! relates! to!
man.! Importantly,! they! do! not! develop! coronary! lesions.! Furthermore,!
Reynolds! and! Dean! numbers! scale! with! size! and! are! significantly! lower! in!
rodent! models! as! compared! with! values! in! man! (Cheng,! Helderman,! et! al.!




imaging! modalities! that! can! be! readily! translated! to! patients.! A! number! of!
porcine!models!of!atherosclerosis!have!been!developed!(see!section!1.4).!Recent!
important! investigations! of! the! relationship! between! WSS,! atherosclerotic!
plaque!progression!and!composition!have!been!performed! in!Yorkshire! swine!
rendered! diabetic! with! streptozotocin! and! fed! with! a! high! cholesterol! diet!
(Chatzizisis! et! al.! 2011;! Koskinas,! Feldman! &! Chatzizisis! 2010;! Koskinas,!
Sukhova,! et! al.! 2013).! These! studies! suggest! that! in! zones! of! low! WSS,!
atherogenesis! can! be! accelerated! whereas! in! areas! of! persistent! low! WSS,!
TCFA;like! plaques! can! be! induced.! However,! the! degree! of!
hypercholesterolaemia! achieved! in! this! model! is! variable! with! consequent!
variability! in! atherosclerotic!plaque!development! (Koskinas,!Chatzizisis,! et! al.!







(eg.! LSI,! OSI! etc.)! and! plaque! formation! in# vivo! in! recently! reported! novel!
transgenic! D374Y;PCSK9!hypercholesterolemic! minipigs.! Unlike! previous!
studies! employing! hypercholesteraemic! pigs,! in! these! pigs,! LDL! cholesterol!
persistently! increases!when! administered! a! high! fat! high! cholesterol! (HFHC)!
diet!(Al;Mashhadi!et!al.!2013).!We!hypothesize!that!the!imposition!of!persistent!
low!and!oscillatory!WSS! in! the!coronary! circulation!accelerates! atherogenesis!
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in!D374Y;PCSK9! transgenic! hypercholesterolaemic! Yucatan!minipigs.! To! test!
this!hypothesis,!a!shear;altering!stent!(Foin!et!al.!2013)!was!implanted!into!the!
coronary!artery.!Before!(baseline)! implantation,! immediately!after,!and!at! two!
subsequent! time! points! (18! and! 36! weeks),! intracoronary! imaging! with!
frequency;domain! optical! coherence! tomography! (FD;OCT)! was! performed.!
Furthermore,! in# vivo! CFD! was! performed! and! WSS! distributions! were! co;
registered! with! 3D! histological! stain! distributions! on! the! in# vivo! lumen! to!














The! following! section! discusses! the! methods! of! the! chapter.! I! would! like! to!
acknowledge! Dr.! Ranil! de! Silva! for! implanting! the! stents! and! coordinating!
imaging! experiments! and! his! team! for! OCT! contouring.! Additionally,! our!
collaborators!in!University!of!Aarhus,!Dr.!Erling!Falk,!Dr.!Christian!Poelsen!and!
their! group! for! providing! the! animal! model,! the! imaging! facilities! and!






All! experiments! were! performed! in! 5! female! Yucatan! minipigs! with! a!
genetically! engineered! liver;specific! overexpression! of! the!D374Y! gain;of;
function! mutant! of! the! gene! human! proprotein! convertase!
subtilisin/kexin! type! 9! (PCSK9),! as! first! described! in! a! paper! by! Al;
Mashhadi! et! al! (Al;Mashhadi! et! al.! 2013).! ! It! was! shown! that! these!




diet! (Sigma;Aldrich)! consisted! of! 20%! lard! and! 2%! cholesterol! added! to! a!
standard!pig!diet!of!68.0%!barley,!15.0%!oat,!9.6%!soy!bean!meal,!2.0%!animal!
fat,!3.0%!molasses,!and!2.4%!minerals!and!vitamins.!The!pigs!received!700;900g!
of! this! diet! divided! into! two! portions! daily.! All! animal! experiments! were!
performed! in! accordance! with! the! ethical! and! welfare! regulations! of! the!






One! week! prior! to! stent! implantation,! the! pigs! received! 25mg! atenolol! daily!
and! 200mg! amiodarone! twice! a! day! to! minimise! the! risk! of! arrhythmic!
complications! during! stent! implantation.! A! day! before! the! experiments,! the!
animals!were!loaded!with!300!mg!Aspirin!daily!and!600!mg!of!Clopidogrel,!after!
which!the!animals!received!75!mg!Aspirin!and!75!mg!Clopidogrel!once!daily!for!
the! rest!of! the! study!duration.! !All!procedures!were!performed!under!general!
anaesthesia! with! Sevoflurane! inhalation! dosed! to! a! Minimum! Alveolar!
Concentration!(MAC)!of!1.2;1.4!and!Analgesia!and!fentanyl!(50!μg/ml)!dosed!at!
15!ml/hour! intravenously.!During! the!coronary!angiography,!OCT!acquisition,!
and! Doppler! velocity! measurements,! the! animals! were! given! unfractionated!
heparin!at! the!start!of! the!experiment!and!each!hour!until! the!procedure!was!







The! measurements! were! performed! in! the! clinical! facility! of! the! Aarhus!
University! Hospital,! Skejby,! which! had! access! to! state! of! the! art! calibrated!









ultrasound! guidance.! Cardiac! catheterisation! was! performed! with! standard!
techniques.! The! left! coronary! artery! was! engaged!with! an! 8F!Hockey! Stick! I!
guiding! catheter.! After! administration! of! intracoronary! isosorbide! dinitrate!
(0.3;1mg),! serial! monoplane! coronary! angiography! was! performed! (Philips!
Allura! Xper! FD10)! at! multiple! projections! (>30°! intervals)! using! iso;osmolar!
iodinated! contrast! agent!Visipaque320! (iodixanol)! to! delineate! both! the!OCT!
catheter!and!the!lumen!contours.!Unfractionated!heparin!(100u/kg)!by!weight!
was! also! administered! and! supplemented! as! required! to! prevent! coagulation.!
The!acquisition!was!ECG!gated!and! respiration!was!briefly!paused! to!prevent!
respiratory!motion! artifacts.! Coronary! flow! velocity!was!measured! in! the! left!
anterior!descending!(LAD)!and!left!circumflex!(LCx)!coronary!arteries!using!a!
ComboWire!(Volcano!Corporation).!The!ComboWire!was!advanced!to!the!tip!
of! the! guide! catheter,! where! aortic! pressure! and! ComboWire! pressures! were!
equalised.!It!was!then!advanced!into!a!proximal!vessel!segment!at! least!5!mm!
away!from!any!major!angiographic!side!branch!(>2!mm!diameter)!to!measure!
the! inlet! velocity! over! 10! –! 20! stable! cardiac! cycles.! Physiological! parameters,!






A! sheathed! C7! Dragonfly! FD;OCT! Catheter! was! inserted! via! a! 0.014”!
angioplasty! guidewire! and! intracoronary! OCT! pullbacks! were! performed! in!
both! the! LAD! and! the! LCx! coronary! arteries! using! the! C7;XRTM! Fourier!
Domain!OCT!system!(St.!Jude!Medical,!USA).!The!pullbacks!were!performed!at!
a!speed!of!20!mm/sec!and!a!frame!rate!of!100!per!second!after!blood!clearance!
by! intracoronary! infusion! (4;8!mL! per! second)! of! contrast!media! (iodixonol)!
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using!a!pump!injector!at!300!psi.!Prior!to!each!pullback,!the!FD;OCT!catheter!
was! imaged! in! orthogonal! views! during! injection! of! iodinated! contrast! to!
enable! downstream! determination! of! the! catheter! path! for! 3D! vessel!
reconstruction! of! the! artery! and! delineation! of! anatomical! landmarks! to!
facilitate!accurate!co;registration.!
!!!!






3! x! 12! mm! stainless! steel! coronary! stents! and! had! an! expandable!
polytetrafluoro;!ethylene! (ePTFE)!covering!over! the! stent.!The!covered! stents!
were! crimped! on! 3mm! or! 3.5mm! balloons! and! polymer! circular! rings! were!
placed! in! the! middle! of! the! stent,! thus! limiting! the! expansion! of! the! stent!
during! deployment,! creating! a! 50%! diameter! stenosis! (Figure! 42)(Foin! et! al.!
2013).!Following!the!completion!of!baseline!in#vivo!measurements!as!explained!
above! (section! 3.2.3),! the! stenotic! intracoronary! stent! (modified! 3! x! 12! mm!
Graftmaster,!Abbott!Vascular)!was!implanted!in!the!LAD!(N=1)!and!LCx!(N=4),!
with!care! to!avoid!major! side!branches.!Originally,! the! study!design! included!
the! randomization!of! the! stent! location!between! the!LAD!and!LCx.!However,!




animals,! blood! flow! measurements! and! intravascular! imaging! was! also!
performed! in! the! right! coronary! artery! before! and! after! stent! placement! of! a!






Figure! 42:! Prototype! stent! mounted! over! an! inflated! PCI! balloon.! Note! the!











stenotic! stents! with! varying! degrees! of! stenosis! to! mimic! different! coronary!
lesion! severities! were! implanted! in! coronary! arteries! of! ! healthy! hybrid!
Landrace!pigs!(n=8).!The!animals!were!catheterised!via!the!femoral!artery!using!
a!9F!guiding!catheter!and!advanced!to!the!left!main!coronary!ostium.!Biplane!
coronary!angiography!was!performed! for! the! target!coronary!arteries! (LAD!or!
LCx)! and! the! vessels! were! further! reconstructed! from! end;diastolic! gated!
angiograms! using! CAAS! QCA;3D! (Pie! Medical! Imaging,! the! Netherlands).!
Steady! blood! flow! simulations! were! performed! in! these! arteries! using! the!
commercial! software! Fluent! (Ansys,! USA).! Blood! was! assumed! to! be! a!
Newtonian! fluid!with!a!viscosity!of! 3.5!mPa.s!and!a!density!of! 1050!kg/m3.! !A!
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rigid! wall! with! a! no! slip! boundary! condition! was! assumed.! Inlet! velocity!
comprised!of! a!plug!profile!with!a!0.15!m/s!mean!velocity! and! the!outlet!was!
assumed!to!be!traction!free.!The!impact!of!the!coronary!stenosis!induced!by!the!
stenotic! stent!was! visualised!by! the!plotting!of!wall! shear! stress! distributions!
and! flow! streamlines! over! the! vessel! lumen.! The! data! acquired!was! part! of! a!





Serial!monoplane! coronary! angiography,! FD;OCT,! and! coronary! flow!velocity!
measurements! were! performed! in! the! coronary! arteries! at! two! time! points!
following!the!baseline!measurements:!!18!and!36!weeks!post!stent!implantation,!
as!summarised!in!table!14!and!15.!The!36!week!time!point!was!the!terminal!end!
point!of! the!study.!These! time!points!were!selected!based!on!the! time!course!
for! the! development! of! human;like! stable! and! vulnerable! plaques! in!








to! prevent! blood! coagulation! and! euthanized! by! intravenous! injection! of!
40mmol! Potassium! Chloride! solution.! ! The! heart! was! excised! and! coronary!
arteries! were! flushed! with! PBS! to! remove! excess! blood! from! the! coronary!
arteries.! It! was! then! perfusion;fixed!with! 4%! formalin! in! phosphate;buffered!
(PBS)!for!1!hour!at!a!physiological!pressure!of!100!mmHg,!after!which!the!hearts!
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remained! immersed! in! 4%! formalin/PBS! and! then! embedded! in! paraffin! for!
subsequent! serial! sectioning.! Subsequently,! 5mm! thick! paraffin! embedded!
tissue! blocks! were! prepared! immediately! proximal! and! distal! to! the! shear!
modifying!stent.!!The!excised!arteries!were!attached!to!the!myocardium,!which!
served! as! a! fiducial! marker! for! circumferential! orientation! of! the! sections!
during!subsequent!co;registration!of!histology!to!the!3D!reconstruction!of!the!
arteries.! At! each! of! the! histology! processing! steps,! the! arteries! were! imaged!









In! order! to! reconstruct! the! coronary! arteries! from! FD;OCT! pullbacks,! an! in;






IVUS! image! analysis! software! echoPlaque! 4.0! (INDEC!Medical! Systems)! and!
the!lumen!was!segmented!from!each!frame!(~170!frames!per!vessel)!by!manual!
selection! of! points! around! the! lumen! boundary.! The! software! constructs!
contours! from! every! OCT! frame! by! connecting! the! points! with! smoothing!
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splines.! ! Subsequently,! trained! cardiologists! were! asked! to! identify! thin! cap!
atherosclerotic!lesions!from!the!OCT!and!care!was!taken!to!accurately!contour!
plaques!manually!(Figure!43).!!Although!the!3D;OCT!software!is!not!capable!of!





point! on! the! lumen! contour.!Next,! the! distance! between! the!matched! lumen!
and! plaque! points! was! calculated! and! the! plaque! location! was! identified! by!
selecting! a! threshold! distance! between! the! points,! and! identifying! all! points!
above! the! threshold! distance! as! the! plaque! location! and! projected! onto! the!
lumen!(Figure!44).!After!segmenting!the!lumen!of!an!entire!OCT!pullback,!the!
result! is! a! discrete! description! of! the! segmented! 2D! contours! for! each! OCT!
frame.!The!next!step!in!the!reconstruction!process!is!finding!the!catheter!path.!








the! lumen! is! contoured! (shown! in! red)! and! an! additional! contour! (shown! in!
blue)! is! drawn! to! delineate! the! plaque.! In! order! to! identify! the! plaque,! the!
contour!is!extended!beyond!the!vessel!wall!at!the!plaque!location!(6;7!o’clock).!












The! catheter! path! was! approximated! by! reconstructing! the! shape! of! the!
catheter! from! the! angiograms.! Respiration!was! paused! during! the! angiogram!
acquisition! to! minimise! motion! artifacts.! Serial! monoplane! angiograms!
acquired!at!two!angles!(>30°!difference)!were!loaded!into!quantitative!coronary!
analysis! software! CAAS! 5.11! (Pie;Medical! Imaging,! Leiden,! NL,! the!
Netherlands).!End;diastolic!frames!(peak!of!the!QRS!complex!in!the!ECG)!were!
selected! from!both! runs,! and!3D! reconstructions!of! the!vessel! lumen!and! the!
catheter! path! were! obtained.! The! software! semi;automatically! detects! vessel!
borders! and! determines! a! vessel! centerline.! The! algorithm! reconstructs! the!
vessel! lumen! in! 3D! by! assuming! elliptical! cross! sections,! using! the! recording!
geometry! of! the! X;ray! images,! the! centerline! and! the! lumen! borders!
(Schuurbiers! et! al.! 2009).! Care!was! taken! to! begin! the! vessel! lumen! and! the!
catheter! path! reconstructions! from! the! same! reference! point,! the! radiopaque!
marker!seen!on!the!OCT!catheter!(Figure!45).!The!centerlines!of!the!vessel!and!
catheter! reconstructions! were! extracted! from! the! Vascular! Modeling! Toolkit!
(VMTK).!They!were!then!fed!into!the!3D;OCT!software!for!smoothing,!done!by!
adequately! downsampling! the! number! of! points! and! connecting! the! reduced!
set!by!smoothing!splines!(Figure!46).!The!segmented!OCT!lumen!contours,!the!





















the! curvature! of! the! artery! itself.! ! The! 3D;OCT! software! accounts! for! this! by!
applying!the!Sequential!Triangulation!Algorithm,!which!is!the!discretised!form!
of!the!Frenet;Serret!formulae!as!explained!by!Wahle!et!al!(Wahle!et!al.! 1999).!
The!Frenet;Serret! formulas!describe! the! rotation!of! a! local! coordinate! system!
due! to! curvature! and! torsion,! the! ‘Frenet;Serret! frame’.!An! arbitrary! frame! is!
assigned! to! the! first! point! of! the! catheter! path! reconstruction! and! all! the!
subsequent! coordinate! frames! are! calculated! relative! to! its! previous! frame,!







The! vertices! of! each! triangle! are! denoted! by! Pi,! Pi+1! and! Pi+2.! The! frame! is!
located!midway!between!Pi!and!Pi+1.!The!next!frame!is!obtained!by!rotating!the!
current! frame!by!the!enclosed!angle!αi!,! around!the!normal!ni! to! the! triangle,!
which!is!located!at!the!center!of!the!circumscribing!circle.!The!location!of!this!
frame! would! be!midway! between! Pi+1! and! Pi+2.! In! this! way,! all! the! Frenet;






to! be! rotated! around! the! catheter! path! by! a! certain! angle! to! obtain! their!
absolute! orientation.! ! This! angle,! needed! to! obtain! an! accurate! 3D;OCT!
reconstruction,!can!be!obtained!by!using!the!‘out;of;centre!vector!approach’!to!







The!out;of;centre!vector!for!an!OCT!contour!is!defined!as:!∆! = !"#!"#$%" − !!"#!"#!!
!
Figure! 48:! ’Out;of;centre! vector! approach’.! Vectors! are! constructed! from! the!







In! order! to! eliminate! irregularities! on! the! surface! of! the! 3D;OCT!
reconstruction,! a! Fourier! filter! was! built! into! the! algorithm! to! smooth! the!
surface! and! create! an! accurate! representation! of! the! in# vivo! geometry! for!
computational! fluid!dynamics.!Using! the!Fast!Fourier!Transform!(FFT)!of! the!
surface!and!eliminating! the! frequencies!above!a! certain!cut;off! frequency!can!
be!used! to! reduce! the! roughness!of! the! surface! that!occurs!on! a! spatial! scale!
higher!than!the!cut;off!frequency.!As!the!contours!were!made!from!smoothing!
splines! between! the! user! defined! points! as! mentioned! in! section! 3.2.6.1,! the!
smoothing! filter! was! applied! in! the! direction! of! the! vessel! axis! and! not!
circumferentially.!!!!















direction.! The! software! then! exports! the! lumen! reconstruction! as! a!
stereolithography! (STL)! file,! which! is! a! triangulated! surface! described! by! the!
vertices! and! normal! of! each! triangle.! Prior! to! meshing! the! geometry,! a!








of! known! internal! dimensions! and! measure! the! percentage! error! in! the!
dimensions! of! the! phantom! reconstruction! generated! by! the! algorithm.! As!
discussed!previously,!in!order!to!perform!reliable!image;based!CFD!simulations!
and! predict! accurate! WSS! magnitudes,! the! geometries! of! interest! must! be!
highly!representative!of!in#vivo!vessel!configurations.!To!that!end,!the!phantom!
developed!was! designed! in! CAD! software! SolidWorks! (DS! SolidWorks! Corp.,!
France)! and! printed! using! rapid! prototyping! technology! (Figure! 50).! The!




comparison,! the! phantom! was! independently! reconstructed! from! the!
angiograms! using! commercial! software! CAAS;QCA3D! (Pie! Medical! Imaging,!





measured! to! be! 9.47mm2!±! 0.47mm2! (Mean! ±! SD)! corresponding! to! a! mean!
error!of!1.8%!as!compared!to!6.5%!from!angiography!which!would!translate!to!
~6%! (vs! ~20%)! error! in! WSS! estimation! using! OCT! based! reconstructions!
compared! to! angiography! based! reconstructions.! A! qualitative! comparison!
(Figure! 51)! shows! a! good! fit! between! the!phantom!design! (grey)! and! the! 3D;
OCT!reconstruction!of!the!inner!lumen!(red).!Note!that!the!side!branch!of!the!
phantom!was!not!reconstructed!as!branch!haemodynamics!was!excluded!from!





Figure! 50:! 3D! Artery! Phantom:! The! top! panel! shows! two! views! of! the! CAD!
geometry!for!the!phantom.!The!bottom!panel!shows!sample!OCT!cross!sections!

















aligned! along! the! direction! of! the! X;axis,! which! were! meshed! using! a!
combination! of!meshing! software! ICEM!CFD! (Ansys,!USA)! and!Gambit! 2.4.6!
(Ansys,! USA).! The! approach! followed! was! similar! to! the! previous! study! as!
explained!in!section!2.2.4.!!Briefly,!a!flow!extension!1.5!times!the!vessel!diameter!
was!added!to!the!inlet!and!7!times!the!vessel!diameter!was!added!to!the!outlet!
of! each! vessel.! ! Geometries! were! meshed! using! unstructured! tetrahedral!
elements! with! a!maximal! element! size! of! 0.2!mm! and! a! prismatic! boundary!
layer! added!with! 6! rows,! the! height! of! the! first! row! being! 0.03!mm! and! the!
growth!ratio!of!1.2!with!each!successive!row.!In;built!mesh!quality!checks!were!
performed! using! quality! metrics! like! element! equiangle! skewness! allowing! a!
maximum! skewness! of! 0.85! (metric! is! normalised! to! 1).! !Mesh! independence!
was!performed!for!a!representative!stented!artery!by!comparing!time!averaged!
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wall! shear! stress! (TAWSS)! along! the! vessel! axis! for! the! original! mesh! and! a!








The! meshes! were! imported! into! commercially! available! software! Fluent! 6.3!
(Ansys,!USA)!to!solve!the!Navier;Stokes!equations!of!motion!for!a!fluid.!Blood!
was!assumed!to!an!incompressible!Newtonian!fluid!with!a!dynamic!viscosity!of!
3.5! mPas! and! density! of! 1050! kg/m3.! Walls! were! assumed! to! be! rigid! and!
stationary!with!a!no;slip!condition!applied.!Pulsatile!flow!fields!were!computed!


















averaged! over! a! number! of! stable! cardiac! cycles! to! create! an! average! profile!
over! 1! cardiac! cycle.! Smoothing! splines! are! fit! to! the! averaged! waveform! to!
reduce! noisy! spikes! in! the! waveform,! generating! the! final! velocity! profile!
specific!to!that!coronary!artery.!!
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The!primary! output! of! the!CFD! simulations!was! a!wall! shear! stress! vector! at!
each!node!on!the!vessel!wall!and!at!each!point!in!the!cardiac!cycle!(broken!into!
20! time! steps! for! the! simulation),! which! were! then! imported! into! a! custom!
MATLAB! program! to! quantify! metrics! of! local! haemodynamics,! including:!
time;averaged!wall!shear!stress!(TAWSS),!the!oscillatory!shear!index!(OSI),!the!
relative! residence! time! (RRT),! the!wall! shear! stress! angle!deviation! (WSSAD)!
and! a! variation! of! the! transverse! wall! shear! stress!metric! named! tSS! as! it! is!
normalized!by!the!TAWSS!at!each!point!(see!Appendix!C).!In!addition!to!these!
established!metrics,! our! custom! shear!metrics,! the! low! shear! index! (LSI)! and!
the!high!shear! index!(HSI)!were!also!quantified.!The!definition!of!our!custom!
metrics!was!further!refined!for!this!study.!The!shear!stress!data!was!found!to!be!
log;normally! distributed.! Thus,! a! log! transformation! of! the! data!was! used! to!
find!the!threshold!for!the!LSI!and!HSI.!The!threshold!of!low!and!high!shear!was!
determined!by!the!mean!–!standard!deviation!of!the!shear!in!the!instrumented!
vessel! at! baseline! (i.e.,! before! placement! of! the! shear;modifying! stent).! This!
definition!minimized!the!difference!between!the!metric!values! in!the!baseline!
and!control!vessels.!Hence!the!new!formulations!were!as!follows:!
!!!!!!!!! !!"#$%ℎ!"# = ! "#$ !"#$$!"#$%&'$ − !!"#$%!(!"#$$!"#$%&'$);!
! !!!!!!!!!"# = ! !"#$%&'ℎ!"# − !!"#$$!"#$"#%!"#$%&'ℎ!"# !











First,! vessel! wall! and! plaque! constituents! were! determined! in! ~4! mm! fixed!
vessel! segments!embedded! in!paraffin!by!continuously!collecting! serial! 3!μm;
thick! histology! sections! over! the! entire! segment.! For! instrumented! arteries,!
vessel! segments!were! collected! immediately! distal! and! proximal! to! the! shear!
modifying!stent.!In!the!un;instrumented!control!artery,!a!segment!was!selected!
at! an! axial! position! that! was! at! a! comparable! distance! from! the! left! main!
bifurcation!as!the!stent!in!the!instrumented!vessel.!Sections!were!sequentially!
organized! into! 10! alternating! groups! to! allow! evaluation! of! up! to! 10! stains,!
which!provided!an! interval!of!60!μm!between! sections! for! a!given! stain.!Two!
adjacent! sections!were! collected! for! each! slide!of! the! 10! groups,! allowing!one!
section! to!be!used!as!a!negative!control.! In!addition,!plaque!morphology!was!








rotational! artefacts! and! shrinkage.! Contours! were! aligned! circumferentially!






segments! taken! at! each! stage! of! tissue! processing! for! histology,! allowed!
computation! of! a! shrinkage! factor.! The! histology! stain! information!was! then!
interpolated! over! the! co;registered! in# vivo! vessel! segment.! For! instrumented!
arteries,! this! process!was! done! both! upstream! and!downstream!of! the! shear;!
modifying! stent! and,! for! the! control,! at! an! axial! position! in! the! vessel!
comparable! to! the!placement!of! the! stent! in! the! instrumented!vessel.!Finally,!
stain!intensities!that!were!discretised!from!lumen!to!adventitia!on!the!histology!
sections,! were! projected! onto! the! in# vivo! lumen! derived! from! the! 3D!
reconstructions! of! the! FD;OCT! images! at! each! time! point.! An! error! analysis!




OCT! frames! and! from!measurements! of! the! vessel! at! different! stages! of! the!
tissue! processing! stage.! From! these! two! sources! of! error,! the! average! error!
across! all! instrumented! vessels! was! found! to! 280! ±! 111! µm! and! 162! ±! 61! µm!
respectively,! with! a! combined! error! of! 324!µm.! This! axial! error! is!within! the!
resolution!of!2!OCT!frames!(frames!are!200!µm!apart).! In! the!circumferential!
direction,!the!source!of!error!was!the!identification!of!the!myocardium!on!the!
reconstructed! vessel! based! on! qualitative! examination! of! the! largest! inner!





for! a!particular! vessel!wall! or!plaque! constituent.!This! approach!has! a! spatial!
resolution!of! 200!μm!axially! and! 15!μm! in;plane! (determined!by!OCT)!which!








The! statistical! approach! used! in! the! previous! study! (Section! 2.2.9)! was! also!
applied!herein.!Briefly,!in!order!to!facilitate!a!comparison!between!the!animals,!
the! vessels! across! all! animals!were! truncated! to! equal! axial! lengths! of! 4!mm!
immediately!proximal!and!distal!to!the!stent.!These!vessel!segments!were!used!
for! the! evaluation! of! the! shear!metrics! and! overlaps! with! histological! stains.!
The!shear!and!stain!data!were!scaled!to!range!from!0!to!1!where!0!is!null!and!1!is!
the!most! interesting! value! for! that!metric/stain.! !Groups!of! data!with! similar!
spatial!locations!and!stain!intensities!were!clustered!into!groups!based!on!their!
stain! intensities! and! spatial! locations! using! the! mahalanobis! algorithm,! a!
multivariate! distance!measure! typically! used! in! data! clustering! and! statistical!




to! 10%! to! exclude! the! noise! from! the! system! based! on! a! ~10%! error! in! the!
computation!of! shear! stress! in!our! system! (see!Appendix!B).!Additionally,! an!
alternative!approach!of!threshold!selection!by!removing!the!lowest!10th!and!30th!
percentiles!of!the!range!of!shear!values!was!also!tested!(see!Appendix!C).!Next,!
the!overlaps!were!quantified!over!clusters!of!points!with!value! 1,! for!both! the!
shear!metrics! and! the! stain!metrics! for! all! vessels! and! time! points.!Overlaps!
signify!the!amount!of!each!biological!stain!overlapping!with!each!shear!metric,!
quantified!as!a!number!of!nodes!of!the!stain!overlapping!with!the!nodes!of!each!
metric! and! recorded! as! a! percentage.! To! quantify! the! overlaps! between!












Figure! 53:! Summary!of! the!methods!workflow! for! the! study!presented! in! this!
chapter.!Biplane!Angiography!is!used!to!reconstruct!the!catheter!paths!for!each!
artery.! The! FD;OCT! based! lumen! contours! are! fitted! onto! the! catheter! path!
from!biplane!angiography!to!reconstruct!high!fidelity!porcine!coronary!arteries.!
Blood!velocities!measured!are!combined!with!the!3D!geometries!to!compute!in#
vivo! haemodynamics! and! the! 3D! Histology! technique! is! able! to! co;register!






3.3.1! ! ! Pilot! Study:! Impact! of! Stenotic! Stent! on! in# vivo!
Haemodynamics!
!
The! coronary! arteries! (n=8)! instrumented! with! stenotic! stents! of! different!
stenosis!severity!grades!were!reconstructed!from!biplane!coronary!angiograms!
via! CAAS! QCA;3D! and! are! shown! below! for! 1! animal.! WSS! distributions!
predicted! from! steady! flow! simulations! revealed! low! shear! stress! regions!
upstream! and!downstream!of! the! stenosis!while! a! jet! created! by! the! stenosis!
caused!a!higher!velocity!and!shear!stress!region!in!the!minimal!lumen!area!of!
the! stent.! Velocity! streamlines! through! the! arteries! further! revealed!




to! the! development! of! atherosclerosis! in! ApoE;/;! mice.! The! findings! thus!
validate! the! use! of! our! stenotic! stent! in! coronary! arteries! of!
hypercholesterolemic! pig! models! of! atherosclerosis! to! create! a! distinct!





Figure! 54:!Angiography! based! 3D! reconstruction! showed! a! 68%! area! stenosis!
for! this!particular! animal.!WSS!distributions!and!velocity! streamlines! showed!





Intracoronary! OCT! imaging! and! flow! profiling! was! performed! in! six!
hypercholesterolemic!minipigs! at! baseline,! followed! up! for! five! animals! at! 18!
weeks!and!four!animals!at!36!weeks!post!stent!implantation.!One!animal!died!
soon!after!baseline!measurements!of!a! cardiac!arrest! caused!by!a! side;branch!
occlusion!after! stent! implantation!and!was! excluded! from! the! study.!Another!
animal! died! due! to! the! development! of! a! coronary! thrombus! during!
measurements! taken! at! the! first! follow;up.! The! left! anterior! descending!




















The! intracoronary! ‘stenotic’! stent! was! implanted! in! the! LAD! (n=1)! and! LCx!
(n=4)! of! the! five! pigs! included! in! the! study.!High! fidelity! FD;OCT! based! 3D!
reconstructions!were!obtained!for!baseline!control!(n=4),!pre;stented!(n=4)!and!
post;stented! (n=5)! coronary! arteries! and! for! follow;up! control! (n=9)! and!
stented! (n=9)!coronary!arteries!over! the!duration!of! the! follow;up!study.!The!
percentage! area! stenosis!measured! for! all! pigs! over! the!duration!of! the! study!




5303 LCX ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
5298 LAD ✓ ✖ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
5320 LAD ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✖ ✓ ✓ ✓
5563 LAD ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✖ ✖ ✖ ✖
5564 LAD ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✖
Combowire Angiography OCT CombowireAngiography OCT Combowire Angiography OCT
Baseline 18*weeks 34*weeks
PIG STENT
5303 LAD ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
5298 LCX ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
5320 LCX ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✖ ✓ ✓ ✓
5563 LCX ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✖ ✖ ✖ ✖
5564 LCX ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✖
Angiography OCT CombowireCombowireAngiography OCT Combowire Angiography OCT
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Furthermore,! qualitatively! it! was! observed! from! the! FD;OCT! reconstructions!
that! the! downstream! region! immediately! distal! to! the! stent! displayed! post;
stenotic! dilatations,! i.e.! an! increase! in! local! lumen! diameters! suggesting! a!
outward!remodeling!response!of!the!wall!at!18!and!36!weeks,!particularly!seen!
in! pigs! 5320! and! 5303! (Figures! 60,! 61).! Moreover,! lumen! diameters! in! the!
upstream! region! also! displayed! positive! remodeling.! ! Quantitatively,! a!
measurement! of! the! relative! change! in! the! upstream! and! downstream! radii!






















Transient! blood! flow! simulations! were! performed! in! each! of! the! 31! coronary!
artery! reconstructions! generated! using! artery! specific! velocity!measurements.!
Raw!Combowire! based! velocity! traces!were! acquired! for! 26! of! the! 32! arteries!
over! the! duration! of! the! follow;up! study.! They! were! processed! as! shown! in!
section! 3.2.8! and! minimum,! mean! and! maximum! peak! velocities! were!














!LAD!(Pre!+!Post)! 0.05! 0.11! 0.18!
LCx! 0.06! 0.14! 0.25!
1!
LAD! 0.02! 0.09! 0.18!
LCx! 0.03! 0.08! 0.14!
2!
!LAD! 0.00! 0.11! 0.24!
LCx! 0.08! 0.15! 0.22!
5298!
0!
LCx!(Pre!+!Post)! 0.08! 0.14! 0.23!
LAD! ;! ;! ;!
1!
LCx! 0.01! 0.06! 0.11!
LAD! 0.03! 0.13! 0.34!
2!
LCx! 0.02! 0.09! 0.16!
LAD! 0.00! 0.08! 0.16!
5320!
0!
LCx!(Pre!+!Post)! 0.05! 0.13! 0.20!
LAD! 0.04! 0.12! 0.25!
1!
LCx! ;! ;! ;!
LAD! ;! ;! ;!
2!
LCx! 0.04! 0.07! 0.11!
LAD! 0.01! 0.09! 0.22!
5564!
0!
LCx!(Pre)! 0.08! 0.22! 0.33!
LCx!(Post)! 0.07! 0.12! 0.17!
LAD! 0.04! 0.17! 0.39!
1!
LCx! 0.07! 0.15! 0.23!
LAD! 0.01! 0.21! 0.44!
2!
LCx! ;! ;! ;!
LAD! ;! ;! ;!
5563!
0!
LCx!(Pre)! 0.07! 0.15! 0.25!
LCx!(Post)! 0.04! 0.10! 0.18!
LAD! 0.01! 0.13! 0.23!
1! LCx! ;! ;! ;!
LAD! 0.10! 0.22! 0.44!
2!
LCx! ;! ;! ;!







All! the! velocity! traces! acquired! are! shown! along! with! the! follow;up! in# vivo!
haemodynamics! for! all! pigs! (Figures! 59;63).! Typically,! they! appear! to! have! a!
smaller!peak!velocity!during!systole!followed!by!a!larger!diastolic!flow!leading!









It! is! observed! from! the! WSS! distributions! of! the! coronary! arteries! that! the!
stenotic! stent! vastly! affects! the! in# vivo! haemodynamics.! Peak! systolic! WSS!
distributions! are! shown! for! the! stented! arteries! of! all! 5! pigs! at! baseline,! 18!
weeks! and! 34! weeks! (Figures! 59;63).! The! distributions! show! significant!
heterogeneity! along! the! length! of! the! coronary! arteries.! Mainly,! low! shear!
regions!are!observed!upstream!of!the!stenosis.!Some!regions!of!relatively!higher!
shear! are! observed! upstream!owing! to! local! geometrical! variations.!However,!





















































lumen! diameters! causing! the! occurrence! of! complex! flow! patterns! and!
secondary!flow.!Deceleration!and!flow!reversal!was!observed!with!recirculation!
zones! or! vortices! shown! by! the! streamlines! (inset! in! figures)! in! each! of! the!
coronary!arteries.!The!streamlines!were!coloured!by!axial!velocity!magnitudes,!
which! were! much! higher! (shown! in! red)! within! the! throat! of! the! stenosis,!
leading! to! high! shear! stresses.! At! the! distal! end! of! the! stenosis,! the! sudden!
increase!in!lumen!diameters!leads!to!a!jet!stream!of!the!flow!from!the!stenosis!
usually! directed! towards! the! outer! wall! of! the! coronary! arteries! due! to! it’s!
tortuosity.!This!leads!to!higher!velocities!and!hence!shear!stress!along!the!outer!
curvature! and! initiates! oscillatory! flow! patterns! and! lower! velocities! towards!
the! inner! curvatures.! The! skewed! nature! of! the! axial! velocities! due! to! the!
complex!flow!patterns!downstream!is!shown!for!one!of!the!animals!(Figure!58).!
The! colourmaps! were! maintained! constant! across! all! pigs! to! enable!
comparisons.!All!shear!stresses!above!20!Pa!are!shown!red.!The!time!averaged!
wall!shear!stress!(TAWSS)!was!quantified!for!all!stented!and!control!coronary!
arteries! analysed! (Table! 17;18).! ! It! is! seen! that! there! is! a! general! trend!of! the!




shear! stress! in! the! control! artery.!However,! the! range! of!TAWSS!observed! in!
both!the!stented!and!unstented!coronary!arteries!lies!within!the!range!of!data!
in! the! literature! (Thim!et!al.,! 2010,!Soulis!et!al,!2006).! In! the!stented!arteries,!
the! maximum! TAWSS! is! observed! to! consistently! increase! from! baseline!
through!the!duration!of!the!study!for!all!animals.!The!largest!increase!in!peak!
TAWSS!is!seen!in!pig!5564!with!a!peak!TAWSS!of!92.5!Pa!at!the!terminal!end!
point.! This! corresponds! to! an! 81.63%! area! stenosis! found! at! that! time.! In!








low! shear! region! with! flow! reversal! on! the! inner! wall! of! the! coronary.! Axial!
velocity!contours! show!a!change! from!parabolic! (a)! to!a! skewed!profile! (b;c).!
Velocity! vectors! plotted! on! the! contours! (red)! show!high!magnitudes! on! the!
outer!wall!(shown!by!longer!vectors!and!not!by!colour)!and!lower!magnitudes!
in! the! opposite! direction! (d)! showing! the! oscillatory! behavior! of! flow!












































5298 − Velocity at 18 weeks
























5298 − Velocity at 0 weeks






























Figure$60:$Serial$ in# vivo$haemodynamics$ in$ the$ stented$LCx$of$pig$5320$with$velocity$profiles$and$downstream$streamlines$ (inset),$
shown$at$peak$systole.$
0"weeks" 18"weeks" 36"weeks"










5320 − Velocity at 0 weeks

























5320 − Velocity at 0 weeks











































Figure$61:$ Serial$ in# vivo$ haemodynamics$ in$ the$ stented$LCx$of$ pig$ 5303$with$ velocity$profiles$ and$downstream$ streamlines$ (inset),$
shown$at$peak$systole.$
0"weeks" 18"weeks" 36"weeks"


























5303 − Velocity at 0 weeks


























5303 − Velocity at 18 weeks



























Figure$62:$Serial$ in# vivo$haemodynamics$ in$ the$ stented$LCx$of$pig$5564$with$velocity$profiles$and$downstream$streamlines$ (inset),$
shown$at$peak$systole.$
0"weeks" 18"weeks" 36"weeks"







5564 − Velocity at 0 weeks












































5564 − Velocity at 18 weeks































Figure$63:$ Serial$ in# vivo$haemodynamics$ in$ the$ stented$LCx$of$pig$ 5563$with$velocity$profiles$ and$downstream$streamlines$ (inset),$
shown$at$peak$systole.$
0"weeks" 18"weeks"








5563 − Velocity at 0 weeks

























5563 − Velocity at 0 weeks





















shear* stress* regions* that* develop* after* stent* implantation*when* compared* to*
the* artery’s* preCstented* configuration.* Notably,* it* can* be* seen* that* the*
upstream* and*downstream* regions* largely* experience* lower* shear* stress* after*
stenotic* stent* implantation,* and* these* regions* remain* persistently* low*
throughout* the* duration* of* the* followCup* study.* It* is* important* to* note* the*






low* shear,* particularly* downstream* of* the* stent* (marked* in* grey).* Note* that*
regions* in* red* demonstrate* lower* shear* when* compared* to* the* preCstented*
configurations.*
*
Finally,* from* the* tSS*maps,* the*degree*of*multiCdirectionality*of* the* flow*was*
quantified.*Maps*of*normalised*tSS*in*the*same*animal*over*time*show*regions*





upstream* overlap* analysis* has* not* been* performed* in* this* study,* regions*
upstream*of* the* stent* appear*blue,* suggesting* a* low*value* for* the* tSS*metric.*
Similar* to* the*mouse* study,* the* flow*extensions*of* length* 1.5D*were*added* to*
the*vessel*inlets,*measuring*approximately*5C6*mm.*This*flow*extension*length*
has* been* previously* employed* in* the* literature* in* a* similar* patient* study*
(Samady*et* al,* 2011).*Herein,* as*with* the*mice,*we* expect* the* flow* to*be* fully*
developed*with*little*to*no*secondary*flow,*as*it*reaches*closer*to*the*stent,*due*
to* the* presence* of* the* long* entrance* length.* This* entrance* length* allows* the*








regions* of* complex* multiCdirectional* wall* shear* stress* (arrows),* particularly*
seen* distal* to* the* stent* (denoted* by* grey* lines).* Note* blue* regions* upstream*
demonstrating*laminar*flow.**
The*effect*of*these*persistently*low*shear*regions*(shown*by*LSI)*with*complex*
flow* patterns* (shown* by* tSS)* with* respect* to* atherosclerotic* plaque*






that* predominantly* exhibited* lowered* shear* stress* in* all* stented* coronary*
arteries,*demonstrated*the*development*of*atherosclerotic*lesions*as*compared*
to* the*control*arteries.* Interestingly,* two*animals* (pig*5320*and*5563)*showed*
the* development* of* thinCcapped* fibroCatheromas* (TCFAs)* in* downstream*
segments* of* the* coronary* artery* (Figures* 67C68).* Two* of* the* remaining* three*
animals* demonstrated* intermediate* lesions* with* pathological* intimal*
thickening* and* one* displayed* thickCcapped* fibroCatheromas* (pig* 5303).* In*
comparison,* the* control* arteries* displayed* nonCatherosclerotic* intimal*
thickening*seen*by*the*absence*of*lipid*cores*(Figure*66).*Histological*sections*
from* the* stented* and* the* control* coronary* arteries* were* stained* for*
macrophages*and*were*quantified*for*the*upstream*and*downstream*segments*
for* all* pigs.* A* high* concentration* of* macrophages* appeared* in* the* plaque*
shoulders* as* seen* by* the* higher* stain* instensity* in* those* regions* (see* Figure*
67BC68B).* Mean* macrophage* area* in* the* upstream* regions* of* instrumented*
arteries*across*all*pigs*was*0.021*±*0.02*mm2*as*compared*to*0.015*±*0.018*mm2*
in* the* control* arteries* (p=1).* In* comparison,* the* mean* macrophage*













images* (C,F)* in* the* control* coronary* for* pig* 5564* (top* panel)* and* pig* 5563*
(bottom* panel)* show* plaque* free* sections,* with* intimal* wall* thickening*
observed.*
*
Figure* 67:* TCFA* morphology* –* Pig* 5320:* A* –* Macrophage* stain* showing* an*













Figure* 68:* TCFA*morphology* –* Pig* 5563* :* A* –*Macrophage* stain* showing* an*
accumulation* of* cells* in* the* shoulders* of* the* plaque.* B* –* zoomed* view* of*
highlighted*region*in*A*showing*high*macrophage*stain*intensity*(arrow).*C*–*
































3D*macrophage*distributions*are*shown* for*all*5*animals*at* the*36*week* time*
point*(Figure*70).*It* is*clearly*seen*that*the*macrophage*accumulation*is*nonC*
uniform* and* appears* fairly* heterogeneous* in* both* the* upstream* and*


























of* atherosclerotic* plaque* localisation* observed* in* the* coronary* arteries* of*
hypercholesterolemic*miniCpigs.* In* this* study,*we* limited*our*overlap*analysis*
of* the*metrics*with*macrophage* accumulation* to* the*downstream* region* of*
the* stent.* Across* all* pigs,* the*mean* percentage* of*macrophages* coClocalising*
with*low*shear*regions*in*the*downstream*regions,*quantified*by*the*LSI*metric,*
rose* from* 3.4* ±* 3.9%* at* baseline* (preCstented)* to* peak* at* 64.7* ±* 22.4%* at* 18*
weeks* and* decreasing* to* 50.58* ±* 18.83%* at* 36* weeks,* suggesting* a* good*
predictive*value*for*LSI*as*a*metric*for*macrophage*accumulation*as*a*marker*of*
plaque* development* (Figure* 71).* Both* followCup* overlap* percentages* were*
significantly*different*from*baseline*(p*<*0.05),*suggesting*the*strong*influence*
of* the*stent*on*the*downstream*haemodynamics*and*subsequent*macrophage*
accumulation.* * Percentages* are* provided* as* Mean* ±* SD.* It* is* observed* that*
overlap* percentages* increased* consistently* for* pigs* 5563* and* 5320* and* were*
particularly* high* for* 5563,* where* 97.2%* of* the*macrophages* localised* to* low*
shear* regions* as* predicted* by* the* LSI* metric.* Both* these* pigs* displayed* the*
development* of* TCFA.* Pig* 5303*was* the* pig*with* the* least* overlaps*with* just*





relation* with* regions* of* high* shear* relative* to* its* preCstented* configuration,*
quantified*by*our*custom*metric*HSI.**It*was*found*that*the*mean*percentage*of*
total* macrophages* that* coClocalised* with* the* metric* remained* below* 25%*
through* the* duration* of* the* study* (Figure* 72).* The* percentage* overlap* was*
highest* in* the*baseline*post* stented*arteries* at* 23.5*±* 16.6%*and*decreased* to*













A* similar* analysis* for* the* tSS* metric* also* showed* a* high* percentage* of*
macrophages*overlapping*with*regions*of*complex*multiCdirectional*blood*flow*
downstream* as* predicted* by* the* metric* (Figure* 73).* The* maximum* mean*
overlap*was*47.6*±*19%*at*18*weeks*compared*to*0*weeks*(p*<*0.05)*and*again*
decreased* marginally* to* 42.02* ±* 14.2%* at* 36* weeks,* however,* suggesting* a*
reasonably* good* predictive* value* of* this* metric* for* plaque* localisation.* The*
remaining*metric* and*macrophage* overlaps* are* not* shown*but* lower* overlap*
percentages*were*observed*as*compared*to*the*LSI,*HSI*and*tSS*as*summarised*
in* table* 19.* It* shows* what* percentage* of* macrophages* overlapped* with* the*
















POINT$ TAWSS$ WSSAD$ OSI$ RRT$ LSI$ HSI$ tSS$
5298%
0% 100% 0% 0% 90.9% 0% 0.6% 0%
%%%0+% 75% 2.7% 4.8% 1.5% 19.7% 36.6% 10.9%
1% 2.2% 11.7% 40.4% 2.3% 68.3% 0% 41.3%
2% 7.5% 9.8% 2.1% 0.9% 72.6% 9.1% 66.2%
5320%
0% 99.1% 0% 0% 99.4% 0% 0% 0%
%%%0+% 50.3% 3.2% 35.1% 7.5% 46.3% 10.8% 38.8%
1% 24.9% 44.6% 26.2% %1.6% 56.4% 9.40% 55.3%
2% 9.2% 0.5% 16.6% 3.2% 71.4% 3.1% 34.3%
5303%
0% 99.1% 0% 0% 63.3% 10.3% 30.9% 3.3%
%%%0+% 32.5% 1.9% 14.4% 6.5% 37.1% 23.4% 52.4%
1% 53.9% 8.3% 12% 0% 28.5% 60% 13.8%
2% 7.5% 26.8% 7.9% 0% 20.8% 18% 30.5%
5563%
0% 73.1% 0% 0% 0% 5.7% 9.5% 28.3%
%%%0+% 49.4% 0% 0% 0% 77.4% 0% 24.3%
1% 0% 32.9% 38.9% 2.9% 97.7% %%%%0% 68.8%
2% .% .% .% .% .% .% .%
5564%
0% .% .% .% .% .% .% .%
%%%0+% 65.5% 10.7% 1.8% 0.2% 30.6% 45.5% 31.3%
1% 4.9% 19.8% 52% 4.7% 73% 12.6% 57.8%







A* representative* example*of* the*pointCbyCpoint*overlap* analysis*performed* in*
the*downstream*region*at* the* terminal*end*point* for*one*pig* is* shown*below*
(Figure*74).*A* large*percentage*of* the*overlaps* lies* in* low*shear*stress*regions*
predicted*by*LSI.*A*histogram*of*the*overlaps*shows*the*absolute*values*of*the*
wall* shear* for* this* particular* example.* The* mean* wall* shear* across* these*
overlaps*was* found* to* be* 0.85* Pa* (Figure* 75).* The*mean*TAWSS*magnitudes*
! 220!
were*also*calculated*in*all*regions*of*macrophageCLSI*overlaps*and*were*found*
to*be* 1.05*±*0.21*Pa* in*preCstented*arteries* and*0.6*±*0.15*Pa* at* 18*weeks* (p* <*







where* the* stain* is*present.*Finally*an*overlap*analysis* is*performed* to*predict*















Figure* 76:* Absolute* magnitudes* of* TAWSS* in* regions* of* macrophage*









Local* haemodynamic* factors* such* as* wall* shear* stress* are* important*
determinants* of* atherosclerotic* plaque* progression,* particularly* in* coronary*
arteries,*where* they* are*known* to*be* focally*distributed*with* varying* rates*of*
progression*(P.*H.*Stone*2003).*There*lies*a*general*consensus*in*the*literature*
that* low* shear* stress* promotes* atherogenesis* while* higher* shear* stresses* are*
atheroprotective.*These*alterations*of*wall*shear*stress*found*in*various*sites*of*
the*vasculature*are*attributed*to*local*perturbations*in*the*flow,*which*further*
explain* the* heterogeneity* or* patchiness* of* plaque* development.* It* has* been*
shown* previously* that* in* high* shear* regions,* endothelial* cells* align* and*
elongate*in*the*flow*direction*and*are*protected*from*inflammation.*In*regions*
of* low* and* oscillatory* shear,* they* are* randomly* orientated* and* they* are* thus*
dysfunctional,* leading* to* a* proatherogenic* cell* phenotype* (Potter* et* al.* 2011;*
Davies* 1995).* The*dysfunctional* endothelium* responds* to* the* shear* forces* by*
expressing* atherogenic*mechanoCsensitive* genes* leading* to* inflammation* and*
lipid*accumulation,*eventually*causing*atherosclerosis.*It*is*therefore*important*
to*identify*and*predict*susceptible*regions*of*low*shear*stress*in#vivo#to*enable*
early* characterisation* of* highCrisk* plaques* and* prevent* an* acute* coronary*
syndrome*with*timely*treatment*or*intervention.**
*






pigCspecific* coronary* blood* flows* at* each* time* point.* A* distribution* of* seven*
WSS* based*metrics* was* computed* and* quantified* in* relation* with* histologyC
derived*macrophage* distribution* in* the* same* animals.*Our*main* finding*was*
the* high* percentage* of* coClocalisation* of* the* macrophages* in* atherosclerotic*
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plaques*with*regions*of* low*shear*stress*magnitudes,*particularly*distal* to* the*
stent.* * Moreover,* a* good* agreement* was* also* found* between* the* distal*
macrophage*distribution*and*metrics*capturing*the*oscillatory*nature*of*blood*
flow* such*as*OSI* and* tSS.*Overall,* areas*of* low*and*oscillatory* shear* induced*








haemodynamic* factors,* reviewed* by* Zhang* et* al* (Zhang* et* al.* 2014).* A* small*
number* of* studies* have* employed* postCmortem* histologyCimage* based*
techniques* for* 2D* reconstructions* (Dabagh* et* al.* 2013)* or* corrosion* casting*
based*3D*reconstructions*of*coronary*arteries*(Joshi*2004,*Rikhtegar*et*al.*2013).*
However,*for* in#vivo*studies*a*combination*of*intravascular*ultrasound*(IVUS)*
and* biplane* angiography,* originally* introduced* as* the* ANGUS* technique*
(Slager*et*al.*1995)*has*been*the*method*of*choice*for*3D*vessel*reconstructions*






FDCOCT* provides* higher* resolution* and* hence* accurate* WSS* based* metric*
computations*compared*to*IVUS,*due*to*the*highly*reproducible*and*accurate*




earlier* in* relation* to* plaque* rupture* (Bourantas* et* al.* 2012)* and* has* been*
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extended* by* the* same* group* to* characterise* TCFA*morphology* and* coronary*
WSS* in*patients*very* recently* (Vergallo*et* al.* 2014).*Additionally,*most*of* the*
previous*studies*mentioned*have*been*limited*to*investigating*haemodynamics*
in* relation* to* naturally* occurring* disease,* either* in* patients* with* already*
existing* lesions* (hence* not* having* access* to* baseline* haemodynamics),* or* in*








and* 36* weeks.* The* values* of* TAWSS* observed* in* the* stented* and* unstented*
coronary*arteries*(Tables*17,18)*lie*within*the*range*of*data*in*the*literature*for*
stented* porcine* arteries* (Thim* et* al.,* 2010,* Soulis* et* al,* 2006)* as* well* as*
undiseased* human* coronary* arteries* (Samady* et* al* 2011)* respectively.* Such* a*
study* facilitated*haemodynamics* to*be* followed*over* time* in* the* same* vessel*
from* healthy* to* advanced* diseased* state* to* identify* regions* vulnerable* to*
inflammation* and* subsequent* plaque* development.* We* used* the* in* house*
developed*PTFECcovered*stent*(Foin*et*al.*2013)*to*induce*50%*stenoses*in*the*
porcine* coronary* arteries* of* 5* pigs.* The* advantage* of* these* stents* is* the*
consistent* lesion* severity* that* can* be* induced* in* the* arteries,* compared* to*




the* stents* covers* the* areas* of* damaged* endothelium* due* to* stent* placement*







Haemodynamically,* the* stenotic* stents* induced* distinct* regions* of* lowered*




agreement* with* previous* studies* of* flow* in* stented* arteries* (Sui* et* al.* 2014;*
Dabagh*et*al.*2013).*Moreover,* the* imposition*of* the* low*shear*regions*due*to*
the* stenotic* stent* accelerated* atherosclerotic* lesion* development* in* these*
regions,* with* the* occurrence* of* advanced* atherosclerotic* lesions* in* all* pigs,*
including* the* occurrence* of* TCFAs* –* a* rupture* prone* plaque* type* often*
resulting*in*adverse*clinical*events*(Pedrigi*et*al.*2014)*C*in*two*of*the*five*pigs*
downstream* of* the* stent* by* the* 36* weeks* time* point.* Importantly,* it* was*
observed*that* these*regions*experienced* low*magnitudes*of*shear*stress*along*
with*significant*flow*reversal*throughout*the*study*duration,*with*both*factors*
having*shown*to*be* important* in* the*development*of*endothelial*dysfunction*
and*atheroma*formation*(Cheng*2006;*Conway*et*al.*2010).**
*
Recent* work* in* human* coronary* arteries* has* shown* that* recirculation* zones*
increase* with* stent* severity* and* are* also* affected* by* the* nonCsymmetry* or*
eccentricity*of*a*stenosis*(Javadzadegan*et*al.*2013),*which*could*explain*some*
of* the* qualitative* differences* in* recirculation* regions* seen* in* this* study.*
Koskinas*et*al*found*a*high*prevalence*of*TCFAs*developing*in*persistently*low*
WSS* regions* as* compared* to* high* WSS* regions* (74%* versus* 26%)* in*
streptozotocin* induced* diabetic,* hypercholesterolemic* pigs* (Koskinas,*
Sukhova,* et* al.* 2013).* Furthermore,* similar* longitudinal* in# vivo* studies* in*
patients* with* intravascular* ultrasound* (VHCIVUS)* based* plaque*
characterisation* (P.* H.* Stone* 2003)* * and* pigs* with* histology* based* plaque*
characterisation*(Koskinas,*Feldman*&*Chatzizisis*2010;*Chatzizisis*et*al.*2011)*
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by* the* first* followCup* time* point,* where* mean* stenosis* severity* was* 73.4* ±*
14.4%.*Similarly,*such*dilations*of* the*downstream*lumen*were*also*shown*by*
Shi*et*al*in*ligated*porcine*carotid*with*an*area*stenosis*>70%*and*Thim*et*al*in*
stenosed* carotid* arteries* (Shi* et* al.* 2009,* Thim* et* al* 2010).* PostCstenotic*
dilatations* have* been* associated* with* severe* stenoses* and* the* resulting* low*
shear*stress*downstream,*with*a*large*component*of*oscillatory*shear*stress,*as*
seen* in* our* study.* There* are* a* few* likely* explanations* for* the* occurrence* of*
these* dilatations* occurring* immediately* downstream* of* the* stenosis.* As* the*
volumetric* flow* between* the* upstream* and* downstream* regions* is* the* same,*
lower*linear*velocities*and*hence*WSS*in*the*distal*region*to*the*stenosis*than*





suggest* that* the*endothelial* cells* in* the*plaqueCfree* regions*of* the*wall* could*




lower* the* shear* stress* from* the* baseline* shear* and* displayed* large* vortices*
possibly*due*to*the*increase*in*lumen*diameters*while*volumetric*flow*through*
the*vessel*is*the*same*(Thim*et*al.*2010).*Qualitatively,*a*marked*heterogeneity*
in* remodeling* response* was* seen* in* all* stented* coronaries* in* our* study,*
however,* a* general* trend* of* the* lumen* diameter* to* increase* over* time,*
particularly* in* the* upstream* regions* was* observed* (Figure* 56).* Downstream,*
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although* postCstenotic* dilatations* were* observed* in* some* pigs,* the* mean*
diameter* values* showed* a* small* decrease* relative* to* baseline.* * However,* the*
large* variation* in* the* downstream* diameters* across* all* pigs* supports* the*
different* remodeling* responses* seen* in* other* studies.* It* is* known* that* the*
remodeling* response* can* dynamically* evolve* with* changing* haemodynamics,*
particularly*WSS,* as* the* endothelial* cells* attempt* to* regulate* the* shear* to* a*
physiological* level,* producing* focal* and* independent* responses* in* an* artery*
(Slager* et* al.* 2005).* Since*we* have*measurements* at* just* two* followCup* time*
points,*we*are*seeing*a*snapshot*of*the*remodeling*response.*With*time,*we*saw*
an* increase* in*maximum*percentage*stenosis.*This*observation*was*supported*
by* the* occurrence* of* in* stent* restenosis* as* a* result* of* neointimal* formation,*
increasing* stenosis* severity*as* seen* in* the*FDCOCT* images*of* two*pigs* in* this*
study*(Figure*77).* InCstent*restenosis*has*been*known*as*a* local* inflammatory*
response* to* vascular* injury*due* to* stent* struts,* often* seen* after* percutaneous*
coronary* interventions* (P.* H.* Stone* 2003),* a* likely* explanation* for* this*
observation*in*our*study.*Intriguingly,*regions*of*low*shear*stress*downstream*
of*the*stent*displayed*positive*outward*remodeling,* further* lowering*the*WSS*
and* entering* a* vicious* cycle* of* low* WSS* promoting* multiple* atherogenic*





Figure* 77:*OCT* images* displaying* inCstent* restenosis* in* pig* 5564* (A)* and* pig*
5298* (B)* in* our* study.* Intimal* hyperplasia* or* thickening* of* the* vessel* wall*




immediately*upstream*and*downstream*of* the* stent* and* stained* for*different*
plaque*biomarkers* such*as*macrophages,* collagen*and*calcium.* In* this* study,*
an*investigation*of*WSS*metrics*and*macrophage*accumulation*was*performed.*
Macrophages*are* largely*responsible* for* lipid*metabolism*and*highly* localised*
to* inflammation,* often* found* in* the* cap* and* plaque* shoulders* of* advanced*
lesions,*prone*to*rupture*(Pasterkamp*&*Schoneveld*1999),*as*was*also*seen*in*
this* study* (Figure*68).*The* 3D*histology* technique*described*enabled* the* coC
registration* of* the* focal* macrophage* distribution* on* the* in# vivo* lumen.* The*
technique*allows*a*better*visualisation*of*the*focal*macrophage*distributions*on*
the*in#vivo*geometries.*Additionally,*the*en*face*maps*of*the*stain*distributions*
display* the*heterogeneity*observed*across* all* animals* and*highlight* the* lower*
concentrations*of*macrophages*proximal*to*the*stent*as*compared*to*the*higher*
concentrations*in*the*distal*segments*of*the*stenotic*stent.*Furthermore,*the*3D*
histology* technique* allowed* a* rigorous* quantification* of* the* macrophage*
overlaps*with*various*WSS*metrics*over*time.*In*this*study,*we*focused*on*the*




areas* were* much* lower* upstream* of* the* stent* compared* to* the* downstream*
region.* Additionally,* histology* revealed* advanced* atherosclerotic* lesions*
including* TCFAs* downstream* of* the* stent* while* upstream* regions* revealed*






(eg.* LSI* and* HSI)* between* the* preCinstrumented* left* carotid* artery* and* the*
uninstrumented* right* carotid* artery* at*baseline.*This*was*done*as* it* could*be*
expected* that* the* shear* stress* in*both*arteries* at*baseline*do*not*differ*much*
and*hence*the*metrics*should*not*identify*any*susceptible*regions.*Additionally,*
this*threshold*created*a*window*of*normal*physiological*shear*values*outside*of*
which* the* metrics* highlighted* regions* affected* by* the* flow* perturbations*
induced*by*the*cuff.*Moreoever,*in*the*mice,*the*simulated*WSS*errors*could*be*
higher* compared* to* the* pigs* due* the* lower* relative* resolution* and* the*
subsequent* error* in* the* diameters* of* the* arteries.* In* the* mice,* the* imaging*
resolution*was*40um*for*a*600um*artery,*which*is*compared*to*the*pigs,*where*
the* imaging* resolution* was* 15um* for* a* 3mm* artery.* Thus* metrics* could* be*
quantified*with*higher*accuracy*in*the*pigs,*justifying*a*lower*threshold*of*10%.*





baseline* to* ~70%* at* 18* weeks,* slightly* dropping* off* at* the* last* time* point,*
however,*suggesting*macrophages*largely*accumulate*in*low*shear*regions.*This*
was* confirmed* by* quantifying* the* absolute* TAWSS* magnitudes* in* the*
overlapping*regions*for*all*pigs,*which*remained*persistently*low*over*time,*(<*
0.8* Pa)* particularly* in* the* stented* configurations.* For* pig* 5563* that* did* not*
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survive* beyond* 18* weeks,* histology* was* performed* and* the* plaques*
characterised* in* the* downstream* segment* revealed* a* thinCcap* fibroatheroma*
(Figure*67).*Intriguingly,*quantification*of*overlaps*at*that*time*point*shows*a*
close* to* 100%*overlap*with* the*LSI*metric.*An* advantage*of* the*LSI*metric* is*
that* it*computes*a*reference* low*shear*value* for*each*artery* from*it’s*baseline*
preCstented* configuration* (not* a* contralateral* control* as* in* chapter* 2)* and*
identifies*all* corresponding* regions* in* that*artery* that*experience* lower* shear*
after* stent* placement,* thus* avoiding* the* setting* of* a* global* threshold* of* low*
shear*for*all*animals*as*done*previously*by*Koskinas*et*al*(Koskinas,*Sukhova,*et*
al.* 2013).* Since* endothelial* cells* in* those* regions* now* experience* lower* shear*
than* their* physiological* baseline,* downstream* proatherogenic* mechanoC
sensitive* signaling* pathways* could* be* activated,* leading* to* the* initiation* of*
atherosclerosis*and*it’s*associated*features*such*as*vessel*remodeling.*
*




of* the* pigs* (5303)* seemed* to* have* the* least* overlap* with* both* metrics*
characterising* low* (LSI)* and* multidirectional* shear* (tSS).* On* further*
investigation,* this* pig* had* the* highest*mean* overlapping* TAWSS* at* baseline*
(1.32*Pa)*compared*to*the*other*animals.*Plaque*characterisation*for*this*animal*
revealed* intermediate* Type* III* lesions* (AHA* classification)* or* pathological*
intimal*thickening*and*a*thick*cap*fibroatheroma.*Furthermore,*when*overlaps*
were* quantified* with* the* HSI* metric,* the* mean* percentage* overlaps* were*
markedly* lower* for*all*pigs* (closer* to*20%),*barring*pig*5303*at* 18*weeks*with*
~60%*of*macrophages* found* in* the*high* shear* regions.*The* reason* for* this* is*
not*entirely*clear*but*a*possible*explanation*could*be*the*downstream*streak*of*
high*WSS*on*the*outer*curvature*covering*a*greater*portion*of*the*lumen*over*
which* the* histology* sections* were* collected.* However,* this* requires* further*
investigation.*Finally,*it*is*important*to*note*that*the*percentage*overlap*values*




subsegments* (P.* H.* Stone* 2003;* P.* H.* Stone* et* al.* 2007).* A* summary* of* the*
overlap* between* macrophages* and* all* metrics* used* in* this* study* (Table* 19)*
displays*lower*values*of*percentage*overlaps*for*the*other*shear*based*metrics,*
highlighting* the* ability* of* our* custom* metric* LSI* to* predict* macrophage*
accumulation*as*a*marker*for*atherosclerotic*plaque*localisation.*It*is*important*
to*note*that*although*the*post*stented*configurations*(Time*point*0+,*1*and*2)*
are*most* interesting,* some*of* the*baseline*values* for* the*TAWSS*metric*seem*
high.* This* is* because* the* TAWSS*metric* was* not* optimised* to* be* used* as* a*
predictive*metric.*All*other*metrics*were*scaled*from*0*to*1,*where*0*is*null*and*
1* is* the*highest* and*most* interesting* value* for* that*metric.*However,* TAWSS*
was* unique* in* that* it* was* scaled* by*merely* dividing* by* the*maximum* value*
versus,* for* instance,* dividing* by* some* normal* mean* value.* As* a* result,* the*
software* considered* all* values* above* the* 0.1* threshold* as* a* significant* value*
when* they* were* not.* A* 100%* overlap* simply* means* that* all* macrophages*














mature* atherosclerotic* lesions* or* the* occurrence* of* TCFAs.* In* contrast,* the*
lesions* downstream* of* the* stent* were* larger* and* more* advanced* showing*
greater* intimal* thickening* and* higher*macrophage* density.* Interestingly,* the*






of* the* artery* but* very* low* and* oscillatory* shear* on* the* inner* curvature.**




with* a* high* prevalence* of* TCFAs,* greater* plaque* severity* and* plaque*
progression* in* studies* performed* by* the* Stone* group* as* mentioned* earlier*
(Koskinas,*Sukhova*et*al.,*2013,*Chatzizisis*et*al.,*2011).**
*
The* results* of* this* chapter* highlight* the* influence* of* low* shear* stress* on*
atherosclerotic* plaque* initiation.* * Lesions* that* developed* immediately*
downstream* and* upstream* of* the* coronary* stent* appeared* to* occur* more*
frequently* in* zones* of* lower*WSS,* quantified* by* our* metric* LSI.* A* previous*
study* of* WSS* and* plaque* development* in* stenosed* carotid* arteries* of*
hypercholesterolemic* minipigs* also* showed* lesions* more* advanced* in* postC
stenotic* segments* when* compared* to* the* preCstenotic* segments* (Thim* et* al.*
2010).* Interestingly,* our* previous* study* in* the* mice* revealed* ruptureCprone*
mature*plaques*in*the*preCstenotic*segment*as*compared*to*the*current*study.*
Additionally,* advanced* vulnerable* atherosclerotic* lesions* have* also* been*
previously* reported* upstream* of* a* surgically* induced* stenosis* in* common*
carotid*arteries*of* swine*models* (Shi*et*al.*2009).* It* is* important* to*note* that*
anatomically,* the* carotid* artery* is* relatively* straight* as* compared* to* the*
coronary*artery*such*that*they*have*different*haemodynamics*which*could*lead*
to* the* discrepancy* in* results* due* to* the* severity* of* the* low* shear* regions*
differing* between* the* two* arteries* and* also* the* two* animal* models.**
Additionally,* the* initial* stenosis* severities* induced* in* the* aboveCmentioned*
study* as* well* as* our* mouse* study* were* approximately* 85%* and* ~70%*
respectively*as*compared*to*~55%*in*our*pig*study.*These*high*severities*might*
lead*to*lower*shear*stresses*upstream*due*to*the*larger*effect*of*a*flow*limiting*
stenosis* induced,* possibly* explaining* the* advanced* atherosclerotic* lesions*
observed*in*the*upstream*regions.***
*
Finally,* another*difference*between* the*mouse* and*pig*models* used* refers* to*
the*time*scale*of*plaque*development.*For*example,*the*duration*of*the*study*of*
the* by* Shi* et* al* mentioned* above* was* significantly* shorter* (3* months)*
compared* to*our* study* (8*months)*which* could* lead* to* a*possible*premature*
evaluation* of* atherosclerotic* plaque* morphologies.* Moreover,* for* our* mouse*
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study,*we*observed* that* the*plaques*downstream*developed*much* faster* (~* 3*
times)*than*the*upstream*plaques.*In*the*pig*study,*downstream*plaques*were*





atherosclerosis.* A* possible* explanation* for* the* slower* plaque* development*
upstream* in* both* animal*models* could* be* that* the* low* shear* created* by* the*
imposed* stenosis* is* only* moderate* in* terms* of* accelerating* atherosclerotic*
plaque*development,*thus*requiring*a*longer*timescale*for*development.*In*the*
pig*model,*we*may*not*have* allowed*a* long*enough* time* for*TCFAs* to*occur*
upstream*of*the*stent.*
*
One* limitation* of* the* study* that* must* be* acknowledged* is* the* exclusion* of*
branches*in*the*coronary*arteries*studied.*Although*flow*close*to*the*branches*
is* found* to* be* disturbed* and* could* possibly* affect* the* overlap* analysis* by*
altering* the* magnitudes* of* shear,* care* was* taken* during* experimentation* to*
implant*the*stent*away*from*branches*as*our*primary*regions*of* interest*were*
the*segments*of*the*artery*immediately*proximal*and*distal*to*the*stent.*These*
areas*were*most* susceptible* to*plaque*development*due* to*effects*of* the* flow*
limiting* stenosis* and*were*hence* chosen* as* the* areas* over*which* the* overlap*
analysis* would* be* performed.* However,* avoiding* branches* during* stent*
implantation*was*not*always*possible*and*this*was*seen*from*histology*sections*
collected* as* a* branch*was* identified* in* the*downstream* region* for* 2* animals.*
Further* downstream* branches* were* identified* from* the* OCT* images,* but*
appeared* to* be* either* far* enough* along* the* artery* length* or* comparatively*
smaller* than* the* parent* vessel* diameter* to* affect* the* haemodynamics* in* the*
region*from*which*histology*was*collected*and*analysed,*i.e.*~4*mm*distal*and*
proximal* to* the* stenotic* stent.* It* would* be* interesting* to* reCanalyse* the*




and*bifurcations*as* the* lumen*expands*proximal* to*branch*exits,*which*could*
impact* the* LSI* metric.* Additionally,* branch* openings* also* lead* to* disturbed*























The* research* presented* in* this* thesis* aimed* to* explore* the* potential*
relationship* of* local* haemodynamics* and* the* distribution* of* atherosclerotic*
plaques* in* two*animal*models*of* atherosclerosis.* In*order* to*do* so,* a* custom*
platform* was* developed* to* integrate* data* obtained* from* in# vivo* imaging,*
computational*fluid*dynamics,*and*histology.*
*
Firstly,* the* patterns* of* atherosclerotic* plaque* markers* were* colocalised* to*
patterns*of*WSS*based*metrics*in*ApoEC/C*mice.**This*study*represented*the*first*
attempt* of* performing* longitudinal* in# vivo* microCCT* to* reconstruct* carotid*
arteries*and*compute*mouseCspecific*haemodynamics*from*the*healthy*state*to*
a*fullyCdeveloped*atherosclerotic*plaque.*The*perivascular*cuff*fitted*around*the*
carotid*arteries* introduced* flow*perturbations* that*caused* low*WSS*upstream*
and* low* oscillatory* WSS* downstream* of* the* cuff,* consistent* with* previous*
studies.*Lipid*and*macrophage*uptake*appeared*to*originate*and*progressed*in*
regions*of*low*and/or*oscillatory*shear*giving*rise*to*stable*plaques*downstream*
and* vulnerable* plaques* upstream* of* the* cuff.* New* computational* tools* were*
developed*as*part*of*the*platform*to*facilitate*the*coCregistration*of*histological*
stains* on* the* 3D* in# vivo* lumen* reconstructions,* termed* 3D* Histology,* and*
correlate* pointCbyCpoint* the* coClocalisation* of* lipids* and* macrophages* with*
perturbed*regions*of*flow.*
*
Furthermore,* acknowledging* the* variability* of* flow* and* disease* development*
between*animals*and*species,*two*novel*metrics*were*developed*that*prescribed*
a* local* animalCspecific* reference* shear* value* using* the* unCinstrumented*
contralateral* artery* within* each* animal.* These* reference* values* were* used* to*
quantify*comparatively*low*and*high*shear*regions*in*the*instrumented*arteries,*
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making* the*characterisation*of*pathologically* low*or*high*values*of* shear* less*
subjective* than* previous* studies* which* prescribed* a* global* threshold* for* all*
animals/patients*in*the*study.*The*detailed*investigation*of*plaque*components*
with*the*WSS*metrics*showed*an*important*role*of*low*shear*(quantified*by*our*
novel* metric* LSI)* in* the* early* initiation* of* the* disease.* In* comparison* to*
previously* established*metrics,* the*novel*metric* LSI* appeared* to*be* the*most*




disease* development* as* compared* to* studying* a* ‘snapshot’* of* the* disease* as*
most* previous* studies* have* done,* which* could* offer* an* explanation* for* the*
ongoing*debate* in* the*bioengineering*community*regarding*the*prevalence*of*
disease* localisation*with* low*or*high* shear.*The* stage*of* the*disease*at*which*
such* analyses* are* performed* could* reveal* differing* outcomes.* Finally,* the*
platform* developed* also* provides* computational* tools* that* can* be* extended*
into*future*studies*as*discussed*in*the*following*section.*
*
Next,* the* application* of* this* platform* was* extended* to* investigate* the* coC
localisation* of* atherosclerosis* in* relation* to* WSS* and* related* metric*




plaques* including* TCFAs* were* found* downstream* of* the* stent,* with* more*
pathological* thickening* seen* upstream.* * PigCspecific* haemodynamics* were*
computed* in* coronary* artery* reconstructions* generated* from* high* resolution*
intravascular* FDCOCT* through* an* inChouse* developed* algorithm.* FDCOCT*
enabled*high*fidelity*reconstructions*and*highly*accurate*haemodynamics*to*be*
computed*as*compared*to*IVUS*based*reconstructions*used*in*previous*studies,*
since* small* geometrical* variations* can* alter* the* local* WSS* patterns* and*
magnitudes.* In* addition,* FDCOCT* based* reconstructions* displayed* vascular*
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remodeling*responses*seen,*particularly*in*the*postCstent*regions*where*the*low*
shear* regions* displayed* varying* degrees* of* positive* outward* remodeling,*
suggesting* a* complex* milieu* of* flow,* WSS* and* endothelial* cell* responses*
consistent* with* previous* studies.* Lastly,* histologyCbased* macrophage*
distribution* was* correlated* with* various* WSSCbased* metrics* using* the* 3D*
Histology* technique* in*a*pointCwise*manner* to* find* that*macrophages* largely*
accumulated*in* low*shear*regions*as*best*predicted*by*our*metric*LSI,* further*
supporting* our* previous* findings.* Moreover,* the* percentage* of* macrophages*
overlapping* with* the* HSI* metric* remained* fairly* low* over* time.* Finally,* the*
complex*flow*in*the*postCstent*region,*as*seen*by*the*recirculating*streamlines*
were* characterised* by* the* tSS* metric* and* further* showed* a* good* agreement*
with* the* focal* macrophage* distribution.* Thus,* we* have* developed* a* novel*
model*of* focal*advanced*atherosclerosis* in*D374CPCSK9*minipigs*and*showed*
that* macrophages* accumulate* in* regions* of* low* shear* stress,* supporting* our*
hypothesis*that*low*shear*plays*a*vital*role*in*ruptureCprone*vulnerable*plaque*
development.*This* study* represented* the* first* attempt*of*performing* serial* in#
vivo* FDCOCT* in* a* pig* model* to* reconstruct* coronary* arteries* and* compute*






drive* the* development* of* atherosclerosis.* It* provides* a* glimpse* of* the* spatial*
and*temporal*complexity*of*this*disease.*In*addition,*it*emphasises*the*need*for*
more* longitudinal* studies* to* be* performed* from* baseline* to* diseased*
configurations* to* capture* the* subjectCspecific* variability* in* flowCmediated*















research,* future*studies*should*address*some*of* the* limitations.*An* important*
factor* in*both* studies*presented*was* the* reconstruction*of* arteries*of* interest*
from*in#vivo*medical*images*to*facilitate*serial*studies*in*both*animal*models.*In*
the* mice,* this* is* the* first* time* in# vivo* microCCT* based* computational* flow*
modeling* was* used* to* study* the* development* of* atherosclerotic* plaques.*
However,* the* technological* development* of* small* animal* imaging*modalities*
like*microCCT*and*microCMRI*along*with*specialised*contrast*agents*will*only*
help* to* achieve* higher* resolution* (and* quality)* in# vivo* images* and* flow*
measurements,* with* shorter* scan* times* allowing* shorter* radiation* exposure*
times,*allowing*animals* to*be*scanned*faster*and*over* longer*study*durations.*
This*would* further*enable*higher*accuracy* to*be*achieved* in*quantifying* flow*











and* strains,* and* further* affect* shear* magnitudes.* The* use* of* Fluid* Structure*
Interaction* (FSI)*modeling*would* allow* the* effect* of* wall*motion* and*multiC
component* plaque* features* in* relation* to* fluid* flow* to* be* studied,* providing*
stress/strain*distributions*and*coupled*shear*distributions*to*identify*highCrisk*
regions* and* subsequently* provide* a* deeper* understanding* of* the* disease*
mechanisms.* However,* the* challenge* in* such* studies* is* the* imposition* of*
individual*material*properties* characterising* tissue* stiffness,*which* is*difficult*









involved* in* dysfunctional* endothelial* cell* behaviors* that* underlie* plaque*




genomic* studies.* Such* studies* could* help* decipher* old* and* new* mechanoC




correlate* metrics* of* perturbed* flow* with* alternative* plaque* components.*
Currently,* although* the* current* overlap* analysis* described* was* limited* to*
macrophages* as* the* biomarker* of* choice,* various* other* stains* are* being*
performed*for*plaque*components*such*as*M1*macrophage*markers*(cathepsin*




localise* to* different* metrics* of* perturbed* shear,* possibly* providing* further*
insight*into*the*mechanobiology*of*atherosclerosis.*
*




any* part* of* the* vasculature,* as* has* been* shown* in* the* pig* coronaries* in* this*
thesis.* In* particular,* branches* can* be* added* to* pig* coronaries* studied* herein*
and* data* can* be* reCanalysed* to* assess* the* effect* of*major* bifurcations* on* the*
flow*metrics*and*subsequently*their*correlations*with*plaque*markers.*Finally,*
with* the* advent* of* imaging* and* computational* technologies,* it* would* be*
interesting* to* combine* higher* resolution* imaging* and* faster* fluid* dynamics*
simulations* to* translate* such* studies* into* humans.* This* would* ultimately*
enable* detailed* in# vivo* characterisation* of* various* plaque* types* and* their* coC
localisation*with*the*best*predictive*metrics,*allowing*clinicians*to*make*betterC
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Figure*79* shows*a*CT* image*of* the*capillary*phantom*with*7* capillaries* filled*
with* varying* dilutions* of* contrast* agent* Ultravist* 370.* The* capillaries* were*
successfully* reconstructed* and* measured* internal* diameters* and* percentage*
differences* are* shown* in* Table* 20.* The* measurements* are* the* mean* of* 5*
measurements* made* for* each* reconstructed* model* of* the* capillary.* The*
























1* 1.5* 1:2* 1.584* 5.96*
2* 1.5* 1:2* 1.559* 3.93*
3* 1* 1:2* 1.047* 4.7*
4* 1* 1:3* 1.066* 6.62*
5* 0.5* 1:2* 0.502* 0.4*
6* 0.5* 1:3* 0.5216* 4.32*






The* 3D* artery* phantom* was* successfully* constructed,* imaged* and*
reconstructed* (Figure* 80).* The* diameters* for* all* 24* model* variations* were*
compared* between* the* original* and* reconstructed* models* and* percentage*
errors*were*calculated*and*are*shown*in*Table*21.*The*errors*ranged*from*1.82%*
for* a* combination* of* 0.01* smoothing* units* and* 75* iterations* to* 5.2%* for* 0.02*













































0.008* 75* 3.579* 2.21*
0.008* 100* 3.589* 2.48*
0.008* 200* 3.587* 2.43*
0.008* 300* 3.584* 2.34*
0.009* 75* 3.606* 2.94*
0.009* 100* 3.595* 2.64*
0.009* 200* 3.602* 2.83*
0.009* 300* 3.587* 2.43*
0.01* 75* 3.565* 1.82*
0.01* 100* 3.577* 2.15*
0.01* 200* 3.582* 2.29*
0.01* 300* 3.584* 2.34*
0.02* 75* 3.653* 4.19*
0.02* 100* 3.692* 5.20*
0.02* 200* 3.635* 3.71*
0.02* 300* 3.627* 3.50*
0.03* 75* 3.622* 3.37*
0.03* 100* 3.594* 2.62*
0.03* 200* 3.636* 3.74*
0.03* 300* 3.626* 3.47*
0.04* 75* 3.657* 4.29*
0.04* 100* 3.621* 3.34*
0.04* 200* 3.656* 4.27*


































WEEK&0& WEEK&3& WEEK&7& WEEK&9&
SURGERY& M1& M2& M3& M4& M5&
A1# 20.7# 20.7# 20.9# 23# 20.4# 23.1#
A2# 21.2# 21.4# 19.8# 22.2# ,# ,#
A3# 21# 23.3# 22.5# 24.1# 22.4# 25.7#
A4# 21.5# 24.2# 23.9# 24.9# 24.4# 26.5#
A5# 18.4# 20.1# 19.5# 19.2# ,# ,#
A6# 19.2# 20.5# 20.7# ,# ,# ,#
C1# 20.9# 23#
MOUSE&
WEEK&0& WEEK&5& WEEK&6& WEEK&8& WEEK&9&
SURGERY& M1& M2& M3& M4& M5& M6&
B1# 22.1# 20.1# 22.2# 20.8# 21.4# 21.6# 21.1#
B2# 22.4# 23# 21.7# 20.6# 21.7# 22.3# 22.6#
B3# 20.7# 21# 22.8# 20.8# 22.2# 21.2# 22.2#
B4# 20.1# 20.2# 21.7# 19.9# 20.6# 21.5# 19.7#
B5# 21.4# 22.2# 21.6# 21.6# 21.4# 21.1# 20.4#





To* minimise* the* computational* resources,* mesh* independence* was* checked*
between*two*meshes*made*for*the*same*cuffed*artery*geometry*reconstructed*
from*animal*B5.* *The*mesh*edge* length*was* lowered* from*Mesh* 1* in*order* to*
approximately* double* the* number* of* mesh* elements* in* the* volume* and*




plotted* along* the* vessel* centerline* (Figure* 82).* The* percentage* error* was*
calculated* between* the*mean*TAWSS* of* both*meshes* and*was* found* to* be* C
0.116%*(Table*24).*Thus,*even*though*Mesh*1*had*half*the*number*of*wall*nodes*
and* tetrahedral*volume*elements*as*Mesh*2,* the* solution*achieved*was*under*
acceptable* tolerance* and* hence*Mesh* 1*was* selected* for* the* final* simulation.*








ARTERY$ Min$ Mean$$ Max$
Mesh1* 388666** 2.268* 9.675* 92.044*





Figure* 82:* TAWSS* along* the* vessel* centerline* shows* a* good* overlap* for* both*
meshes.* A* sharp* increase* in* seen* in* both* curves* at* the* throat* of* the* cuff*


























Mesh Independence − instrumented artery








































on* the* resolution* of* the* imaging* modality* (OCT)* and* the* change* in* vessel*
radius*over* the*cardiac*cycle.*The* latter*was*measured*as*a* function*of*vessel*
area* fluctuations* recorded* over* approximately* five* cardiac* cycles* without*
catheter*pullback.* Fluctuations*of* 1*mm2* around* an* average* area*of* 16.5*mm2*
were* found* (Figure*83),* corresponding* to*an*approximate*percentage*error* in*
vessel* area* of* 6%* and* in* vessel* radius* of* 3%.* * Clinical* OCT* systems* have* a*

















and*smallest*diameters*range*are* 0.43! + 3!*=*3.03%*and* 1! + 3!*=*3.16%*
respectively.**
*
The* likely*percentage*errors* in*wall* shear* stress*measurements*based* is* three*
times* that* of* the* radius.* This* corresponds* to* an* error* due* to* OCT* based*









Mesh* independence* was* investigated* in* a* representative* stented* artery* from*
pig*5298.**Two*meshes*were*made*for*the*same*geometry;*Mesh*1*and*Mesh*2.**
The* number* of* tetrahedral* elements* was* roughly* doubled* between* the* two*
meshes* by* altering* the* maximum* mesh* edge* length.* Transient* simulations*
were*run*on*both*meshes*without*altering*any*parameters*and*the*TAWSS*was*
circumferentially* averaged* over* 0.15* mm* segments* of* the* artery* and* plotted*












ARTERY$ Min$ Mean$$ Max$
Mesh1* 578063* 0.581* 3.672* 24.154*
Mesh2* 1077180* 0.583* 3.667* 24.023*
* * * * ** * *
! 273!
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Mesh Independence − Stented Artery



















































each* scaled* metric* in* this* case)* applied* to* all* shear* metrics* could* result* in*
varying* areas* of* the*metric* over*which* the* overlap* of* the* stain* is* quantified.*
This*might*have*led*to*a*bias* in*the*results* in*favour*of*the*shear*metric*with*
the* largest* area.* 2)* the*method*of* scaling* (normalizing)* the* different*metrics*





threshold,* such* that* the* areas* over* which* the* overlaps* are* quantified* are*






preCstent* baseline* (time* 0)* and* postCstent* configurations* (time* 0+,* 1* and* 2),*
suggesting* that* the* metrics* lose* their* ability* to* detect* the* flow* disturbance*
introduced*by*the*stenotic*stent*(Figure*85).**Additionally,*we*found*very*high*
overlaps* between* the* metrics* and* the* stains* at* time* point* 0* (preCstented*
configuration)* when* there* is* no* disease* or* complex* flow,* hence* we* should*
expect*no*overlaps*at*this*time*point.*Finally,*there*were*very*small*differences*
between*the*different*metrics*and*thus*no*metric*could*be*classified*as*having*
better* predictive* capabilities* over* another.*When*using* the* 30th* percentile* as*
the* threshold,* similar* results* were* obtained,* though* at* lower* percentage*
! 275!
overlaps,* wherein* no* striking* differences* between* shear* metrics* were* seen.*
Here*too,*high*overlap*values*were*observed*at*the*baseline*time*point*and*the*
overlap* percentages* over* time* were* typically* between* 60%* and* 80%* for* all*




We* interpret* these* results* as* supporting* the* use* of* our* previous* approach*





analysis,*hence*producing*higher*overlaps*even*at* time*0.* In*order* to*exclude*





metrics* less* specific* and* hence* do* not* facilitate* a* comparison* between* the*
metrics*or*assist* in*understanding*the*predictive*capabilities*of* the*metrics*as*
the*overlaps* are* similar*over* time.*Moreover,* it*does*not* allow*assessment*of*
the* flow* disturbance* created* by* the* shearCmodifying* stent,* which* we*
hypothesize*as*causing*the*development*and*acceleration*of*disease.*
*
Finally,* to* test* if* the* scaling* (normalizing)*of* the*different*metrics*affects* the*
results,* we* tested* three* different* scaling* approaches,* 1* –* normalizing* by* the*
maximum*in*that*vessel*(VesselMax),*2*–*normalizing*by*the*maximum*across*
all* pigs* (AllMax)* and* 3* –* normalizing* by* the* theoretical* maximum* for* that*
metric* (TMax)*as*seen* in* the* figures.*For*our*previous*analysis,* in*most*cases*
TMax*was*used*to*normalize*the*metrics,*except*for*TAWSS,*where*VesselMax*




in* the* case* of* the* TAWSS* and* transWSS* metrics.* * When* TAWSS* was*
normalized* by* either* the* TMax* or* AllMax,* we* found* an* overlap* of* 0* as* the*
metric*was*scaled*by*a*very*high*value*(highest*TAWSS*occurring*in*the*stent).*
In*the*case*of*the*transWSS*metric,*normalizing*by*AllMax*produced*the*same*
trend* as* our* previous* approach,* however* with* lower* overlap* values.*
Additionally,* normalizing* transWSS* by* VesselMax* produced* high* overlap*
values*at*baseline*and* increasingly* lower*values*postCstenting,* thus*producing*
counter* intuitive*results*as*we*would*expect*a* lack*of*multidirectional* flow*at*
baseline,* and* an* increase* in* the* multidirectionality* with* increasing* stenosis*
severity*over*time.*These*results*suggest*that*our*initial*approach*of*using*the*
TMax*of*the*TAWSS*to*scale*transWSS*was*optimal,*although*the*metric*is*now*
a* variation* of* the* transWSS* called* tSS* because* it* was* scaled* by* a* different*


















































































figure* per* mouse)* at* different* time* points* using* two* different* thresholding*
approaches* for* the*normalization*of* the*metrics.*This* test*was*performed* for*
two*metrics,* the*original* (raw)* transWSS*(normalized*by* its*maximum*across*
all*mice)*and*a*variation*of* the* transWSS,*called* tSS* i.e.* the* transWSS*metric*
normalized*by*the*TAWSS*at*each*point).**
We* found* that* the*patterns*of* the* shear*metrics* after* thresholding* (in*
red)*were*usually*very*similar* in*the*region*downstream*of*the*cuff* (although*
differences*observed*in*figure*88*and*89)*and*the*mean*node*counts*of*the*two*
metrics* were* not* statistically* different* (941±429* versus* 753±538,* p=0.56).*
Importantly,*the*primary*region*of*interest*in*the*mice*is*the*region*upstream*
of*the*cuff,*i.e.*the*location*of*vulnerable*plaque*development,*where*the*shear*
metrics* had* negligible* or* very* low* values* in* this* region* using* either* of* the*
normalization* approaches.* These* results* suggest* that* there* is* no* bias* in* the*
overlap* results* due* to* the* areas* of* the*different* shear*metrics,* particularly* in*
our*regions*of*interest*i.e.*upstream*of*the*cuff*in*the*mice,*and*downstream*of*
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